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Wikipedia:Be bold

Be bold!
Just do it! (with civility, of course!)

Wikipedia:Be bold (WP:BOLD) is best summed up in three words: "Just do it!" The Wikipedia community
encourages users to be bold when updating the encyclopedia. Wikis like ours develop faster when everybody helps
to fix problems, correct grammar, add facts, make sure wording is accurate, etc. We would like everyone to be bold
and help make Wikipedia a better encyclopedia. How many times have you read something and thought, "Why aren't
these pages copy-edited?" Wikipedia not only allows you to add, revise, and edit articles: it wants you to do it. This
does require some amount of politeness, but it works. You'll see. Of course, others here will edit what you write. Do
not take it personally! They, like all of us, just wish to make Wikipedia as good an encyclopedia as it can possibly
be.
Also, when you see a conflict in a talk page, do not be just a "mute spectator." Be bold and drop your opinion there!
Don't get upset if your bold edits get deleted. The early advocate of trial and error followed by observation to gain
knowledge, Francis Bacon said "For if absurdity be the subject of laughter, doubt you not but great boldness is
seldom without some absurdity." Instead of getting upset, read WP:Assume good faith and WP:Civility, and be bold
again, but after a deletion of a bold edit, you might want to be bold in an edit on the talk pages so as not to start an
edit war.

...but please be careful

"Be Bold" has become an informal slogan of
Wikipedia

Though the boldness of contributors like you is one of Wikipedia's
greatest assets, it is important that contributors take care of the
common good and not edit recklessly. Of course, any changes you
make that turn out badly can be reverted, usually painlessly. It is
important not to be insulted if your changes are reverted or edited
further. But there are some significant changes that can be
long-lasting and that are harder to fix if the need arises. If you're
unsure of anything, just ask for advice.

Often it is easier to see that something is not right rather than to
know exactly what would be right. We do not require that
everyone be bold. After all, commenting that something in an
article is incorrect can be the first step to getting it fixed. It is true,
though, that problems are more certain to be fixed, and will
probably be fixed faster, if you are bold enough to do it yourself.

To use the words of Edmund Spenser, "Be bold, be bold, and
everywhere be bold," but "Be not too bold."
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Non-article namespaces
Although editors are encouraged to be bold in updating articles, more caution is sometimes required when editing
pages in non-article namespaces. Such pages are identified by a namespace prefix. For example, this page,
Wikipedia:Be bold, has the "Wikipedia:" prefix; if it were called simply Be bold (with no prefix) it would be an
article.
Problems may arise for a variety of reasons in different contexts in non-article namespaces. These problems should
be taken into account in deciding whether to be bold, and how bold to be.

Wikipedia namespace

The admonition "but please be careful" is especially important in relation to Wikipedia's policies and guidelines,
where key parts may be phrased in a particular way to reflect a very hard-won, knife-edge consensus - which may
not be obvious to those unfamiliar with the background. In these cases, it is often better to discuss potential changes
first. However, spelling and grammatical errors can and should be fixed as soon as they are noticed.
Discussing changes to other Wikipedia-space pages on the talk page is also a good idea. If nothing else, it will
provide an explanation of the changes for later editors. Most such pages are collections of arguments placed in
Wikipedia space for later reference, so the same arguments don't need to be made over and over again.

Template namespace

Being bold in updating templates can have far reaching consequences. This is because template changes can affect a
large number of pages with a single edit; moreover some templates also form part of wide-ranging, uniform systems
of templates across Wikipedia, such as infobox and stub templates. Templates, moreover, may have complex source
code that can easily be broken by untested changes (although they can fortunately be corrected with a single revert).
Because of these concerns, many heavily used templates are indefinitely protected from editing. Before editing
templates, consider proposing any changes on the associated talk pages and announcing the proposed change on
pages of appropriate WikiProjects.

Category namespace

Creating new categories or reorganizing the category structure may come to affect many pages. Consider the
guidelines on categorization and overcategorization, and if what you're doing might be considered controversial
(especially if it concerns categories for living people), propose changes at Categories for discussion, also mentioning
them on pages of appropriate WikiProjects.

File namespace

Be bold in adding information to the description of an existing image. However, new images should be uploaded
with new names rather than overwriting old ones. Doing otherwise risks having the old image confused with the new
one.
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User namespace

It is generally recommended that you do not edit another Wikipedian's user page or comments left on talk pages
(other than your own, and even then do not be reckless). Fixing vandalism is nearly always welcome, even on user
pages. Specific users will let you know if they find your changes inappropriate or if you have given incorrect
information.

Portal namespace

Regarding changes to graphical layout, see the next section. Note that the color scheme used for portals is not
necessarily arbitrary. For example, most portals related to countries use the colors of the nation's flag. It is a good
idea to propose design changes on the talk page first.

Graphical layout changes
Caution is required when making major changes to the graphical layout of certain pages that are not articles
(examples below). It is often best to test changes first (in a sandbox page in your userspace, or a subpage of the page
in question), and to discuss the proposed change with other editors before making it live. When many users edit such
pages for layout, different plans can conflict, and the page may get worse rather than better.
This is particularly true of highly visible pages, such as those linked to from the navigation boxes on the left of the
screen. These often use intricate formatting to convey their information, and a lot of work has gone into making them
as user-friendly as possible. Moreover some pages form groups whose formatting is intended to be uniform. You
should not make unapproved design edits to these types of pages. Examples include the Main Page (which in any
case is permanently protected), the Community Portal, the Featured content group of pages, and the group consisting
of Portal:Contents and its subpages, as well as Portal:Current events. This does not apply to articles or normal
portals.
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Wikipedia:Copyrights
Important note: The Wikimedia Foundation does not own copyright on Wikipedia article texts and illustrations. It
is therefore pointless to email our contact addresses asking for permission to reproduce articles or images,
even if rules at your company or school or organization mandate that you ask web site operators before copying their
content.
The only Wikipedia content you should contact the Wikimedia Foundation about is the trademarked
Wikipedia/Wikimedia logos, which are not freely usable without permission.
Permission to reproduce and modify text on Wikipedia has already been granted to anyone anywhere by the authors
of individual articles as long as such reproduction and modification complies with licensing terms (see below and
Wikipedia:Mirrors and forks for specific terms). Images may or may not permit reuse and modification; the
conditions for reproduction of each image should be individually checked. The only exceptions are those cases in
which editors have violated Wikipedia policy by uploading copyrighted material without authorization, or with
copyright licensing terms which are incompatible with those Wikipedia authors have applied to the rest of Wikipedia
content. While such material is present on Wikipedia (before it is detected and removed), it will be a copyright
violation to copy it. For permission to use it, one must contact the owner of the copyright of the text or illustration in
question; often, but not always, this will be the original author.
If you wish to reuse content from Wikipedia, first read the Reusers' rights and obligations section. You should then
read the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License and the GNU Free Documentation
License.
The text of Wikipedia is copyrighted (automatically, under the Berne Convention) by Wikipedia editors and
contributors and is formally licensed to the public under one or several liberal licenses. Most of Wikipedia's text and
many of its images are co-licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Sharealike 3.0 Unported License
(CC-BY-SA) and the GNU Free Documentation License (GFDL) (unversioned, with no invariant sections,
front-cover texts, or back-cover texts). Some text has been imported only under CC-BY-SA and
CC-BY-SA-compatible license and cannot be reused under GFDL; such text will be identified either on the page
footer, in the page history or the discussion page of the article that utilizes the text. Every image has a description
page which indicates the license under which it is released or, if it is non-free, the rationale under which it is used.
The licenses Wikipedia uses grant free access to our content in the same sense that free software is licensed freely.
Wikipedia content can be copied, modified, and redistributed if and only if the copied version is made available on
the same terms to others and acknowledgment of the authors of the Wikipedia article used is included (a link back to
the article is generally thought to satisfy the attribution requirement; see below for more details). Copied Wikipedia
content will therefore remain free under appropriate license and can continue to be used by anyone subject to certain
restrictions, most of which aim to ensure that freedom. This principle is known as copyleft in contrast to typical
copyright licenses.
To this end,

• Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify Wikipedia's text under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License and, unless otherwise noted, the GNU Free
Documentation License. unversioned, with no invariant sections, front-cover texts, or back-cover texts.

• A copy of the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License is included in the section
entitled "Wikipedia:Text of Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License"

• A copy of the GNU Free Documentation License is included in the section entitled "GNU Free
Documentation License".

• Content on Wikipedia is covered by disclaimers.
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The English text of the CC-BY-SA and GFDL licenses is the only legally binding restriction between authors and
users of Wikipedia content. What follows is our interpretation of CC-BY-SA and GFDL, as it pertains to the rights
and obligations of users and contributors.

Contributors' rights and obligations
If you contribute text directly to Wikipedia, you thereby license it to the public for reuse under CC-BY-SA and
GFDL (unversioned, with no invariant sections, front-cover texts, or back-cover texts). Non-text media may be
contributed under a variety of different licenses that support the general goal of allowing unrestricted re-use and
re-distribution. See Guidelines for images and other media files, below.
If you want to import text that you have found elsewhere or that you have co-authored with others, you can only do
so if it is available under terms that are compatible with the CC-BY-SA license. You do not need to ensure or
guarantee that the imported text is available under the GNU Free Documentation License, unless you are its sole
author. Furthermore, please note that you cannot import information which is available only under the GFDL. In
other words, you may only import text that is (a) single-licensed under terms compatible with the CC-BY-SA license
or (b) dual-licensed with the GFDL and another license with terms compatible with the CC-BY-SA license. If you
are the sole author of the material, you must license it under both CC-BY-SA and GFDL.
If the material, text or media, has been previously published and you wish to donate it to Wikipedia under
appropriate license, you will need to verify copyright permission through one of our established procedures. See
Wikipedia:Donating copyrighted materials for details. If you are not a copyright holder, you will still need to verify
copyright permission; see the Using copyrighted work from others section below.
You retain copyright to materials you contribute to Wikipedia, text and media. Copyright is never transferred to
Wikipedia. You can later republish and relicense them in any way you like. However, you can never retract or alter
the license for copies of materials that you place here; these copies will remain so licensed until they enter the public
domain when your copyright expires (currently some decades after an author's death).

Using copyrighted work from others
All creative works are copyrighted, by international agreement, unless either they fall into the public domain or their
copyright is explicitly disclaimed. Generally, Wikipedia must have permission to use copyrighted works. There are
some circumstances under which copyrighted works may be legally utilized without permission; see
Wikipedia:Non-free content for specific details on when and how to utilize such material. However, it is our goal to
be able to freely redistribute as much of Wikipedia's material as possible, so original images and sound files licensed
under CC-BY-SA and GFDL (unversioned, with no invariant sections, front-cover texts, or back-cover texts) or in
the public domain are greatly preferred to copyrighted media files used under fair use or otherwise.
If you want to import media (including text) that you have found elsewhere, and it does not meet the non-free
content policy and guideline, you can only do so if it is public domain or available under terms that are compatible
with the CC-BY-SA license. If you import media under a compatible license which requires attribution, you must, in
a reasonable fashion, credit the author(s). You must also in most cases verify that the material is compatibly licensed
or public domain. If the original source of publication contains a copyright disclaimer or other indication that the
material is free for use, a link to it on the media description page or the article's talk page may satisfy this
requirement. If you obtain special permission to use a copyrighted work from the copyright holder under compatible
terms, you must make a note of that fact (along with the relevant names and dates) and verify this through one of
several processes. See Wikipedia:Requesting copyright permission for the procedure for asking a copyright holder to
grant a usable license for their work and for the processes for verifying that license has been granted.
Never use materials that infringe the copyrights of others. This could create legal liabilities and seriously hurt 
Wikipedia. If in doubt, write the content yourself, thereby creating a new copyrighted work which can be included in
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Wikipedia without trouble.
Note that copyright law governs the creative expression of ideas, not the ideas or information themselves. Therefore,
it is legal to read an encyclopedia article or other work, reformulate the concepts in your own words, and submit it to
Wikipedia, so long as you do not follow the source too closely. (See our Copyright FAQ for more on how much
reformulation may be necessary as well as the distinction between summary and abridgment.) However, it would
still be unethical (but not illegal) to do so without citing the original as a reference.

Linking to copyrighted works
Since most recently-created works are copyrighted, almost any Wikipedia article which cites its sources will link to
copyrighted material. It is not necessary to obtain the permission of a copyright holder before linking to copyrighted
material, just as an author of a book does not need permission to cite someone else's work in their bibliography.
Likewise, Wikipedia is not restricted to linking only to CC-BY-SA or open-source content.
However, if you know or reasonably suspect that an external Web site is carrying a work in violation of the creator's
copyright, do not link to that copy of the work. An example would be linking to a site hosting the lyrics of many
popular songs without permission from their copyright holders. Knowingly and intentionally directing others to a site
that violates copyright has been considered a form of contributory infringement in the United States (Intellectual
Reserve v. Utah Lighthouse Ministry [1]). Linking to a page that illegally distributes someone else's work sheds a
bad light on Wikipedia and its editors. The copyright status of Internet archives in the United States is unclear,
however. It is currently acceptable to link to internet archives such as the Wayback Machine, which host unmodified
archived copies of webpages taken at various points in time. In articles about a website, it is acceptable to include a
link to that website even if there are possible copyright violations somewhere on the site.
Context is also important; it may be acceptable to link to a reputable website's review of a particular film, even if it
presents a still from the film (such uses are generally either explicitly permitted by distributors or allowed under fair
use). However, linking directly to the still of the film removes the context and the site's justification for permitted use
or fair use.

Copyright violations
Contributors who repeatedly post copyrighted material despite appropriate warnings may be blocked from editing by
any administrator to prevent further problems.
If you suspect a copyright violation, you should at least bring up the issue on that page's discussion page. Others can
then examine the situation and take action if needed. Some cases will be false alarms. For example, text that can be
found elsewhere on the Web that was in fact copied from Wikipedia in the first place is not a copyright violation on
Wikipedia's part.
If a page contains material which infringes copyright, that material – and the whole page, if there is no other material
present – should be removed. See Wikipedia:Copyright violations for more information, and Wikipedia:Copyright
problems for detailed instructions.
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Guidelines for images and other media files
Images, photographs, video and sound files, like written works, are subject to copyright. Someone holds the
copyright unless they have been explicitly placed in the public domain. Images, video and sound files on the internet
need to be licensed directly from the copyright holder or someone able to license on their behalf. In some cases, fair
use guidelines may allow them to be used irrespective of any copyright claims; see Wikipedia:Non-free content for
more.
Image description pages must be tagged with a special tag to indicate the legal status of the images, as described at
Wikipedia:Image copyright tags. Untagged or incorrectly-tagged images will be deleted.
Questions about media copyright may be directed to Wikipedia:Media copyright questions, which is generally
staffed by volunteers familiar with Wikipedia's media copyright guidelines and policies.

Governing copyright law
The Wikimedia Foundation is based in the United States and accordingly governed by United States copyright law.
Regardless, according to Jimbo Wales, the co-founder of Wikipedia, Wikipedia contributors should respect the
copyright law of other nations, even if these do not have official copyright relations with the United States.[2]
A brief summary of non-U.S. copyright laws, including guidelines on determining copyright status of the material in
the United States, is available at Wikipedia:Non-U.S. copyrights.

Works by the United States Federal Government
Works produced by civilian and military employees of the United States federal government in the scope of their
employment are public domain by statute in the United States (though they may be protected by copyright outside
the U.S.). It is not enough that the employee was working at the time; he/she must have made the work as part of
his/her duties (e.g. a soldier who takes a photograph with his/her personal camera while on patrol in Iraq owns the
copyright to the photo, but it may find its way onto a unit webpage or otherwise be licensed to the government).
However, not every work republished by the U.S. government falls into this category. The U.S. government can own
copyrights that are assigned to it by others – for example, works created by contractors.

United States Code; Title 17; Chapter 1; § 105 Subject matter of copyright; United States Government
works.
Copyright protection under this title is not available for any work of the United States Government, but the
United States Government is not precluded from receiving and holding copyrights transferred to it by
assignment, bequest, or otherwise.US Code [3]

Moreover, images and other media found on .mil and .gov websites may be using commercial stock photography
owned by others. It may be useful to check the privacy and security notice of the website, but only with an email to
the webmaster can you be confident that an image is in the public domain.
See Wikipedia:Public domain#U.S. government works for further information. But note that while the United States
government does not claim copyright protection on its own works, governments outside the U.S. often do claim
copyright over works produced by their employees (for example, Crown copyright in the United Kingdom).
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Works by state governments of the United States
In addition, most state and local governments in the United States do not release their work into the public domain
and do in fact own the copyright to their work. Please make sure to check copyright information before using their
work.

Reusers' rights and obligations
The only Wikipedia content you should contact the Wikimedia Foundation about is the trademarked
Wikipedia/Wikimedia logos, which are not freely usable without permission (members of the media, see
Foundation:Press room, others see Wikipedia:Contact us). If you want to use other Wikipedia materials in your own
books/articles/websites or other publications, you can do so, unless it is used under the non-free content
provisions—but only in compliance with the licensing terms. Please follow the guidelines below:

Re-use of text
Attribution

To re-distribute text on Wikipedia in any form, provide credit to the authors either by including a) a hyperlink
(where possible) or URL to the page or pages you are re-using, b) a hyperlink (where possible) or URL to an
alternative, stable online copy which is freely accessible, which conforms with the license, and which provides
credit to the authors in a manner equivalent to the credit given on this website, or c) a list of all authors. (Any
list of authors may be filtered to exclude very small or irrelevant contributions.) This applies to text developed
by the Wikipedia community. Text from external sources may attach additional attribution requirements to the
work, which should be indicated on an article's face or on its talk page. For example, a page may have a
banner or other notation indicating that some or all of its content was originally published somewhere else.
Where such notations are visible in the page itself, they should generally be preserved by re-users.

Copyleft/Share Alike
If you make modifications or additions to the page you re-use, you must license them under the Creative
Commons Attribution-Share-Alike License 3.0 or later.

Indicate changes
If you make modifications or additions, you must indicate in a reasonable fashion that the original work has
been modified. If you are re-using the page in a wiki, for example, indicating this in the page history is
sufficient.

Licensing notice
Each copy or modified version that you distribute must include a licensing notice stating that the work is
released under CC-BY-SA and either a) a hyperlink or URL to the text of the license or b) a copy of the
license. For this purpose, a suitable URL is: http:/ / creativecommons. org/ licenses/ by-sa/ 3. 0/

For further information, please refer to the legal code of the CC-BY-SA License [4].

Additional availability of text under the GNU Free Documentation License

For compatibility reasons, any page which does not incorporate text that is exclusively available under CC-BY-SA
or a CC-BY-SA-compatible license is also available under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License [5]. In
order to determine whether a page is available under the GFDL, review the page footer, page history, and discussion
page for attribution of single-licensed content that is not GFDL-compatible. All text published before June 15th,
2009 on Wikipedia was released under the GFDL, and you may also use the page history to retrieve content
published before that date to ensure GFDL compatibility.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Copyright_status_of_work_by_the_U.S._government
http://wikimediafoundation.org/wiki/Press_room
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Contact_us
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:NFC
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:NFC
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Hyperlink
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=URL
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/legalcode
http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html
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Re-use of non-text media
Where not otherwise noted, non-text media files are available under various free culture licenses, consistent with the
Wikimedia Foundation Licensing Policy. Please view the media description page for details about the license of any
specific media file.

Non-free materials and special requirements
Wikipedia articles may also include quotations, images, or other media under the U.S. Copyright law "fair use"
doctrine in accordance with our guidelines for non-free content. In Wikipedia, such "fair use" material should be
identified as from an external source by an appropriate method (on the image description page, or history page, as
appropriate; quotations should be denoted with quotation marks or block quotation in accordance with Wikipedia's
manual of style). This leads to possible restrictions on the use, outside of Wikipedia, of such "fair use" content
retrieved from Wikipedia: this "fair use" content does not fall under the CC-BY-SA or GFDL license as such, but
under the "fair use" (or similar/different) regulations in the country where the media are retrieved.
Prior to June 15, 2009, Wikipedia did permit some text under licenses that were compatible with the GFDL but
might require additional terms that were not required for original Wikipedia text (such as including Invariant
Sections, Front-Cover Texts, or Back-Cover Texts). However, these materials could only be placed if the original
copyright holders did not require that they be carried forward; for that reason, they impose no special burden for
reuse.

If you are the owner of Wikipedia-hosted content being used without your
permission
If you are the owner of content that is being used on Wikipedia without your permission, then you may request
the page be immediately removed from Wikipedia; see Request for immediate removal of copyright violation. You
can also contact our designated agent to have it permanently removed (but it may take up to a week for the page to
be deleted that way). You may also blank the page and replace it with the words {{copyvio|URL or place you
published the text}} but the text will still be in the page history. Either way, we will, of course, need some evidence
to support your claim of ownership.
Inversely, if you are the editor of a Wikipedia article and have found a copy hosted without following the licensing
requirements for attribution, please see Wikipedia:Standard license violation letter.

References
[1] http:/ / www. law. uh. edu/ faculty/ cjoyce/ copyright/ release10/ IntRes. html
[2] http:/ / mail. wikimedia. org/ pipermail/ wikien-l/ 2005-August/ 027373. html
[3] http:/ / www4. law. cornell. edu/ uscode/ html/ uscode17/ usc_sec_17_00000105----000-. html
[4] http:/ / creativecommons. org/ licenses/ by-sa/ 3. 0/ legalcode
[5] http:/ / www. gnu. org/ copyleft/ fdl. html

http://wikimediafoundation.org/wiki/Resolution:Licensing_policy
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Non-free_content
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:MOSQUOTE%23Quotations
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:MOSQUOTE%23Quotations
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Request_for_immediate_removal_of_copyright_violation
http://wikimediafoundation.org/wiki/designated_agent
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Standard_license_violation_letter
http://www.law.uh.edu/faculty/cjoyce/copyright/release10/IntRes.html
http://mail.wikimedia.org/pipermail/wikien-l/2005-August/027373.html
http://www4.law.cornell.edu/uscode/html/uscode17/usc_sec_17_00000105----000-.html
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/legalcode
http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html
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Wikipedia:Cheatsheet
Welcome to Wikipedia!

Help index: Ask questions · Learn wikicode · View FAQ · Read Glossary · Live help [1] via web chat · Help desk ·
Reference desk · Tutorial

Works anywhere in the text

Description You type You get 

Italic text ''italic'' italic

Bold text '''bold''' bold

Bold and italic text '''''bold & italic''''' bold & italic

Link to another Wikipedia page [[Name of page]]

[[Name of page|Text to

display]]

Name of page
Text to display

Add an image thumb|alt=Alt text|Caption]]

Caption

Add a page to a category [[Category:Category

name]]

Categories should be placed at the end of pages. The category name
will display in a bar at the bottom when the page is previewed or
saved.

Signature

Sign your contributions when
posting to a Talk Page.
Do not sign when contributing to
an article.

~~~~ Username (talk) 14:25, 28 June 2011 (UTC)

Works only at the beginning of lines

Description You type You get 

Redirect to another page

Redirects must be placed at the
start of the first line.

#REDIRECT [[Target

page]]

 Target page

Redirect to a section of another page

Redirects must be placed at the
start of the first line.

#REDIRECT [[Target

page#anchorName]]

 Target page#anchorName

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:WELCOME
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Contents
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Questions
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Cheatsheet
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:FAQ
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Glossary
http://webchat.freenode.net/?channels=wikipedia-en-help
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Help_desk
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Reference_desk
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Tutorial
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Linking
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Name_of_page
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Name_of_page
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Picture_tutorial
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Alternative_text_for_images
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Wiki.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:FAQ/Categories
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Tutorial_%28Talk_pages%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special:Mypage
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special:Mytalk
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Redirect
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Redirect_arrow_without_text.svg
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Target_page
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Redirect
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Redirect_arrow_without_text.svg
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Target_page%23anchorName
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Section headings

A Table of Contents will
automatically be generated when
four headings are added to an
article.
Do not use =Level 1=; it is
reserved for page titles.

== Level 2 ==

=== Level 3 ===

==== Level 4 ====

===== Level 5 =====

====== Level 6 ======

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Bulleted list * One

* Two

** Two point one

* Three

• One
• Two

• Two point one
• Three

Numbered list # One

# Two

## Two point one

# Three

1. One
2. Two

1. Two point one
3. Three

Indenting text

This is used when replying on a
talk page, to make it easier to
follow conversations.

no indent (normal)

:first indent

::second indent

:::third indent

no indent (normal)

first indent

second indent

third indent

Adding references

Cheatsheet for citing a website or publication
Referencing for beginners

References
[1] http:/ / webchat. freenode. net/ ?channels=wikipedia-en-help

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Section
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:List
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:List
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Tutorial_%28Talk_pages%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Citations_quick_reference
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Referencing_for_beginners
http://webchat.freenode.net/?channels=wikipedia-en-help
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Help:Wiki markup

A video about WikiCode and how to use it.

Wiki markup is the syntax and keywords used by the MediaWiki
software to format a page; see How to edit a page for details on using
it.

Layout

Sections

Section headings

Use headings to split articles into sections. Put a heading on a separate line. A level-two heading is the highest level
editors use in an article.

 What it looks like  What you type 

Section headings
Headings organize your writing into sections. The
Wiki software can automatically generate a table of
contents from them. Start with 2 'equals' characters.

Subsection
Using more 'equals' characters creates a subsection.

A smaller subsection
Don't skip levels, like from two to four 'equals'
characters.

==Section headings==

''Headings'' organize your writing into sections.

The Wiki software can automatically generate

a table of contents from them.

Start with 2 'equals' characters.

===Subsection===

Using more 'equals' characters creates a subsection.

====A smaller subsection====

Don't skip levels, like from two to four 'equals' characters.

Horizontal line Separating with a horizontal dividing
line:

this is above it...

...and this is below it.

If you don't use a section header, you don't get a TOC
entry.

'''Horizontal line'''

Separating with a horizontal dividing line:

:this is above it...

----

:...and this is below it.

If you don't use a section header, you don't get a TOC entry.

Table of contents

When a page has at least four headings, a table of contents (TOC) will appear in front of the first header (after the
lead). Putting __TOC__ anywhere forces the TOC to appear at that point (instead of just before the first heading).
Putting __NOTOC__ anywhere forces the TOC to disappear. See also Compact TOC for alphabet and year headings.

Line breaks
• You can make the wikitext more readable by putting in newlines, but see Wikipedia:Don't use line breaks for

possible problems.
• To break lines use the <br /> element. The HTML tag <br> will be converted to the XHTML <br /> tag by 

HTML Tidy in most instances. The <br> tag is not converted when used in editnotices or in the MediaWiki

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Learning_WikiCode.ogv
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MediaWiki
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:How_to_edit_a_page
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Section
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Section
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Section%23Compact_TOC
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Don%27t_use_line_breaks
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=HTML_Tidy
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Editnotice
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:MediaWiki_namespace
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namespace— it will render invalid XHTML and will break tools such as Twinkle.
• Please use these sparingly.
• Close markup between lines; do not start a link or italics or bold on one line and close it on the next.
• When used in a list, a newline does affect the layout (See Help:List).

 What it looks like  What you type 

A single newline has no effect on
the layout.

But an empty line starts a new
paragraph, or ends a list or
indented part.

A single newline has no

effect on the layout.

But an empty line starts a new paragraph, or ends a list or indented part.

You can break lines
without starting a new paragraph.

You can break lines<br />

without starting a new paragraph.

Indent text

 What it looks like  What you type 

Left indent

A colon at the start of a line

causes the line to be indented,

most commonly used on Talk pages.

:A colon at the start of a line

::causes the line to be indented,

:::most commonly used on Talk pages.

Blockquote
When there is a need for separating a block of text. This is useful for (as the name says) inserting blocks of quoted (and cited) text.

The blockquote tag will indent both margins
when needed instead of the left margin only as
the colon does.

<blockquote> The '''blockquote''' tag will indent both margins when needed
instead of the left margin only as the colon does. </blockquote>

Center text

 What it looks like  What you type 

Centered text <div class="center" style="width:auto; margin-left:auto; margin-right:auto;">Centered text</div>

Template {{center}} uses the same markup. To center a table, see Help:Table#Centering tables.

Lists

 What it looks like  What you type 

• Unordered lists are easy to do:

• Start every line with a star.

• More stars indicate a deeper level.

Previous item continues.

• A new line
• in a list

marks the end of the list.

• Of course you can start again.

* ''Unordered lists'' are easy to do:

** Start every line with a star.

*** More stars indicate a deeper level.

*: Previous item continues.

** A new line

* in a list

marks the end of the list.

* Of course you can start again.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:MediaWiki_namespace
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Twinkle
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Link
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:List
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Center
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Table%23Centering_tables
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:List
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1. Numbered lists are:

1. Very organized
2. Easy to follow

Previous item continues

A new line marks the end of the list.

1. New numbering starts with 1.

# ''Numbered lists'' are:

## Very organized

## Easy to follow

#: Previous item continues

A new line marks the end of the list.

# New numbering starts with 1.

Retaining newlines and spaces
The MediaWiki software suppresses single newlines and converts lines starting with a space to preformatted text in a
dashed box. HTML suppresses multiple spaces. It is often desirable to retain these elements for poems, lyrics,
mottoes, oaths and the like. The Poem extension adds HTML-like <poem>...</poem> tags to maintain newlines and
spaces. These tags may be used inside other tags such as <blockquote>...</blockquote>.

 What it looks like  What you type 

In Xanadu did Kubla Khan

A stately pleasure-dome decree:

Where Alph, the sacred river, ran

Through caverns measureless to man

Down to a sunless sea.

So twice five miles of fertile ground

With walls and towers were girdled round:

And there were gardens bright with sinuous rills,

Where blossomed many an incense-bearing tree;

And here were forests ancient as the hills,

Enfolding sunny spots of greenery.

<poem>

In Xanadu did Kubla Khan

  A stately pleasure-dome decree:

Where Alph, the sacred river, ran

  Through caverns measureless to man

Down to a sunless sea.

So twice five miles of fertile ground

  With walls and towers were girdled round:

And there were gardens bright with sinuous rills,

  Where blossomed many an incense-bearing tree;

And here were forests ancient as the hills,

  Enfolding sunny spots of greenery.

</poem>

Format

Text formatting

 What it looks like  What you type 

You can italicize text by putting 2 apostrophes on each side.

3 apostrophes will bold the text.

5 apostrophes will bold and italicize the text.

You can ''italicize text'' by putting 2

apostrophes on each side.

3 apostrophes will '''bold the text'''.

5 apostrophes will '''bold''' and ''italicize''

'''''the text'''''.

Syntax highlighting for source code.

Computer code has a colored background and more stringent
formatting. Suppose we want to define int main(): <syntaxhighlight
lang="cpp">#include <iostream> int main ( int argc, char **argv ) {

   std::cout << "Hello World!";

   return 0;

}</syntaxhighlight>

Computer code has a colored background

and more stringent formatting. Suppose we

want to define <code>int  main()</code>:

<syntaxhighlight lang="cpp">#include <iostream>

int main ( int argc,  char **argv ) {

    std::cout << "Hello World!";

    return 0;

}</syntaxhighlight>

You can use small text for captions. You can use <small>small text</small> for captions.

http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Poem
http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:SyntaxHighlight_GeSHi
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Better stay away from big text, unless it's within small text. Better stay away from <big>big text</big>, unless

<small> it's <big>within</big> small</small> text.

You can include a non-breaking space (sometimes called
non-printing character) where you require two words to always
appear together on the same line, such as Mr. Smith or 400 km/h using
&nbsp; in place of a regular space between the two "words" that
need to behave as a single word (never be separated on different
lines).

Mr.&nbsp;Smith or 400&nbsp;km/h.

Extra spacing within text can best be achieved using the pad
template:

Mary   had a little lamb.

Mary {{pad|4em}} had a little lamb.

Typewriter font (does also work beyond the end of a paragraph):
arrow →
italics link

New paragraph started here.

<tt>arrow      &rarr;</tt>

<tt>''italics''</tt>

<tt>[[link]]

New paragraph </tt>started here.

Special characters
See also: Chess symbols in Unicode.

Diacritical marks

• See Help:Special characters.

 What it looks like  What you type 

À Á Â Ã Ä Å
Æ Ç È É Ê Ë
Ì Í Î Ï Ñ Ò
Ó Ô Õ Ö Ø Ù
Ú Û Ü ß à á
â ã ä å æ ç
è é ê ë ì í
î ï ñ ò ó ô
œ õ ö ø ù ú
û ü ÿ

&Agrave; &Aacute; &Acirc; &Atilde; &Auml; &Aring; 

&AElig; &Ccedil; &Egrave; &Eacute; &Ecirc; &Euml; 

&Igrave; &Iacute; &Icirc; &Iuml; &Ntilde; &Ograve; 

&Oacute; &Ocirc; &Otilde; &Ouml; &Oslash; &Ugrave; 

&Uacute; &Ucirc; &Uuml; &szlig; &agrave; &aacute; 

&acirc; &atilde; &auml; &aring; &aelig; &ccedil; 

&egrave; &eacute; &ecirc; &euml; &igrave; &iacute;

&icirc; &iuml; &ntilde; &ograve; &oacute; &ocirc; 

&oelig; &otilde; &ouml; &oslash; &ugrave; &uacute; 

&ucirc; &uuml; &yuml;

Punctuation

 What it looks like  What you type 

¿ ¡ § ¶
† ‡ • – —
‹ › « »
‘ ’ “ ”

&iquest; &iexcl; &sect; &para;

&dagger; &Dagger; &bull; &ndash; &mdash;

&lsaquo; &rsaquo; &laquo; &raquo;

&lsquo; &rsquo; &ldquo; &rdquo;

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Pad
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Link
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Chess_symbols_in_Unicode
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Special_characters
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Other Punctuation

The ‹pre› and ‹nowiki› markup tags are also available. (Permits [ { & } ] for example.

Commercial symbols

 What it looks like  What you type 

™ © ® ¢ € ¥
£ ¤

&trade; &copy; &reg; &cent; &euro; &yen; 

&pound; &curren;

Subscripts and superscripts

• The Manual of Style prefers the x<sub>1</sub> format.
• The latter methods of sub/superscripting cannot be used in the most general context, as they rely on Unicode

support which may not be present on all users' machines. For the 1-2-3 superscripts, it is nevertheless preferred
when possible (as with units of measurement) because most browsers have an easier time formatting lines with it.

 Description  What it looks like  What you type 

Subscripts x1 x2 x3 or
x₀ x₁ x₂ x₃ x₄
x₅ x₆ x₇ x₈ x₉

x<sub>1</sub> x<sub>2</sub> x<sub>3</sub> or

x&#8320; x&#8321; x&#8322; x&#8323; x&#8324;

x&#8325; x&#8326; x&#8327; x&#8328; x&#8329;

Superscripts x1 x2 x3 or
x⁰ x¹ x² x³ x⁴
x⁵ x⁶ x⁷ x⁸ x⁹

x<sup>1</sup> x<sup>2</sup> x<sup>3</sup> or

x&#8304; x&sup1; x&sup2; x&sup3; x&#8308;

x&#8309; x&#8310; x&#8311; x&#8312; x&#8313;

Combined ε0 = 8.85 × 10−12 C² / J
m.
1 hectare = 1 E4 m²

&epsilon;<sub>0</sub> = 8.85 &times;

10<sup>&minus;12</sup> C&sup2; / J m.

1 [[hectare]] = [[1 E4 m&sup2;]]

Greek characters

 What it looks like  What you type 

α β γ δ ε ζ
η θ ι κ λ μ ν
ξ ο π ρ σ ς
τ υ φ χ ψ ω
Α Β Γ Δ Ε Ζ
Η Θ Ι Κ Λ Μ
Ν Ο Ξ Π Ρ Σ
Τ Υ Φ Χ Ψ Ω

&alpha; &beta; &gamma; &delta; &epsilon; &zeta; 

&eta; &theta; &iota; &kappa; &lambda; &mu; &nu; 

&xi; &omicron; &pi; &rho; &sigma; &sigmaf;

&tau; &upsilon; &phi; &chi; &psi; &omega;

&Alpha; &Beta; &Gamma; &Delta; &Epsilon; &Zeta; 

&Eta; &Theta; &Iota; &Kappa; &Lambda; &Mu; 

&Nu; &Xi; &Omicron;&Pi; &Rho; &Sigma;

&Tau; &Upsilon; &Phi; &Chi; &Psi; &Omega;

Mathematical characters

• See also WikiProject Mathematics and TeX.

 What it looks like  What you type 

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=HTML_element%23Other_block_elements
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Wiki_markup%23Limiting_formatting.2Fescaping_wiki_markup
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style_%28mathematics%29%23Superscripts_and_subscripts
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Hectare
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=1_E4_m%C2%B2
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:WikiProject_Mathematics
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=TeX
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∫ ∑ ∏ √ − ± ∞
≈ ∝ ≡ ≠ ≤ ≥
× · ÷ ∂ ′ ″
∇ ‰ ° ∴ ℵ ø
∈ ∉ ∩ ∪ ⊂ ⊃ ⊆ ⊇
¬ ∧ ∨ ∃ ∀
⇒ ⇐ ⇓ ⇑ ⇔
→ ↓ ↑ ← ↔

&int; &sum; &prod; &radic; &minus; &plusmn; &infin;

&asymp; &prop; &equiv; &ne; &le; &ge;

&times; &middot; &divide; &part; &prime; &Prime;

&nabla; &permil; &deg; &there4; &alefsym; &oslash;

&isin; &notin; &cap; &cup; &sub; &sup; &sube; &supe;

&not; &and; &or; &exist; &forall; 

&rArr; &lArr; &dArr; &uArr; &hArr;

&rarr; &darr; &uarr; &larr; &harr;

Mathematical formulae

• Complex formulae should use <math> markup.
• Simple formulae may use either <math> markup or HTML/wiki markup using the {{math}} template with <i>

and <b> or '' and ''' for formatting. Make sure to replace = with {{=}}.
• Ordinary text should use wiki markup for emphasis. However, mathematical formulae often use italics, and

sometimes use bold, for reasons unrelated to emphasis. Per Wikipedia:Manual of Style (mathematics), wiki
markup ('' and ''') is preferred over HTML markup (<i> and <b>), but both are allowed.

 What it looks like  What you type 

sin x + ln y

x = 0

<math>\,\! \sin x + \ln y</math><br>

{{math|sin ''x'' + ln ''y''}}

<math>\mathbf{x} = \mathbf{0}</math><br>

{{math|<b>x</b> {{=}} <b>0</b>}}

Spacing in simple math formulae

• Using &nbsp; to prevent linebreak is not needed; the {{math}} template will prevent line breaks anyway; you
can use <br> if you need an explicit line break inside a formula.

 What
it

looks
like 

 What you type 

It
follows
that x2

≥ 0 is
true
when
x is a
real
number.

It follows that {{math|''x''<sup>2</sup> &ge; 0}} is true when {{math|<VAR>x</VAR>}} is a real number.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Displaying_a_formula
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Math
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:%3D
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style_%28mathematics%29%23Using_HTML
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Math
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Complicated formulae

• See Help:Displaying a formula for how to use <math>.
• A formula displayed on a line by itself should probably be indented by using the colon (:) character.

 What it looks like  What you type 

: <math>\sum_{n=0}^\infty \frac{x^n}{n!}</math>

Links and URLs

Free links
In Wikipedia and some other Wikis, free links are used in Wikitext markup to produce internal links between pages,
as opposed to the concept of CamelCase for the same purpose, which was used in the early days of Wikipedia, see
CamelCase and Wikipedia.
In Wikipedia's markup language, you create free links by putting double square brackets around text designating the
title of the page you want to link to. Thus, [[Texas]] will be rendered as Texas. Optionally, you can use a vertical bar
(|) to customize the link title. For example, typing [[Texas|Lone Star state]] will produce Lone Star state, a link that is
displayed as "Lone Star state" but in fact links to Texas.

Link to another Wiki article

• Internally, the first letter of the target page is automatically capitalized and spaces are represented as underscores
(typing an underscore in the link has the same effect as typing a space, but is not recommended).

• Thus the link below is to the URL en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_transport, which is the Wikipedia article with the
name "Public transport". See also Canonicalization.

• A red link is a page that doesn't exist yet; it can be created by clicking on the link.
• A link to its own page will appear only as bold text.

 What it looks like  What you type 

London has public transport. London has [[public transport]].

Renamed link

• Same target, different name.
• The target ("piped") text must be placed first, then the text to be displayed second.

 What it looks like  What you type 

New York also has public transportation. New York also has [[public transport|public transportation]].

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Displaying_a_formula
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wiki
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikitext
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Internal_link
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=CamelCase
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:CamelCase_and_Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:How_to_edit_a_page%23Wiki_markup
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Texas
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Vertical_bar
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Texas
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Texas
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Uniform_Resource_Locator
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Link%23Conversion_to_canonical_form
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Intentionally_permanent_red_link
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Self_link
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Public_transport
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Public_transport
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Automatically rename links

• Simply typing the pipe character (|) after a link will automatically rename the link in certain circumstances. The
next time you open the edit box you will see the expanded piped link. When previewing your edits, you will not
see the expanded form until you press Save and Edit again. The same applies to links to sections within the same
page.

• See Pipe trick for details.

 Description  What it looks like  What you type 

Automatically hide stuff in parentheses. kingdom [[kingdom (biology)|]].

Automatically hide namespace. Village pump [[Wikipedia:Village pump|]].

Or both. Manual of Style [[Wikipedia:Manual of Style (headings)|]]

This doesn't work for section links. Wikipedia:Manual of Style#Links [[Wikipedia:Manual of Style#Links|]]

Blend link

• Endings are blended into the link.
• Exception: a trailing apostrophe (') and any characters following the apostrophe are not blended.

• Preferred style is to use this instead of a piped link, if possible.
• Blending can be suppressed by using <nowiki></nowiki> tags, which may be desirable in some instances.

 Description  What it looks like  What you type 

Blending active. San Francisco also has public transportation.
Examples include buses, taxicabs, and trams.

San Francisco also has [[public transport]]ation. Examples include
[[bus]]es, [[taxicab]]s, and [[tram]]s.

Blending
suppressed.

A micro-second. A [[micro-]]<nowiki></nowiki>second

Link to a section of a page

• The part after the number sign (#) must match a section heading on the page. Matches must be exact in terms of
spelling, case, and punctuation. Links to non-existent sections are not broken; they are treated as links to the top
of the page.

• Include "| link title" to create a stylish (piped) link title.
• If sections have the same title, add a number to link to any but the first. #Example section 3 goes to the third

section named "Example section". You can use the pipe and retype the section title to display the text without the
# symbol.

 What it looks like  What you type 

Wikipedia:Manual of Style#Italics is a link to a section within
another page.

[[Wikipedia:Manual of Style#Italics]] is a link to a section within another
page.

#Links and URLs is a link to another section on the current page.
Links and URLs is a link to the same section without showing the #
symbol.

[[#Links and URLs]] is a link to another section on the current page. [[#Links
and URLs|Links and URLs]] is a link to the same section without showing the
# symbol.

Italics is a piped link to a section within another page. [[Wikipedia:Manual of Style#Italics|Italics]] is a piped link to a section within
another page.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Show_preview
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Pipe_trick
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Kingdom_%28biology%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Village_pump
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style_%28headings%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style%23Links
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Apostrophe
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Public_transport
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Bus
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Taxicab
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Tram
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Micro-
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Section_editing%23Creation_and_numbering_of_sections
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style%23Italics
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style%23Italics
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Create page link

• To create a new page:
1. Create a link to it on some other (related) page.
2. Save that page.
3. Click on the link you just made. The new page will open for editing.

• For more information, see starting an article and check out Wikipedia's naming conventions.
• Please do not create a new article without linking to it from at least one other article.

 Description  What it looks like  What you type 

Links to pages that don’t exist yet
look red.

Wikipedia:Community portal/Opentask/Requested
articles

[[Wikipedia:Community portal/Opentask/Requested
articles]]

Redirects
• Redirect one article title to another by placing a directive like the one shown to the right on the first line of the

article (such as at a page titled "USA").
• It is possible to redirect to a section. For example, a redirect to United States#History will redirect to the History

section of the United States page, if it exists.

 Description  What you type 

Redirect to an article. #REDIRECT [[United States]]

Redirect to a section. #REDIRECT [[United States#History]]

Link to another namespace

 What it looks like  What you type 

See the Wikipedia:Manual of Style. See the [[Wikipedia:Manual of Style]].

Link to the same article in another language (interlanguage links)
• To link to a page on the same subject in another language, use the form: [[language code:Title]].
• It is recommended interlanguage links be placed at the very end of the article.
• Interlanguage links are not visible within the formatted article but, instead, appear as language links on the

sidebar (to the left) under the menu section "languages".
• Please see Interlanguage links and the Complete list of language wikis available.
NOTE: To create an inline link (a clickable link within the text), see Inline interlanguage links.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Starting_an_article
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Naming_conventions
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Community_portal/Opentask/Requested_articles
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Community_portal/Opentask/Requested_articles
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Redirect
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=USA
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=United_States%23History
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=United_States
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Namespace
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Interlanguage_links
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Complete_list_of_language_wikis_available
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Interlanguage_links%23Inline_interlanguage_links
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 Description  What you type 

Link to the German version of "Plankton".
"de" is the language-code for "Deutsch" (the German language).

[[de:Plankton]]

Other examples. [[de:Plankton]] [[es:Plancton]] [[ru:Планктон]] [[simple:Plankton]]

InterWiki link
• Link to any page on other Wikimedia wikis.
• Note that interwiki links use the internal link style.
• See MetaWikiPedia:Interwiki_map for the list of shortcuts; if the site you want to link to is not on the list, use an

external link (see below)
• See also Wikimedia sister projects.

 Description  What it looks like  What you type 

Linking to a page on another wiki in English.
All of these forms lead to the URL [1]

Simple link.

Without prefix.

Named link.

Wiktionary:Hello

Hello

Wiktionary definition of 'Hello'

[[Wiktionary:Hello]]

[[Wiktionary:Hello|]]

[[Wiktionary:Hello|Wiktionary definition of 'Hello']]

Linking to a page on another wiki in another language.
All of these forms lead to the URL [2]

Simple link.

Without prefix.

Named link.

Wiktionary:fr:bonjour

fr:bonjour

bonjour

[[Wiktionary:fr:bonjour]]

[[Wiktionary:fr:bonjour|]]

[[Wiktionary:fr:bonjour|bonjour]]

Categories
• To put an article in a category, place a link like the one to the right anywhere in the article. As with interlanguage

links, placing these links at the end of the edit box is recommended.
• To link to a category page without putting the article into the category, use a colon prefix (":Category") in the

link.

 Description  What it looks like  What you type 

Categorize an article. [[Category:Character sets]]

Link to a category. Category:Character sets [[:Category:Character sets]]

Without prefix. Character sets [[:Category:Character sets|]]

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Plankton
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=German_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=InterWiki
http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Interwiki_map
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Wikimedia_sister_projects
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Hello
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Hello
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Hello
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Hello
http://fr.wiktionary.org/wiki/bonjour
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/fr:bonjour
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/fr:bonjour
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/fr:bonjour
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Categorization
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Category:Character_sets
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Category:Character_sets
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External links
• Square brackets indicate an external link. Note the use of a space (not a pipe) to separate the URL from the link

text in the "named" link. Square brackets may be used as normal when not linking to anything - [like this].
• In the URL, all symbols must be among:

A-Z a-z 0-9 . _ \ / ~ % - + & # ? ! = ( ) @
• If a URL contains a character not in this list, it should be encoded by using a percent sign (%) followed by the hex

code of the character, which can be found in the table of ASCII printable characters. For example, the caret
character (^) would be encoded in a URL as %5E, and square brackets as %5B and %5D.

• If the "named" version contains a closing square bracket "]", then you must use the HTML special character
syntax, i.e. &#93; otherwise the MediaWiki software will prematurely interpret this as the end of the external
link.

• See External links for style issues.

 Description  What it looks like  What you type 

Named link. Wikipedia [3] [http://www.wikipedia.org Wikipedia]

Unnamed link
(only used within article body
for footnotes).

[3] [http://www.wikipedia.org/]

Bare URL
(bad style).

http:/ / www.
wikipedia. org/

http://www.wikipedia.org/

Image markup only. WinObj [4] <span class="plainlinks">[http://www.sysinternals.com/ntw2k/freeware/winobj.shtml
WinObj]</span>

Miscellaneous

"As of" tag

• "As of" tags like "As of April 2009" and "as of April 2009" categorize info that will need updating.
For an explanation of the parameters see template documentation.

 What it looks like  What you type 

As of April 2009 {{As of|2009|4|df=us}}

as of April 2009 {{As of|2009|4|df=us|lc=on}}

Media link

• To include links to non image uploads such as sounds, use a "media" link. For images, see next section.
• Some uploaded sounds are listed at Commons:Sound.

 What it looks like  What you type 

Sound [[media:Classical guitar scale.ogg|Sound]]

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Uniform_Resource_Locator
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Hexadecimal
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=ASCII%23ASCII_printable_characters
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=HTML
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MediaWiki
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:External_links
http://www.wikipedia.org/
http://www.wikipedia.org/
http://www.wikipedia.org/
http://www.wikipedia.org/
http://www.sysinternals.com/ntw2k/freeware/winobj.shtml
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:As_of
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:As_of
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Sound
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Media:Classical_guitar_scale.ogg
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Links directly into edit mode

 Description  What it looks like  What you type 

Full URL. [5] {{fullurl:Help:Wiki markup|action=edit}}

"Edit" label. {{edit}}

Automatic links

Book sources

• Link to books using their ISBN. This is preferred to linking to a specific online bookstore, because it gives the
reader a choice of vendors. However, if one bookstore or online service provides additional free information, such
as table of contents or excerpts from the text, then a link to that source will aid the user and is recommended.
ISBN links do not need any extra markup, provided you use one of the indicated formats.

• To create a link to Book Sources using alternative text (e.g. the book's title), use the internal link style with the
appropriate namespace.

 What it looks like  What you type 

ISBN 012345678X ISBN 012345678X

ISBN 0-12-345678-X ISBN 0-12-345678-X

Link to a book using alternative text, such as its title. [[Special:BookSources/0670037818|alternative text, such as its title]]

RFC number

• Link to Internet Engineering Task Force Request for Comments (RFCs).

 What it looks like  What you type 

Text mentioning an RFC number anywhere, e.g. RFC 4321. Text mentioning an RFC number anywhere, e.g. RFC 4321.

Images
Only images that have been uploaded to Wikipedia can be used. To upload images, use the upload page. You can
find the uploaded image on the image list.

 What it looks like  What you type 

A picture: 

A picture: 

[[File:wiki.png]]

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help%3Awiki_markup?action=edit
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Edit
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:ISBN
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special:BookSources
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special:BookSources/0670037818
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Internet_Engineering_Task_Force
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Request_for_Comments
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special:Upload
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special:Imagelist
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Wiki.png
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With alternative text: With alternative text:

[[File:wiki.png|alt=Puzzle globe logo]]

• Alternative text, used when the image is unavailable or when the image is loaded in a text-only
browser, or when spoken aloud, is strongly encouraged. See Alternative text for images for help
on choosing it.

Floating to the right side of the page using the
frame attribute and a caption:

Wikipedia Encyclopedia

Floating to the right side of the page 

using the ''frame'' attribute and a caption:

[[File:wiki.png|frame|alt=Puzzle globe logo|Wikipedia Encyclopedia]]

• The frame tag automatically floats the image right.
• The last parameter is the caption that appears below the image.

Floating to the right side of the page using the
thumb attribute and a caption:

Wikipedia Encyclopedia

Floating to the right side of the page 

using the ''thumb'' attribute and a caption:

[[File:wiki.png|thumb|alt=Puzzle globe logo|Wikipedia Encyclopedia]]

• The thumb tag automatically floats the image right.
• An enlarge icon is placed in the lower right corner.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Wiki.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Wiki.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Alternative_text_for_images
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Wiki.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Wiki.png
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Floating to the right side of the page without a
caption:

Floating to the right side of the page

''without'' a caption:

[[File:wiki.png|right|Wikipedia Encyclopedia]]

• The picture tutorial explains more options.

A picture resized to 30 pixels... 
A picture resized to 30 pixels...

[[File:wiki.png|30 px|Wikipedia Encyclopedia]]

• The picture tutorial explains more options.

Linking directly to the description page of an
image: File:wiki.png

Linking directly to the description page

of an image:

[[:File:wiki.png]]

• Clicking on an image displayed on a page (such as any of the ones above) also leads to the
description page.

Linking directly to an image without
displaying it: Image of the jigsaw globe logo

Linking directly to an image

without displaying it:

[[Media:wiki.png|Image of the jigsaw globe logo]]

• To include links to images shown as links instead of drawn on the page, use a "media" link.

Using the span and div tag to separate images
from text (note that this may allow images to
cover text):

Example:

<div style="display:inline;

width:220px; float:right;">

Place images here </div>

Using wiki markup to make a table in which
to place a vertical column of images (this
helps edit links match headers, especially in
Firefox browsers):

Example: {| align=right

|-

| 

Place images here

|}

See the Wikipedia's image use policy as a guideline used on Wikipedia.
For further help on images, including some more versatile abilities, see the picture tutorial.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Wiki.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:PIC
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Wiki.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:PIC
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Wiki.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Media:Wiki.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Span_and_div
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Image_use_policy
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:PIC
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Tables
There are two ways to build tables:
• in special Wiki-markup (see Table)
• Using HTML elements: <table>, <tr>, <td> or <th>.
For the latter, and a discussion on when tables are appropriate, see When to use tables.

References and citing sources
Making a reference citing a printed or online source can be accomplished by using the ref tag. Inside the reference
tag details about the reference are added. You can add additional attributes to add detail about the source and
reference, a pipe (|) precedes each reference, each attribute goes inside the cite portion of the tag.

 What it's for  What you type 

For creating the
reference

<ref name="name for reference">Use a closing tag</ref>

When you cite a
book

{{cite book}}

To cite a web
source

{{cite web}}

Book ISBN |isbn=0-8018-6646-4 (ISBN of the book)

Web URL |url=http://wikipedia.com

Title |title=title of source

Author |author=authors, use commas for multiple

First Name |first=first name

Last Name |last=last name

Location |location=location of occurrence

Publisher |publisher=who published the source

Date |date=2007-03-04 (date of source)

Year |year=year of source

Accessed Date |accessdate=2008-12-07

a complete
reference tag

<ref name="WikiMarkup">{{cite web |url=http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Wiki_markup |title=Help:Wiki
Markup |publisher=Wikimedia Foundation, Inc}}</ref>

referencing this
again

<ref name="WikiMarkup"/>

Citation Needed {{citation needed}}

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Table
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:When_to_use_tables
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Templates and transcluding pages
Examples for templates: {{pad|...}}, {{math|...}}, {{as of|...}}, {{edit}}
Templates are segments of Wiki markup that are meant to be copied automatically ("transcluded") into a page. You
add them by putting the template's name in {{double braces}}. It is also possible to transclude other pages by using
{{:colon and double braces}}.
There are three pairs of tags that can be used in wikitext to control how transclusion affects parts of a template or
article. They determine whether or not wikitext renders, either in its own article, which we will call "here", or in
another article where it is transcluded, which we will call "there".
• : the content will not be rendered there. These tags have no effect here.
• <nowiki>

References
[1] http:/ / en. wiktionary. org/ wiki/ Hello
[2] http:/ / fr. wiktionary. org/ wiki/ bonjour
[3] http:/ / www. wikipedia. org/
[4] http:/ / www. sysinternals. com/ ntw2k/ freeware/ winobj. shtml
[5] http:/ / en. wikipedia. org/ wiki/ Help%3Awiki_markup?action=edit

Help:Displaying a formula
MediaWiki uses a subset of AMS-LaTeX markup, a superset of LaTeX markup which is in turn a superset of TeX
markup, for mathematical formulae. It generates either PNG images or simple HTML markup, depending on user
preferences and the complexity of the expression. In the future, as more browsers become smarter, it will be able to
generate enhanced HTML or even MathML in many cases. (See blahtex for information about current work on
adding MathML support.)
Although, in all cases mentioned, TeX is generated by compilation, and not by an Interpreter program, there is one
essential difference between, e.g., Knuth's TeX or Lamport's LaTeX and the present implementation: whereas in the
first two cases the compiler typically generates an all-in-one printable output, which has the quality of a whole book
with all chapters, sections and subsections, and where no line is "special", in the present case one has, typically, a
mixture of TeX images (more precisely: PNG images) for the equations, embedded into usual text, and with short
TeX elements usually replaced by html parts. As a consequence, in many cases TeX-elements, e.g. vector symbols,
"stick out" below (or above) the text line. This "sticking out" is not  the case in the above-mentioned original
products, and the HTML-substitutes for small TeX additions to the text are often insufficient in quality for many
readers. In spite of these shortcomings, the present product characterized by "many embedded PNG-images" should
be preferred for small texts, where the equations do not dominate.
More precisely, MediaWiki filters the markup through Texvc, which in turn passes the commands to TeX for the
actual rendering. Thus, only a limited part of the full TeX language is supported; see below for details.
To have math rendered in a particular MediaWiki installation, one has to set $wgUseTeX = true; in
LocalSettings.php.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Template
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Html_element
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikitext
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Hello
http://fr.wiktionary.org/wiki/bonjour
http://www.wikipedia.org/
http://www.sysinternals.com/ntw2k/freeware/winobj.shtml
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help%3Awiki_markup?action=edit
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MediaWiki
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=AMS-LaTeX
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=LaTeX
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=TeX
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Portable_Network_Graphics
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=HTML
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Preferences%23Rendering_math
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Preferences%23Rendering_math
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MathML
http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/blahtex
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Compiler
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Donald_Knuth
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=TeX
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Leslie_Lamport
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=LaTeX
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Texvc
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Rendering_%28computer_graphics%29
http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Manual:LocalSettings.php
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Basics
Math markup goes inside <math> ... </math>.
The TeX code has to be put literally: MediaWiki templates, predefined templates, and parameters cannot be used
within math tags: pairs of double braces are ignored and "#" gives an error message. However, math tags work in the
then and else part of #if, etc. See m:Template:Demo of attempt to use parameters within TeX (backlinks, ) for more
information.

LaTeX Commands
LaTeX commands are case sensitive, and take one of the following two formats:
• They start with a backslash \ and then have a name consisting of letters only. Command names are terminated by

a space, a number or any other "non-letter".
• They consist of a backslash \ and exactly one non-letter.
Some commands need an argument, which has to be given between curly braces { } after the command name. Some
commands support optional parameters, which are added after the command name in square brackets []. The general
syntax is:

\commandname[option1,option2,...]{argument1}{argument2}...

Special Characters
The following symbols are reserved characters that either have a special meaning under LaTeX or are unavailable in
all the fonts. If you enter them directly in your text, they will normally not render, but rather do things you did not
intend.

# $ % ^ & _ { } ~ \

These characters can be use all the same by adding a prefix backslash:

\# \$ \% \textasciicircum{} \& \_ \{ \} \~{} \textbackslash{}

The other symbols and many more can be rendered with special commands in mathematical formulae or as accents.
The backslash character \ can not be entered by adding another backslash in front of it (\\); this sequence is used for
line breaking. For introducing a backslash in math mode, you can use \backslash instead.
The command \~ produces a tilde which is placed over the next letter. For example \~n gives ñ. To produce just the
character ~, use \~{} which places a ~ over an empty box.
Similarly, the command \^ produces a hat over the next character, for example \^{o} produces ô. If you need in text
to display the ^ symbol you have to use \textasciicircum.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=M:Template:Demo_of_attempt_to_use_parameters_within_TeX
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=M:Special:Whatlinkshere/Template:Demo_of_attempt_to_use_parameters_within_TeX
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Spaces
"Whitespace" characters, such as blank or tab, are treated uniformly as "space" by LaTeX. Several consecutive
whitespace characters are treated as one "space". See below for commands that produces spaces of different size.

LaTeX environments
Environments in LaTeX have a role that is quite similar to commands, but they usually have effect on a wider part of
formula. Their syntax is:

\begin{environmentname}

  text to be influenced

\end{environmentname}

Environments supported by Wikipedia includes matrix, align, etc. See below.

Rendering
The PNG images are black on white (not transparent). These colors, as well as font sizes and types, are independent
of browser settings or CSS. Font sizes and types will often deviate from what HTML renders. Vertical alignment
with the surrounding text can also be a problem. The css selector of the images is img.tex. It should be pointed out
that solutions to most of these shortcomings have been proposed by Maynard Handley, but have not been
implemented yet.
The alt text of the PNG images, which is displayed to visually impaired and other readers who cannot see the
images, and is also used when the text is selected and copied, defaults to the wikitext that produced the image,
excluding the <math> and </math>. You can override this by explicitly specifying an alt attribute for the math
element. For example, <math alt="Square root of pi">\sqrt{\pi}</math> generates an image whose alt text is
"Square root of pi".
Apart from function and operator names, as is customary in mathematics, variables and letters are in italics; digits
are not. For other text, (like variable labels) to avoid being rendered in italics like variables, use \text or \mathrm. For
example, <math>\text{abc}</math> gives . This does not work for special characters; they are ignored unless
the whole <math> expression is rendered in HTML:
• <math>\text {abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzàáâãäåæçèéêëìíîïðñòóôõö÷øùúûüýþÿ}</math>
• <math>\text {abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzàáâãäåæçèéêëìíîïðñòóôõö÷øùúûüýþÿ}\,\!</math>
gives:

•
•

TeX vs HTML
Before introducing TeX markup for producing special characters, it should be noted that, as this comparison table
shows, sometimes similar results can be achieved in HTML (see Help:Special characters).

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:User_style%23CSS_selectors
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=M:Help_talk:Displaying_a_formula/Archives/2005%23Maynard_Handley%27s_suggestions
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:ALT
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Special_characters
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TeX syntax (forcing PNG)  TeX rendering  HTML syntax  HTML rendering 

<math>\alpha\,\!</math> {{math|<var>&alpha;</var>}} α

<math>\sqrt{2}</math> {{math|{{radical|2}}}} √2

<math>\sqrt{1-e^2}</math> {{math|{{radical|1 − ''e''²}}}} √1 − e²

The codes on the left produce the symbols on the right, but the latter can also be put directly in the wikitext, except
for ‘=’.

&alpha; &beta; &gamma; &delta; &epsilon; &zeta;

&eta; &theta; &iota; &kappa; &lambda; &mu; &nu;

&xi; &omicron; &pi; &rho; &sigma; &sigmaf;

&tau; &upsilon; &phi; &chi; &psi; &omega;

&Gamma; &Delta; &Theta; &Lambda; &Xi; &Pi;

&Sigma; &Phi; &Psi; &Omega;

α β γ δ ε ζ
η θ ι κ λ μ ν
ξ ο π ρ σ ς
τ υ φ χ ψ ω
Γ Δ Θ Λ Ξ Π
Σ Φ Ψ Ω

&int; &sum; &prod; &radic; &minus; &plusmn; &infin;

&asymp; &prop; {{=}} &equiv; &ne; &le; &ge; 

&times; &middot; &divide; &part; &prime; &Prime;

&nabla; &permil; &deg; &there4; &Oslash; &oslash;

&isin; &notin; 

&cap; &cup; &sub; &sup; &sube; &supe;

&not; &and; &or; &exist; &forall; 

&rArr; &hArr; &rarr; &harr; &uarr; 

&alefsym; - &ndash; &mdash; 

∫ ∑ ∏ √ − ± ∞
≈ ∝ = ≡ ≠ ≤ ≥
× · ÷ ∂ ′ ″
∇ ‰ ° ∴ Ø ø
∈ ∉ ∩ ∪ ⊂ ⊃ ⊆
⊇
¬ ∧ ∨ ∃ ∀
⇒ ⇔ → ↔ ↑
ℵ - – —

The project has settled on both HTML and TeX because each has advantages in some situations.

Pros of HTML
1. Formulas in HTML behave more like regular text. In-line HTML formulae always align properly with the rest of

the HTML text and, to some degree, can be cut-and-pasted. The formula’s background and font size match the
rest of HTML contents and the appearance respects CSS and browser settings while the typeface is conveniently
altered to help you identify formulae. The display of a formula entered using mathematical templates can be
conveniently altered by modifying the templates involved; this modification will affect all relevant formulae
without any manual intervention. Formulae typeset with HTML code will be accessible to client-side script links
(a.k.a. scriptlets).

2. Pages using HTML code for formulae will load faster.
3. The HTML code, if entered diligently, will contain all semantic information to transform the equation back to

TeX or any other code as needed. It can even contain differences TeX does not normally catch, e.g. {{math|''i''}}
for the imaginary unit and {{math|<var>i</var>}} for an arbitrary index variable.

Pros of TeX
1. TeX is semantically more precise than HTML.

1. In TeX, "<math>x</math>" means "mathematical variable ", whereas in HTML "x" is generic and
somewhat ambiguous.

2. On the other hand, if you encode the same formula as "{{math|<var>x</var>}}", you get the same visual
result x and no information is lost. This requires diligence and more typing that could make the formula harder
to understand as you type it. However, since there are far more readers than editors, this effort is worth
considering.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Imaginary_unit
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One consequence of this is that TeX code can be transformed into HTML, but not vice-versa.dilHTML This
means that on the server side we can always transform a formula, based on its complexity and location within
the text, user preferences, type of browser, etc. Therefore, where possible, all the benefits of HTML can be
retained, together with the benefits of TeX. It is true that the current situation is not ideal, but that is not a good
reason to drop information/contents. It is more a reason to help improve the situation. Another consequence of
this is that TeX can be converted to MathML for browsers which support it, thus keeping its semantics and
allowing the rendering to be better suited for the reader’s graphic device.

2. TeX is the preferred text formatting language of most professional mathematicians, scientists, and engineers. It is
easier to persuade them to contribute if they can write in TeX. TeX has been specifically designed for typesetting
formulae, so input is easier and more natural if you are accustomed to it, and output is more aesthetically pleasing
if you focus on a single formula rather than on the whole containing page. Once a formula is done correctly in
TeX, it will render reliably, whereas the success of HTML formulae is somewhat dependent on browsers or
versions of browsers. Another aspect of this dependency is fonts: the serif font used for rendering formulae is
browser-dependent and it may be missing some important glyphs. While browsers are generally able to substitute
a matching glyph from a different font family, this may not work for combined glyphs (compare ‘ a̅ ’
and ‘ a̅ ’).browsupp

3. TeX formulae, by default, render larger and are usually more readable than HTML formula and are not dependent
on client-side browser resources, such as fonts, and so the results are more reliably WYSIWYG.

4. While TeX does not assist you in finding HTML codes or Unicode values (which you can obtain by viewing the
HTML source in your browser), cutting and pasting from a TeX PNG in Wikipedia into simple text will return the
LaTeX source.

  unless your wikitext follows the style of point 1.2

  The entity support problem is not limited to mathematical formulae though; it can be easily solved by using the corresponding characters

instead of entities, as the character repertoire links do, except for cases where the corresponding glyphs are visually indiscernible (e.g.

&ndash; for ‘–’ and &minus; for ‘−’).

In some cases it may be the best choice to use neither TeX nor the html-substitutes, but instead the simple ASCII
symbols of a standard keyboard (see below, for an example).

Functions, symbols, special characters

Accents/diacritics 

\dot{a}, \ddot{a}, \acute{a}, \grave{a}

\check{a}, \breve{a}, \tilde{a}, \bar{a}

\hat{a}, \widehat{a}, \vec{a}

Standard functions 

\exp_a b = a^b, \exp b = e^b, 10^m

\ln c, \lg d = \log e, \log_{10} f

\sin a, \cos b, \tan c, \cot d, \sec e, \csc f

\arcsin h, \arccos i, \arctan j

\sinh k, \cosh l, \tanh m, \coth n

\operatorname{sh}\,k, \operatorname{ch}\,l, \operatorname{th}\,m, \operatorname{coth}\,n

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MathML
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\operatorname{argsh}\,o, \operatorname{argch}\,p, \operatorname{argth}\,q

\sgn r, \left\vert s \right\vert

Bounds 

\min x, \max y, \inf s, \sup t

\lim u, \liminf v, \limsup w

\dim p, \deg q, \det m, \ker\phi

Projections 

\Pr j, \hom l, \lVert z \rVert, \arg z

Differentials and derivatives 

dt, \operatorname{d}t, \partial t, \nabla\psi

\operatorname{d}y/\operatorname{d}x, {\operatorname{d}y\over\operatorname{d}x},
{\partial^2\over\partial x_1\partial x_2}y

\prime, \backprime, f^\prime, f', f'', f^{(3)}, \dot y, \ddot y

Letter-like symbols or constants 

\infty, \alef, \complement, \backepsilon, \eth, \Finv, \hbar

\Im, \imath, \jmath, \Bbbk, \ell, \mho, \wp, \Re, \circledS

Modular arithmetic 

s_k \equiv 0 \pmod{m}

a\,\bmod\,b

\gcd(m, n), \operatorname{lcm}(m, n)

\mid, \nmid, \shortmid, \nshortmid

Radicals 

\surd, \sqrt{2}, \sqrt[n]{}, \sqrt[3]{x^3+y^3 \over 2}

Operators 

+, -, \pm, \mp, \dotplus

\times, \div, \divideontimes, /, \backslash

\cdot, * \ast, \star, \circ, \bullet

\boxplus, \boxminus, \boxtimes, \boxdot

\oplus, \ominus, \otimes, \oslash, \odot
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\circleddash, \circledcirc, \circledast

\bigoplus, \bigotimes, \bigodot

Sets 

\{ \}, \O \empty \emptyset, \varnothing

\in, \notin \not\in, \ni, \not\ni

\cap, \Cap, \sqcap, \bigcap, \setminus, \smallsetminus

\cup, \Cup, \sqcup, \bigcup, \bigsqcup, \uplus, \biguplus

\subset, \Subset, \sqsubset

\supset, \Supset, \sqsupset

\subseteq, \nsubseteq, \subsetneq, \varsubsetneq, \sqsubseteq

\supseteq, \nsupseteq, \supsetneq, \varsupsetneq, \sqsupseteq

\subseteqq, \nsubseteqq, \subsetneqq, \varsubsetneqq

\supseteqq, \nsupseteqq, \supsetneqq, \varsupsetneqq

Relations 

=, \ne \neq, \equiv, \not\equiv

\doteq, \overset{\underset{\mathrm{def}}{}}{=}, :=

\sim, \nsim, \backsim, \thicksim, \simeq, \backsimeq, \eqsim, \cong, \ncong

\approx, \thickapprox, \approxeq, \asymp, \propto, \varpropto

<, \nless, \ll, \not\ll, \lll, \not\lll, \lessdot

>, \ngtr, \gg, \not\gg, \ggg, \not\ggg, \gtrdot

\le \leq, \lneq, \leqq, \nleqq, \lneqq, \lvertneqq

\ge \geq, \gneq, \geqq, \ngeqq, \gneqq, \gvertneqq

\lessgtr \lesseqgtr \lesseqqgtr \gtrless \gtreqless \gtreqqless

\leqslant, \nleqslant, \eqslantless

\geqslant, \ngeqslant, \eqslantgtr

\lesssim, \lnsim, \lessapprox, \lnapprox

\gtrsim, \gnsim, \gtrapprox, \gnapprox

\prec, \nprec, \preceq, \npreceq, \precneqq

\succ, \nsucc, \succeq, \nsucceq, \succneqq

\preccurlyeq, \curlyeqprec

\succcurlyeq, \curlyeqsucc

\precsim, \precnsim, \precapprox, \precnapprox

\succsim, \succnsim, \succapprox, \succnapprox

Geometric 
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\parallel, \nparallel, \shortparallel, \nshortparallel

\perp, \angle, \sphericalangle, \measuredangle, 45^\circ

\Box, \blacksquare, \diamond, \Diamond \lozenge, \blacklozenge, \bigstar

\bigcirc, \triangle \bigtriangleup, \bigtriangledown

\vartriangle, \triangledown

\blacktriangle, \blacktriangledown, \blacktriangleleft, \blacktriangleright

Logic 

\forall, \exists, \nexists

\therefore, \because, \And

\or \lor \vee, \curlyvee, \bigvee

\and \land \wedge, \curlywedge, \bigwedge

\bar{q}, \overline{q}, \lnot \neg, \not\operatorname{R}, \bot, \top

\vdash \dashv, \vDash, \Vdash, \models

\Vvdash \nvdash \nVdash \nvDash \nVDash

\ulcorner \urcorner \llcorner \lrcorner

Arrows 

\Rrightarrow, \Lleftarrow

\Rightarrow, \nRightarrow, \Longrightarrow \implies

\Leftarrow, \nLeftarrow, \Longleftarrow

\Leftrightarrow, \nLeftrightarrow, \Longleftrightarrow \iff

\Uparrow, \Downarrow, \Updownarrow

\rightarrow \to, \nrightarrow, \longrightarrow

\leftarrow \gets, \nleftarrow, \longleftarrow

\leftrightarrow, \nleftrightarrow, \longleftrightarrow

\uparrow, \downarrow, \updownarrow

\nearrow, \swarrow, \nwarrow, \searrow

\mapsto, \longmapsto

\rightharpoonup \rightharpoondown \leftharpoonup \leftharpoondown \upharpoonleft \upharpoonright
\downharpoonleft \downharpoonright \rightleftharpoons \leftrightharpoons

\curvearrowleft \circlearrowleft \Lsh \upuparrows \rightrightarrows \rightleftarrows \rightarrowtail
\looparrowright

\curvearrowright \circlearrowright \Rsh \downdownarrows \leftleftarrows \leftrightarrows \leftarrowtail
\looparrowleft

\hookrightarrow \hookleftarrow \multimap \leftrightsquigarrow \rightsquigarrow \twoheadrightarrow
\twoheadleftarrow

Special 
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\amalg \P \S \% \dagger \ddagger \ldots \cdots

\smile \frown \wr \triangleleft \triangleright

\diamondsuit, \heartsuit, \clubsuit, \spadesuit, \Game, \flat, \natural, \sharp

Unsorted (new stuff) 

\diagup \diagdown \centerdot \ltimes \rtimes \leftthreetimes \rightthreetimes

\eqcirc \circeq \triangleq \bumpeq \Bumpeq \doteqdot \risingdotseq \fallingdotseq

\intercal \barwedge \veebar \doublebarwedge \between \pitchfork

\vartriangleleft \ntriangleleft \vartriangleright \ntriangleright

\trianglelefteq \ntrianglelefteq \trianglerighteq \ntrianglerighteq

For a little more semantics on these symbols, see the brief TeX Cookbook [1].

Larger expressions

Subscripts, superscripts, integrals

 Feature  Syntax  How it looks rendered 

 HTML  PNG 

Superscript a^2

Subscript a_2

Grouping 10^{30} a^{2+2}

a_{i,j} b_{f'}

Combining sub & super without and with horizontal
separation

x_2^3

{x_2}^3

Super super 10^{10^{8}}

Preceding and/or additional sub & super \sideset{_1^2}{_3^4}\prod_a^b

{}_1^2\!\Omega_3^4

Stacking \overset{\alpha}{\omega}

\underset{\alpha}{\omega}

\overset{\alpha}{\underset{\gamma}{\omega}}

\stackrel{\alpha}{\omega}

Derivative (f in italics may overlap primes in HTML) x', y'', f', f''

Derivative (wrong in HTML) x^\prime, y^{\prime\prime}

Derivative (wrong in PNG) x\prime, y\prime\prime

Derivative dots \dot{x}, \ddot{x}

http://www.math.upenn.edu/tex-stuff/cookbook.pdf
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Underlines, overlines, vectors \hat a \ \bar b \ \vec c

\overrightarrow{a b} \ \overleftarrow{c d} \ \widehat{d e
f}

\overline{g h i} \ \underline{j k l}

Arrows A \xleftarrow{n+\mu-1} B \xrightarrow[T]{n\pm i-1} C

Overbraces \overbrace{ 1+2+\cdots+100 }^{5050}

Underbraces \underbrace{ a+b+\cdots+z }_{26}

Sum \sum_{k=1}^N k^2

Sum (force \textstyle) \textstyle \sum_{k=1}^N k^2

Sum in a fraction (default \textstyle) \frac{\sum_{k=1}^N k^2}{a}

Sum in a fraction (force \displaystyle) \frac{\displaystyle \sum_{k=1}^N k^2}{a}

Product \prod_{i=1}^N x_i

Product (force \textstyle) \textstyle \prod_{i=1}^N x_i

Coproduct \coprod_{i=1}^N x_i

Coproduct (force \textstyle) \textstyle \coprod_{i=1}^N x_i

Limit \lim_{n \to \infty}x_n

Limit (force \textstyle) \textstyle \lim_{n \to \infty}x_n

Integral \int\limits_{1}^{3}\frac{e^3/x}{x^2}\, dx

Integral (alternative limits style) \int_{1}^{3}\frac{e^3/x}{x^2}\, dx

Integral (force \textstyle) \textstyle \int\limits_{-N}^{N} e^x\, dx

Integral (force \textstyle, alternative limits style) \textstyle \int_{-N}^{N} e^x\, dx

Double integral \iint\limits_D \, dx\,dy

Triple integral \iiint\limits_E \, dx\,dy\,dz

Quadruple integral \iiiint\limits_F \, dx\,dy\,dz\,dt

Line or path integral \int_{(x,y)\in C} x^3\, dx + 4y^2\, dy

Closed line or path integral \oint_{(x,y)\in C} x^3\, dx + 4y^2\, dy

Intersections \bigcap_{i=_1}^n E_i
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Unions \bigcup_{i=_1}^n E_i

Fractions, matrices, multilines

Feature Syntax How it looks rendered

Fractions \frac{2}{4}=0.5 or {2 \over 4}=0.5

Small fractions \tfrac{2}{4} = 0.5

Large (normal) fractions \dfrac{2}{4} = 0.5 \qquad \dfrac{2}{c + \dfrac{2}{d +
\dfrac{2}{4}}} = a

Large (nested) fractions \cfrac{2}{c + \cfrac{2}{d + \cfrac{2}{4}}} = a

Binomial coefficients \binom{n}{k}

Small binomial coefficients \tbinom{n}{k}

Large (normal) binomial
coefficients

\dbinom{n}{k}

Matrices \begin{matrix}

 x & y \\

 z & v

\end{matrix}

\begin{vmatrix}

 x & y \\

 z & v

\end{vmatrix}

\begin{Vmatrix}

 x & y \\

 z & v

\end{Vmatrix}

\begin{bmatrix}

 0 & \cdots & 0 \\

 \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\

 0 & \cdots & 0

\end{bmatrix}

\begin{Bmatrix}

 x & y \\

 z & v

\end{Bmatrix}

\begin{pmatrix}

 x & y \\

 z & v

\end{pmatrix}

\bigl( \begin{smallmatrix}

 a&b\\ c&d

\end{smallmatrix} \bigr)
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Case distinctions f(n) =

\begin{cases}

 n/2, & \text{if }n\text{ is even} \\

 3n+1, & \text{if }n\text{ is odd}

\end{cases}

Multiline equations \begin{align}

 f(x) & = (a+b)^2 \\

 & = a^2+2ab+b^2 \\

\end{align}

\begin{alignat}{2}

 f(x) & = (a-b)^2 \\

 & = a^2-2ab+b^2 \\

\end{alignat}

Multiline equations (must
define number of colums
used ({lcr}) (should not be
used unless needed)

\begin{array}{lcl}

 z & = & a \\

 f(x,y,z) & = & x + y + z

\end{array}

Multiline equations (more) \begin{array}{lcr}

 z & = & a \\

 f(x,y,z) & = & x + y + z

\end{array}

Breaking up a long
expression so that it wraps
when necessary, at the
expense of destroying
correct spacing

<math>f(x) \,\!</math>

<math>= \sum_{n=0}^\infty a_n x^n </math>

<math>= a_0+a_1x+a_2x^2+\cdots</math>

Simultaneous equations \begin{cases}

 3x + 5y + z \\

 7x - 2y + 4z \\

 -6x + 3y + 2z

\end{cases}

Arrays \begin{array}{|c|c||c|} a & b & S \\

\hline

0&0&1\\

0&1&1\\

1&0&1\\

1&1&0\\

\end{array}

Parenthesizing big expressions, brackets, bars
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 Feature  Syntax  How it looks rendered 

Bad ( \frac{1}{2} )

Good \left ( \frac{1}{2} \right )

You can use various delimiters with \left and \right:

 Feature  Syntax  How it looks rendered

Parentheses \left ( \frac{a}{b} \right )

Brackets \left [ \frac{a}{b} \right ] \quad \left \lbrack \frac{a}{b} \right \rbrack

Braces \left \{ \frac{a}{b} \right \} \quad \left \lbrace \frac{a}{b} \right \rbrace

Angle brackets \left \langle \frac{a}{b} \right \rangle

Bars and double bars \left | \frac{a}{b} \right \vert \left \Vert \frac{c}{d} \right \|

Floor and ceiling
functions:

\left \lfloor \frac{a}{b} \right \rfloor \left \lceil \frac{c}{d} \right \rceil

Slashes and
backslashes

\left / \frac{a}{b} \right \backslash

Up, down and
up-down arrows

\left \uparrow \frac{a}{b} \right \downarrow \quad \left \Uparrow \frac{a}{b} \right \Downarrow
\quad \left \updownarrow \frac{a}{b} \right \Updownarrow

Delimiters can be
mixed,
as long as \left and
\right match

\left [ 0,1 \right )
\left \langle \psi \right |

Use \left. and \right. if
you don't
want a delimiter to
appear:

\left . \frac{A}{B} \right \} \to X

Size of the delimiters \big( \Big( \bigg( \Bigg( \dots \Bigg] \bigg] \Big] \big]/

\big\{ \Big\{ \bigg\{ \Bigg\{ \dots \Bigg\rangle \bigg\rangle \Big\rangle \big\rangle

\big\| \Big\| \bigg\| \Bigg\| \dots \Bigg| \bigg| \Big| \big|

\big\lfloor \Big\lfloor \bigg\lfloor \Bigg\lfloor \dots \Bigg\rceil \bigg\rceil \Big\rceil \big\rceil

\big\uparrow \Big\uparrow \bigg\uparrow \Bigg\uparrow \dots \Bigg\Downarrow
\bigg\Downarrow \Big\Downarrow \big\Downarrow

\big\updownarrow \Big\updownarrow \bigg\updownarrow \Bigg\updownarrow \dots
\Bigg\Updownarrow \bigg\Updownarrow \Big\Updownarrow \big\Updownarrow

\big / \Big / \bigg / \Bigg / \dots \Bigg\backslash \bigg\backslash \Big\backslash \big\backslash
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Equation numbering
The templates {{NumBlk}} and {{EquationRef}} can be used to number equations. The template {{EquationNote}}
can be used to refer to a numbered equation from surrounding text. For example, the following syntax:

{{NumBlk|:|<math>x^2 + y^2 + z^2 = 1 \,</math>|{{EquationRef|1}}}}
produces the following result (note the equation number in the right margin):
{{{}}}

(1)

{{{}}}
Later on, the text can refer to this equation by its number using syntax like this:

As seen in equation ({{EquationNote|1}}), blah blah blah...
The result looks like this:

As seen in equation (1), blah blah blah...
Note that the equation number produced by {{EquationNote}} is a link that the user can click to go immediately to
the cited equation.

Alphabets and typefaces
Texvc cannot render arbitrary Unicode characters. Those it can handle can be entered by the expressions below. For
others, such as Cyrillic, they can be entered as Unicode or HTML entities in running text, but cannot be used in
displayed formulas.

 Greek alphabet 

\Alpha \Beta \Gamma \Delta \Epsilon \Zeta

\Eta \Theta \Iota \Kappa \Lambda \Mu

\Nu \Xi \Pi \Rho \Sigma \Tau

\Upsilon \Phi \Chi \Psi \Omega

\alpha \beta \gamma \delta \epsilon \zeta

\eta \theta \iota \kappa \lambda \mu

\nu \xi \pi \rho \sigma \tau

\upsilon \phi \chi \psi \omega

\varepsilon \digamma \varkappa \varpi

\varrho \varsigma \vartheta \varphi

 Blackboard bold/scripts 

\mathbb{A} \mathbb{B} \mathbb{C} \mathbb{D} \mathbb{E} \mathbb{F} \mathbb{G}

\mathbb{H} \mathbb{I} \mathbb{J} \mathbb{K} \mathbb{L} \mathbb{M}

\mathbb{N} \mathbb{O} \mathbb{P} \mathbb{Q} \mathbb{R} \mathbb{S} \mathbb{T}

\mathbb{U} \mathbb{V} \mathbb{W} \mathbb{X} \mathbb{Y} \mathbb{Z}

 Boldface 

\mathbf{A} \mathbf{B} \mathbf{C} \mathbf{D} \mathbf{E} \mathbf{F} \mathbf{G}

\mathbf{H} \mathbf{I} \mathbf{J} \mathbf{K} \mathbf{L} \mathbf{M}

\mathbf{N} \mathbf{O} \mathbf{P} \mathbf{Q} \mathbf{R} \mathbf{S} \mathbf{T}

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:NumBlk
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:EquationRef
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:EquationNote
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:EquationNote
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Texvc
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Unicode
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Cyrillic
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\mathbf{U} \mathbf{V} \mathbf{W} \mathbf{X} \mathbf{Y} \mathbf{Z}

\mathbf{a} \mathbf{b} \mathbf{c} \mathbf{d} \mathbf{e} \mathbf{f} \mathbf{g}

\mathbf{h} \mathbf{i} \mathbf{j} \mathbf{k} \mathbf{l} \mathbf{m}

\mathbf{n} \mathbf{o} \mathbf{p} \mathbf{q} \mathbf{r} \mathbf{s} \mathbf{t}

\mathbf{u} \mathbf{v} \mathbf{w} \mathbf{x} \mathbf{y} \mathbf{z}

\mathbf{0} \mathbf{1} \mathbf{2} \mathbf{3} \mathbf{4}

\mathbf{5} \mathbf{6} \mathbf{7} \mathbf{8} \mathbf{9}

 Boldface (Greek) 

\boldsymbol{\Alpha} \boldsymbol{\Beta} \boldsymbol{\Gamma} \boldsymbol{\Delta} \boldsymbol{\Epsilon}
\boldsymbol{\Zeta}

\boldsymbol{\Eta} \boldsymbol{\Theta} \boldsymbol{\Iota} \boldsymbol{\Kappa} \boldsymbol{\Lambda} \boldsymbol{\Mu}

\boldsymbol{\Nu} \boldsymbol{\Xi} \boldsymbol{\Pi} \boldsymbol{\Rho} \boldsymbol{\Sigma} \boldsymbol{\Tau}

\boldsymbol{\Upsilon} \boldsymbol{\Phi} \boldsymbol{\Chi} \boldsymbol{\Psi} \boldsymbol{\Omega}

\boldsymbol{\alpha} \boldsymbol{\beta} \boldsymbol{\gamma} \boldsymbol{\delta} \boldsymbol{\epsilon}
\boldsymbol{\zeta}

\boldsymbol{\eta} \boldsymbol{\theta} \boldsymbol{\iota} \boldsymbol{\kappa} \boldsymbol{\lambda} \boldsymbol{\mu}

\boldsymbol{\nu} \boldsymbol{\xi} \boldsymbol{\pi} \boldsymbol{\rho} \boldsymbol{\sigma} \boldsymbol{\tau}

\boldsymbol{\upsilon} \boldsymbol{\phi} \boldsymbol{\chi} \boldsymbol{\psi} \boldsymbol{\omega}

\boldsymbol{\varepsilon} \boldsymbol{\digamma} \boldsymbol{\varkappa} \boldsymbol{\varpi}

\boldsymbol{\varrho} \boldsymbol{\varsigma} \boldsymbol{\vartheta} \boldsymbol{\varphi}

 Italics 

\mathit{A} \mathit{B} \mathit{C} \mathit{D} \mathit{E} \mathit{F} \mathit{G}

\mathit{H} \mathit{I} \mathit{J} \mathit{K} \mathit{L} \mathit{M}

\mathit{N} \mathit{O} \mathit{P} \mathit{Q} \mathit{R} \mathit{S} \mathit{T}

\mathit{U} \mathit{V} \mathit{W} \mathit{X} \mathit{Y} \mathit{Z}

\mathit{a} \mathit{b} \mathit{c} \mathit{d} \mathit{e} \mathit{f} \mathit{g}

\mathit{h} \mathit{i} \mathit{j} \mathit{k} \mathit{l} \mathit{m}

\mathit{n} \mathit{o} \mathit{p} \mathit{q} \mathit{r} \mathit{s} \mathit{t}

\mathit{u} \mathit{v} \mathit{w} \mathit{x} \mathit{y} \mathit{z}

\mathit{0} \mathit{1} \mathit{2} \mathit{3} \mathit{4}

\mathit{5} \mathit{6} \mathit{7} \mathit{8} \mathit{9}

 Roman typeface 

\mathrm{A} \mathrm{B} \mathrm{C} \mathrm{D} \mathrm{E} \mathrm{F} \mathrm{G}

\mathrm{H} \mathrm{I} \mathrm{J} \mathrm{K} \mathrm{L} \mathrm{M}

\mathrm{N} \mathrm{O} \mathrm{P} \mathrm{Q} \mathrm{R} \mathrm{S} \mathrm{T}

\mathrm{U} \mathrm{V} \mathrm{W} \mathrm{X} \mathrm{Y} \mathrm{Z}

\mathrm{a} \mathrm{b} \mathrm{c} \mathrm{d} \mathrm{e} \mathrm{f} \mathrm{g}

\mathrm{h} \mathrm{i} \mathrm{j} \mathrm{k} \mathrm{l} \mathrm{m}

\mathrm{n} \mathrm{o} \mathrm{p} \mathrm{q} \mathrm{r} \mathrm{s} \mathrm{t}

\mathrm{u} \mathrm{v} \mathrm{w} \mathrm{x} \mathrm{y} \mathrm{z}
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\mathrm{0} \mathrm{1} \mathrm{2} \mathrm{3} \mathrm{4}

\mathrm{5} \mathrm{6} \mathrm{7} \mathrm{8} \mathrm{9}

 Fraktur typeface 

\mathfrak{A} \mathfrak{B} \mathfrak{C} \mathfrak{D} \mathfrak{E} \mathfrak{F} \mathfrak{G}

\mathfrak{H} \mathfrak{I} \mathfrak{J} \mathfrak{K} \mathfrak{L} \mathfrak{M}

\mathfrak{N} \mathfrak{O} \mathfrak{P} \mathfrak{Q} \mathfrak{R} \mathfrak{S} \mathfrak{T}

\mathfrak{U} \mathfrak{V} \mathfrak{W} \mathfrak{X} \mathfrak{Y} \mathfrak{Z}

\mathfrak{a} \mathfrak{b} \mathfrak{c} \mathfrak{d} \mathfrak{e} \mathfrak{f} \mathfrak{g}

\mathfrak{h} \mathfrak{i} \mathfrak{j} \mathfrak{k} \mathfrak{l} \mathfrak{m}

\mathfrak{n} \mathfrak{o} \mathfrak{p} \mathfrak{q} \mathfrak{r} \mathfrak{s} \mathfrak{t}

\mathfrak{u} \mathfrak{v} \mathfrak{w} \mathfrak{x} \mathfrak{y} \mathfrak{z}

\mathfrak{0} \mathfrak{1} \mathfrak{2} \mathfrak{3} \mathfrak{4}

\mathfrak{5} \mathfrak{6} \mathfrak{7} \mathfrak{8} \mathfrak{9}

 Calligraphy/script 

\mathcal{A} \mathcal{B} \mathcal{C} \mathcal{D} \mathcal{E} \mathcal{F} \mathcal{G}

\mathcal{H} \mathcal{I} \mathcal{J} \mathcal{K} \mathcal{L} \mathcal{M}

\mathcal{N} \mathcal{O} \mathcal{P} \mathcal{Q} \mathcal{R} \mathcal{S} \mathcal{T}

\mathcal{U} \mathcal{V} \mathcal{W} \mathcal{X} \mathcal{Y} \mathcal{Z}

 Hebrew symbols 

\aleph \beth \gimel \daleth

Mixed text faces

 Feature  Syntax  How it looks rendered 

Non-italicised characters \text{xyz}

Mixed italics (bad) \text{if} n \text{is even}

Mixed italics (good) \text{if }n\text{ is even}

Mixed italics (alternative: ~ or "\ " forces a space) \text{if}~n\ \text{is even}

Color
Equations can use color:
• {\color{Blue}x^2}+{\color{YellowOrange}2x}-{\color{OliveGreen}1}

• x_{1,2}=\frac{-b\pm\sqrt{\color{Red}b^2-4ac}}{2a}
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 Colors supported

Note that color should not be used as the only way to identify something, because it will become meaningless on
black-and-white media or for color-blind people. See Wikipedia:Manual of Style (accessibility)#Color.

Formatting issues

Spacing
Note that TeX handles most spacing automatically, but you may sometimes want manual control.

Feature Syntax How it looks rendered 

Double quad space a \qquad b

Quad space a \quad b

Text space, forced space a\ b
a~b

Text space without PNG conversion a \text{ } b

Large space a\;b

Medium space a\>b [not
supported]
a\;\;\!\!b

Small space a\,b

No space ab

Small negative space a\!b

Automatic spacing may be broken in very long expressions (because they produce an overfull hbox in TeX):

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style_%28accessibility%29%23Color
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<math>0+1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9+10+11+12+13+14+15+16+17+18+19+20+\cdots</math>

This can be remedied by putting a pair of braces { } around the whole expression:
<math>{0+1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9+10+11+12+13+14+15+16+17+18+19+20+\cdots}</math>

Alignment with normal text flow
Due to the default CSS

img.tex { vertical-align: middle; }

an inline expression like should look good.

If you need to align it otherwise, use <math style="vertical-align:-100%;">...</math> and play with the vertical-align
argument until you get it right. However, how it looks may depend on the browser and the browser settings.
Also note that if you rely on this workaround, if/when the rendering on the server gets fixed in future releases, as a
result of this extra manual offset your formulae will suddenly be aligned incorrectly. So use it sparingly, if at all.

Forced PNG rendering
To force the formula to render as PNG, add \, (small space) at the end of the formula (where it is not rendered). This
will force PNG if the user is in "HTML if simple" mode, but not for "HTML if possible" mode (math rendering
settings in preferences).
You can also use \,\! (small space and negative space, which cancel out) anywhere inside the math tags. This does
force PNG even in "HTML if possible" mode, unlike \,.
This could be useful to keep the rendering of formulae in a proof consistent, for example, or to fix formulae that
render incorrectly in HTML (at one time, a^{2+2} rendered with an extra underscore), or to demonstrate how
something is rendered when it would normally show up as HTML (as in the examples above).
For instance:

Syntax How it looks rendered

a^{c+2}

a^{c+2} \,

a^{\,\!c+2}

a^{b^{c+2}} (WRONG with option "HTML if possible or else PNG"!)

a^{b^{c+2}} \, (WRONG with option "HTML if possible or else PNG"!)

a^{b^{c+2}}\approx 5 (due to " " correctly displayed, no code "\,\!" needed)

a^{b^{\,\!c+2}}

\int_{-N}^{N} e^x\, dx

This has been tested with most of the formulae on this page, and seems to work perfectly.
You might want to include a comment in the HTML so people don't "correct" the formula by removing it:

<!-- The \,\! is to keep the formula rendered as PNG instead of HTML. Please don't remove it.-->

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Preferences
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Commutative diagrams
To make a commutative diagram, there are three steps:
1. write the diagram in TeX
2. convert to SVG
3. upload the file to Wikimedia Commons

Diagrams in TeX
Xy-pic [2] (online manual [3]) is the most powerful and general-purpose diagram package in TeX.
Simpler packages include:
• AMS's amscd [4]

• Paul Taylor's diagrams [5]

• François Borceux Diagrams [6]

The following is a template for Xy-pic, together with a hack to increase the margins in dvips, so that the diagram is
not truncated by over-eager cropping (suggested in TUGboat: TUGboat, Volume 17 1996, No. 3 [7]):

\documentclass{amsart}

\usepackage[all, ps, dvips]{xy} % Loading the XY-Pic package 

 % Using postscript driver for smoother curves

\usepackage{color} % For invisible frame

\begin{document}

\thispagestyle{empty} % No page numbers

\SelectTips{eu}{} % Euler arrowheads (tips)

\setlength{\fboxsep}{0pt} % Frame box margin

{\color{white}\framebox{{\color{black}$$ % Frame for margin

\xymatrix{ % The diagram is a 3x3 matrix

%%% Diagram goes here %%%

}

$$}}} % end math, end frame

\end{document}

Convert to SVG
Once you have produced your diagram in LaTeX (or TeX), you can convert it to an SVG file using the following
sequence of commands:

pdflatex file.tex

pdfcrop --clip file.pdf tmp.pdf

pdf2svg tmp.pdf file.svg

(rm tmp.pdf at the end)

If you do not have pdflatex (which is unlikely) you can also use the commands

latex file.tex

dvipdfm file.dvi

to get a PDF version of your diagram. The pdfcrop [8] and pdf2svg [9] utilities are needed for this procedure.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Commutative_diagram
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=TeX
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=SVG
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:First_steps/Upload_form
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
http://www.tug.org/applications/Xy-pic/
http://tex.loria.fr/graph-pack/doc-xypic/xyguide-html/xyguide-html.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=TeX
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=American_Mathematical_Society
http://www.dante.de/CTAN//help/Catalogue/entries/amscd.html
http://www.ctan.org/tex-archive/macros/generic/diagrams/taylor/
http://www.ctan.org/tex-archive/help/Catalogue/entries/borceux.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Hack_%28technology%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Margin_%28typography%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Dvips
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=TUGboat
http://www.tug.org/TUGboat/Articles/tb17-3/tb52rahtz.pdf
http://pdfcrop.sourceforge.net
http://www.cityinthesky.co.uk/pdf2svg.html
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In general, you will not be able to get anywhere with diagrams without TeX and Ghostscript, and the inkscape
program is a useful tool for creating or modifying your diagrams by hand. There is also a utility pstoedit which
supports direct conversion from Postscript files to many vector graphics formats, but it requires a non-free plugin to
convert to SVG, and regardless of the format, this editor has not been successful in using it to convert diagrams with
diagonal arrows from TeX-created files.
These programs are:
• a working TeX distribution, such as TeX Live
• Ghostscript
• pstoedit
• Inkscape

Upload the file
As the diagram is your own work, upload it to Wikimedia Commons, so that all projects (notably, all languages) can
use it without having to copy it to their language's Wiki. (If you've previously uploaded a file to somewhere other
than Commons, to Commons.)
Check size

Before uploading, check that the default size of the image is neither too large nor too small by opening in an
SVG application and viewing at default size (100% scaling), otherwise adjust the -y option to dvips.

Name
Make sure the file has a meaningful name.

Upload
Login to Wikimedia Commons, then upload the file [10]; for the Summary, give a brief description.

Now go to the image page and add a description, including the source code, using this template:

{{Information

|Description =

{{entopic

}}

Source=Created as per: [[:en:meta:Help:Displaying a formula#Commutative diagrams

<pre>

% TeX source here

</pre>

|Date = The Creation Date, like 1999-12-31

Your Real Name

PD-self (or other license)|author=[[User:YourUserName|Your Real Name}}

}}

[[Category:Commutative diagrams]]

Source code
• Include the source code in the image page, in the Source section of the Information template, so that the

diagram can be edited in future.
• Include the complete .tex file, not just the fragment, so future editors do not need to reconstruct a compilable

file.
• (Don't include it in the Summary section, which is just supposed to be a summary.)
License

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:Ryan_Reich
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=TeX_Live
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ghostscript
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pstoedit
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Inkscape
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=SVG%23Support_in_applications
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Naming_conventions
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Special:Userlogin
http://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special:Upload&uselang=ownwork
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Image_page
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:First_steps/Quality_and_description#Good_file_descriptions
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=%27%27%27Description_%5B%5B:en:Link_to_WP_page
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Source%3DCreated_as_per:_%5B%5B:en:meta:Help:Displaying_a_formula%23Commutative_diagrams
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Author_%3D_%27%27%27%5B%5BUser:YourUserName
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Permission_%3D_%7B%7Bself
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Licensing#Well-known_licenses
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Permission_%3D_%7B%7Bself
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Image_page
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Template:Information
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The most common license for commutative diagrams is PD-self; some use PD-ineligible, especially
for simple diagrams, or other licenses. Please do not use the GFDL [5], as it requires the entire text of the
GFDL to be attached to any document that uses the diagram.

Description
If possible, link to a Wikipedia page relevant to the diagram.

Category
Include [[Category:Commutative diagrams]], so that it appears in
commons:Category:Commutative diagrams. There are also subcategories, which you may choose to use.

Include image
Now include the image on the original page via [[Image:Diagram.svg]]

Examples
A sample conforming diagram is commons:Image:PSU-PU.svg.

Not implemented elements, and warnings

\oiint and \oiiint
To the unimplemented elements, or better: not-yet implemented ones, belongs \oiint (see below), i.e. a two-fold

integral \iint ( ), additionally with some kind of circular surface covering the center of the two integrals. This

element would appear in many contexts (requiring integration over a curved surface within a space of larger
dimension), and would be a strong candidate for the next TeX version, e.g. it would appear in Maxwell's equations.
Thus, in the present version, there are a lot of workarounds, for example

which uses \iint along with \subset and \supset (overdrawn after backspacing), or

which uses \int twice (with some backward kerning) along with \bigcirc (also overdrawn after

backpacing) which produces a more consistant circle.
Three-fold curved integral symbol \oiiint (a variation of \iiint with an additional centered circle covering the three
integrals, that should also be preferably more tightly kerned) are also commonly found in mathematics, physics and
technical litterature (for integration over a curved volume within a space of larger dimension), it looks more or less
like

which uses three \int symbols (with more backward kerning) along with \bigcirc (also

overdrawn after backspacing).
However, since no standardisation exists as yet, any workaround like this (which uses many \! symbols for
backspacing) should be avoided, if possible.

In contrast, \oint ( ) exists for the single dimension (integration over a curved line within a plane or any space with

higher dimension).
Note that \iint (the double integral) and \iiint (the triple integral) are still not kerned as they should preferably be, and
are currently rendered as if they were successive \int symbols ; this is not a major problem for reading the formulas,
even if the integral symbols before the last one do not have bounds, so it's best to avoid backspacing "hacks" as they
may be inconsistent with a possible future better implementation of integrals symbols (with more precisely computed
kerning positions).

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Template:PD-self
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Template:PD-self
http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Commutative_diagrams
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Image:PSU-PU.svg
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Maxwell%27s_equations
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\phi and \varphi
To the main symbols of TeX belong the elements "\phi" and "\varphi". With these elements, particularly with the use
or non-use of the syllable "var", one should be particularly careful:
• The letter "\varphi", as a PNG-image or in long equations, can be written as <math>\varphi\!</math> ; it looks as

and is a standard name for azimuthal angles ; using Unicode, the correct Greek character to use in plain-text
(preferably in italic style) would be U+03C6 (φ) and is the standard letter "phi" of the Greek alphabet.

• In contrast, "\phi" (also written as PNG-image by <math>\phi\!</math>) looks as , and is the standard name
not for angles, but for electric potentials, again in Maxwell's equations and in similar contexts ; using Unicode,
the correct Greek character to use in plain-text (preferably in italic style) would be U+03D5 (ϕ) and is an
alternative representation of the letter, not used in Greek language but within scientific notations.

Both are very important. However unfortunately, at present the HTML-representation for the last-mentioned
potentials is , which reminds more to "\varphi" instead of "\phi", although this HTML-substitute is obtained
by the same symbol <math>\phi</math> as before, but without the PNG-image-enforcing addition "\," (or better
"\!").
Thus at present, due to this bug, and although generally one should not enforce PNG-images, for \phi an exception
should be made.
Note: \epsilon and \varepsilon have an analogous problem.

Enforcing PNG-images?
Moreover, although for other symbols the html substitute does not show a similar bug, the corresponding text should
be looked upon very critical, since the HTML-symbols, although not obviously wrong, may look rather ugly to
some, so that an enforced PNG-image is often preferable.
However, generally image-enforcing should be avoided. Often the best choice is to use neither TeX symbols nor the
HTML substitutes, but instead the simple ASCII symbols offered by a standard keyboard: a good example is the
quantity velocity, which might be given in TeX (if necessary with an enforcement) by , with the HTML substitute

(which, by the way, should not be mixed up with the Greek letter "\nu" ), and the ASCII letters v or V (i.e., one
puts, at first, two primes for italic style, followed by the simple ASCII letter v or V, finally again two primes).
For vector or tensor quantities, one can use again ASCII letters plus three primes for bold printing.
Note also that the default HTML rendering of mathematic expressions (when they are possible) uses the default text
font, weight, style and size for variable names. Some mathematic expressions need differences between these styles;
for consistency with the more complex formulas using the same variables that can be rendered only as PNG, it may
be necessary to enforce the PNG rendering also for isolated variables found in the article text (using one of the
special TeX spaces that remain invisible on the left of right of the expression and that force the PNG rendering
wherever they occur in the expression, notably the TeX backspace "\!").

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Velocity
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Examples of implemented TeX formulas

Quadratic polynomial

<math>ax^2 + bx + c = 0</math>

Quadratic polynomial (force PNG rendering)

<math>ax^2 + bx + c = 0\,\!</math>

Quadratic formula

<math>x={-b\pm\sqrt{b^2-4ac} \over 2a}</math>

Tall parentheses and fractions

<math>2 = \left(

 \frac{\left(3-x\right) \times 2}{3-x}

 \right)</math>

 <math>S_{\text{new}} = S_{\text{old}} - \frac{ \left( 5-T \right) ^2} {2}</math>

Integrals

<math>\int_a^x \!\!\!\int_a^s f(y)\,dy\,ds

 = \int_a^x f(y)(x-y)\,dy</math>

Summation

<math>\sum_{i=0}^{n-1} i</math>

<math>\sum_{m=1}^\infty\sum_{n=1}^\infty\frac{m^2\,n}

 {3^m\left(m\,3^n+n\,3^m\right)}</math>
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Differential equation

<math>u'' + p(x)u' + q(x)u=f(x),\quad x>a</math>

Complex numbers

<math>|\bar{z}| = |z|,

 |(\bar{z})^n| = |z|^n,

 \arg(z^n) = n \arg(z)</math>

Limits

<math>\lim_{z\rightarrow z_0} f(z)=f(z_0)</math>

Integral equation

<math>\phi_n(\kappa) =

 \frac{1}{4\pi^2\kappa^2} \int_0^\infty

 \frac{\sin(\kappa R)}{\kappa R}

 \frac{\partial}{\partial R}

 \left[R^2\frac{\partial D_n(R)}{\partial R}\right]\,dR</math>

Example

<math>\phi_n(\kappa) = 

 0.033C_n^2\kappa^{-11/3},\quad

 \frac{1}{L_0}\ll\kappa\ll\frac{1}{l_0}</math>

Continuation and cases

<math>

 f(x) =

 \begin{cases}

 1 & -1 \le x < 0 \\

 \frac{1}{2} & x = 0 \\

 1 - x^2 & \text{otherwise}

 \end{cases}

 </math>
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Prefixed subscript

 <math>{}_pF_q(a_1,\dots,a_p;c_1,\dots,c_q;z)

 = \sum_{n=0}^\infty

 \frac{(a_1)_n\cdots(a_p)_n}{(c_1)_n\cdots(c_q)_n}

 \frac{z^n}{n!}</math>

Fraction and small fraction

<math>\frac{a}{b}\ \tfrac{a}{b}</math>

Area of a quadrilateral

<math>S=dD\,\sin\alpha\!</math>

Volume of a sphere-stand

<math>V=\tfrac16\pi h\left[3\left(r_1^2+r_2^2\right)+h^2\right]</math>

External links
• A LaTeX tutorial [11].
• Doob, Michael (unknown), A Gentle Introduction to TeX: A Manual for Self-study [12]. A paper introducing TeX

— see page 39 onwards for a good introduction to the maths side of things.
• Oetiker, Tobias; Partl, Hubert; Hyna, Irene; Schlegl, Elisabeth (December 13, 2009), The Not So Short

Introduction to LaTeX 2ε 
[13] (4.27 ed.). A paper introducing LaTeX — skip to page 49 for the math section. See

page 63 for a complete reference list of symbols included in LaTeX and AMS-LaTeX.
• The Comprehensive LaTeX Symbol List [14]—symbols not found here may be documented there.
• AMS-LaTeX guide [15].
• A set of public domain fixed-size math symbol bitmaps [16].
• MathML: A product of the W3C Math working group [17], is a low-level specification for describing mathematics

as a basis for machine to machine communication.
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A video screencast showing how to create links

This page contains technical help on making
hyperlinks in Wikipedia, giving readers
one-click access to other Wikipedia pages,
other Wikimedia projects and external
websites. For very basic information, see the
Cheatsheet. For guidelines on how links
should be used in Wikipedia, see
Wikipedia:Manual of Style (linking).

Wikilinks

A wikilink or internal link links a page to
another page within English Wikipedia.

• [[a]] gives a (link to a, labeled a).
• [[a|b]] gives b (link to a, labeled b). To

learn how to type the vertical bar ("pipe"
symbol) see Wikipedia:Piped link

• [[a]]b gives ab, just like [[a|ab]] does: ab.
• [[a|b]]c gives bc, just like [[a|bc]] does: bc.
• [[a]]:b gives a:b (punctuation is not appended to the link). The same goes for [[Washington]]'s or e-[[mail]].
• a[[b]] gives ab.
• [[a]]<nowiki>b</nowiki> gives ab.
• [[a]]''b'' gives ab.
• ''[[a]]''b gives ab.
• [[a|b]]c<nowiki>d</nowiki> gives bcd.
Links with a specified label are said to be "piped" because of the pipe symbol used ( | ). For certain types of link, the
label will be generated automatically if a pipe is typed with no label after it (thus saving you typing). See Help:Pipe
trick.
The link target is case-sensitive except for the first character (so atom links to Atom, but ATom does not). Other
ways in which link targets are reinterpreted are described below under Conversion to canonical form.
If the target of a wikilink does not exist, it is displayed red, and is called a red link. If a red link is clicked, the user is
taken to a page where it is possible to create a page under the redlinked title. Red links to a particular (non-existent)
title can be detected using the What links here feature.
If the target of a link is the same as the page on which it appears (a self-link), it is displayed in bold, as in Help:Link.
Attempting to link normally to an image page, category page or interlanguage link will produce a different effect: it
will place the image on the page, add the page to the category or create an interlanguage link at the edge of the page.
To override this behavior, add an initial colon, as in [[:File:Mediawiki.png]], [[:Category:Help]], [[:fr:Help:Link]].
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Interwiki links
An interwiki link links to a page on another Wikimedia project website, such as Meta or another language Wikipedia.
The target site must be on the interwiki map specified for the source wiki. These links have the same [[...]] syntax as
wikilinks (see above), but take a prefix which specifies the target site. For example, [[m:Help:Link]] links to the
"Help:Link" page on Meta. Links can be piped as with wikilinks. Remember that an interlanguage link should be
preceded by a colon if it is to be displayed where it appears in the text; otherwise it will be listed at the side of the
page (which is appropriate only if it is the most closely corresponding page in the other language Wikipedia).
Interwiki links (like external links) are displayed in a slightly paler blue than ordinary wikilinks. MediaWiki does not
detect whether these target pages exist, so they are never displayed red.

External links
External links use absolute URLs to link directly to any webpage. These links have the associated CSS class
"external". External links are in the form [http://www.example.org link name] (resulting in link name [1]), with the
link name separated from the URL by a space. Links without link names appear numbered:
[http://www.example.org] becomes [1]. Links with no square brackets display in their entirety: http:/ / www.
example. org .
See Linking to URLs for more detailed information.
Special:LinkSearch finds all pages linking to a given site.
The external link syntax can also be used to link to particular page versions within Wikipedia that are not accessible
by wikilinks, such as page history, edit view, an old version of a page, the diff between two versions, etc. It can also
be used to create a navigational image.
To display a link without the arrow icon, place the external link syntax between <span

class="plainlinks">...</span> tags.

Section linking (anchors)
To link to a section in the same page you can use: [[#section name|displayed text]], and to link to a
section in another page: [[page name#section name|displayed text]].
The section title in fact points to an anchor on the target page. It is possible to define anchors other than explicit
section titles, using the HTML code <span id="anchor_name">...</span>, or the template {{Anchor|anchor name}}
(see {{Anchor}} syntax). However [[#top]] and [[#toc]] are reserved names that link to the top of a page and the
table of contents, respectively.
Section links still work if the wikilink is a redirect (for example, if Danzig redirects to Gdańsk, then Danzig#History
will link to the "History" section of Gdańsk). It is also possible to put section links inside redirects (these work only
if JavaScript is enabled). For example, Wikipedia:Section link redirects to Help:Link#Section linking (anchors).
Note that an explicit section link overrides any section link in a redirect, so Wikipedia:Section link#Interwiki links
will go to the "Interwiki links" section of this page.
For more information, see Help:Section. See also WP:TARGET.
Anchor links can also be added to external URLs and to interwiki links, again using the # syntax. Note that if the
page name is automatically converted, then the section link still works, but disappears from the address bar (this
makes it more difficult to bookmark the section itself).
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Subpage links
In a namespace in which the subpage feature is enabled (which does not include Wikipedia article space), the
following relative links can be used:
• [[../]] links to the parent of the current subpage, e.g., on A/b it links to A, on A/b/c it links to A/b.
• [[../s]] links to a sibling of the current subpage, e.g., on A/b, it links to A/s.
• [[/s]] links to a subpage, e.g. on A it is the same as [[A/s]].
More details can be found at m:Help:Link#Subpage feature.

ISBN, RFC and PMID automatic links
Links to these items are generated automatically, with no need to insert square brackets:
• ISBN codes automatically generate links, for example: the wikitext ISBN 978-0-12-345678-9 becomes ISBN

978-0-12-345678-9 which corresponds to Special:Booksources/9780123456789.
• RFC 4321 becomes RFC 4321, which is the external link to the standard at: http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4321.
• PMID 12345678 becomes PMID 12345678, which links to a reference in the medical literature at PubMed.
To prevent such automatic linking, use <nowiki>...</nowiki> tags around the text.

Changing link appearance
The ways that various links are displayed in browsers, as described above, are the default display styles in the default
skin. Users can change the way they see links:
• by selecting a different skin;
• by applying a user style using CSS;
• by changing the "Underline links" or "Format broken links like this" value on the Appearance tab of user

preferences;
• by setting the "threshold for stub display" on the Appearance tab of user preferences. This causes links to pages in

mainspace to be displayed in a distinctive fashion – dark red by default – if the wikitext of the target page has less
than a specified number of bytes. (Any section markers in the link are ignored. Links to redirects are displayed in
the normal style).

Hover boxes
In many browsers, holding the cursor over a link (mouseover) shows a hover box (tooltip) containing the text of the
link's HTML title attribute. MediaWiki sets this to the target page name (without any section indication) if it's a
wikilink, the page name with prefix if it's an interwiki link, and the URL if it's an external link. (This can be
switched off in the user preferences.) The browser may also show similar information, including any section
indication, in the address bar.
For these effects a piped link is useful even if it is not followed; for example, for displaying the meaning of an
acronym. It is possible to produce a hover box without a link, using the {{H:title}} template.
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Disallowed characters
A link whose target contains disallowed characters (see WP:Page name) will be displayed without markup, as in
A{b}.
Conversions are automatically made to non-literal characters in wiki and interwiki links. For example,
"[[Help:Page%20name]]" becomes "Help:Page name". However, the opposite is true for external links; literal
characters are converted into non-literal characters. For example, most browsers convert ".../wiki/!" to
".../wiki/%21".
A code like %70 in a redirect disables it, although the link works from the redirect page. For a redirect that works,
the redirect page shows the canonical form of the target, unlike its preview page, which renders the link in the usual
way.

Links containing URL query strings
Because the ampersand character (&) is disallowed, it is not possible to create an ordinary link containing
&action=edit or &redirect=no in the URL query string. These kinds of links can be helpful in user pages.
Also, a redirect page can have categories and you might wish to view or edit these in a single click.
The following syntax shows the use of the magic word fullurl as it would appear in a template constructed to append
action=edit to the URL query string:

Note that this will render as an external link rather than as an internal link and for this reason it might not appear in
what-links-here queries associated with the target page.

Links to and from a page
To list pages which link to the current page (backlinks), use the What links here feature. The {{orphan}} tag can be
placed on pages with few incoming links.
To make the current page show up at "What links here" for a certain other page without creating a working link to
that other page, use a link with a space following the pipe, as in [[Main page| ]].
To list all pages which are linked from a particular page, enter the following URL, using the page title (with spaces
replaced by underscores) in place of PAGENAME:

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/api.php?action=query&prop=links&pllimit=500&titles=PAGENAME

The number of links returned is limited to 500.

Additional link-related functions
For the effect that links have on date formatting, see Help:Date formatting and linking.
Another link-dependent feature is Related changes, which makes it possible to view recent changes to all pages
which are linked from the current page (or which are members of the category, if it is a category page).
For information on how to link to pages from an image, see mw:Extension:ImageMap.
Several templates have been created to make linking easier (although they are not usually used in article space).
These include {{tl}} and {{tlx}} for linking to templates, and {{cl}} and {{lc}} for linking to categories. More can
be found in Category:Internal link templates.
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Conversion to canonical form
As described above, if a link target begins with a lower case letter, it will be interpreted as if it began with the
equivalent capital letter. If the target contains a namespace prefix, then the whole prefix and the first character after
the colon are case-insensitive (so uSeR:jimbo Wales links to User:Jimbo Wales).
In link targets, spaces and underscores (which are effectively equivalent) are ignored if they come at the start, at the
end, or immediately before or after the colon following a namespace prefix. Consecutive spaces/underscores are
treated as a single space. Hence _User_: Jimbo_ __ Wales__ links to User:Jimbo Wales.
Also, HTML character references and percent-encoded characters are replaced with their raw character. For
example, [[d&eacute;partement]] produces département, and [[%40]] produces @. Links which resolve
to invalid page titles are displayed as unmarked-up wikitext.
Titles indicated by wikilinks are displayed in canonical form (with correction of capitalization and excess
spaces/underscores removed, as described above) in the following places:
• in transclusion tags for non-existent pages: {{qwsazx}} gives ;
• in pop-ups and on the status bar (if applicable for the browser) when the mouse cursor is moved over the link;
• on redirect pages;
• in the category box.
The prefixes in interwiki links are treated similarly to namespace prefixes: they are insensitive to case and to spaces
before and after the colon. However the first character after the colon is not automatically capitalized (whether it is
interpreted as a capital depends on the configuration of the target wiki).
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Help:Interwikimedia links
An interwikimedia link is a link from a Wikimedia Foundation project to another one (e.g., from Wikipedia to
Wiktionary).

Shortcuts and templates to Wikimedia sister projects

 Project  Long form  Shortcut  Pagename template 

Wikipedia [[wikipedia:]] [[w:]] {{Wikipedia|Pagename}}

Wiktionary [[wiktionary:]] [[wikt:]] {{Wiktionary|Pagename}}

Wikinews [[wikinews:]] [[n:]] {{Wikinews|Pagename}}

Wikibooks [[wikibooks:]] [[b:]] {{Wikibooks|Pagename}}

Wikiquote [[wikiquote:]] [[q:]] {{Wikiquote|Pagename}}

Wikisource [[wikisource:]] [[s:]] {{Wikisource|Pagename}}

Wikisource (common repository) [[oldwikisource:]] {{WikisourceWiki|Pagename}}

Wikispecies [[species:]]
[[wikispecies:]]

{{Wikispecies|Pagename}}

Wikiversity [[wikiversity:]] [[v:]] {{Wikiversity|pagename}}

Wikimedia Foundation [[wikimedia:]]
[[foundation:]]

[[wmf:]]

Wikimedia Commons [[commons:]] {{Commons|Pagename}}

Wikimedia Meta-Wiki [[meta:]]
[[metawikipedia:]]

[[m:]] {{Meta|Pagename}}

Strategic planning [[strategy:]]

Wikimedia Incubator [[incubator:]] {{Incubator|Pagename}}

MediaWiki [[mw:]] {{MediaWiki|Pagename}}

MediaWiki Quality [[quality:]]

Bugzilla
(formerly MediaZilla)

[[bugzilla:]]
[[mediazilla:]]

Nostalgia [[nost:]]

Test Wikipedia [[testwiki:]]

 International chapters  Shortcut 

Argentina [[wmar:]]

Australia [[wmau:]]

Canada [[wmca:]]

Czech Republic [[wmcz:]]

Germany [[wmde:]]

Finland [[wmfi:]]

Hong Kong [[wmhk:]]

Hungary [[wmhu:]]

India [[wmin:]]
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http://quality.wikimedia.org/wiki/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Bugzilla
https://bugzilla.wikimedia.org/show_bug.cgi?id=
https://bugzilla.wikimedia.org/
http://nostalgia.wikipedia.org/wiki/
http://nostalgia.wikipedia.org/wiki/
http://test.wikipedia.org/wiki/
http://test.wikipedia.org/wiki/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wmar:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wmau:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wmca:
http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_Czech_Republic/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wmde:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wmfi:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wmhk:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wmhu:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wmin:
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Indonesia [[wmid:]]

Israel [[wmil:]]

Italy [[wmit:]]

Netherlands [[wmnl:]]

Norway [[wmno:]]

Poland [[wmpl:]]

Russia [[wmru:]]

Serbia [[wmrs:]]

Sweden [[wmse:]]

Switzerland [[wmch:]]

Taiwan [[wmtw:]]

United Kingdom [[wmuk:]]

Some links don't work as expected within the same project, e.g., meta:Test on Meta itself would mean m:Meta:Test,
a different page. Outside of Wikimedia sister projects, only metawikipedia:Test might work for m:Test.
Links to foreign-language Wikiprojects can be made by adding the language code: [[:s:de:Salz]] will link to
the German-language Wikisource, [[:wikt:fr:sel]] to the French-language Wiktionary, etc. For the
language codes see List of wikipedias.

Suppressing the prefix
The pipe trick:

Add | at the end of the link, like this: [[s:test|]], which will automatically be expanded to
[[s:test|test]] on saving.

Special versions of Wikipedia
There are also two special versions of Wikipedia, nostalgia and test. Nostalgia is a static copy of Wikipedia, as it was
in 2001 and can be linked to by using [[nost:]]. Test is a version of Wikipedia, for edit and software testing and can
be linked to by using [[testWiki:]].

Secure server
Links created by the methods described on this page always point to the normal servers. For methods to make links
that use the secure server see Wikipedia:Secure server and {{sec link auto}}.

Examples

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wmid:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wmil:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wmit:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wmnl:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wmno:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wmpl:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wmru:
http://rs.wikimedia.org/wiki/
http://se.wikimedia.org/wiki/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wmch:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wmtw:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wmuk:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Meta:Test
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=M:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=M:Meta:Test
http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Test
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=M:Test
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Interlanguage_links
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=List_of_wikipedias
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:Pipe_trick
http://nostalgia.wikipedia.org/wiki/HomePage
http://test.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Secure_server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Sec_link_auto
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 Wikitext  Results 

[[:en:Main Page]]

[[:de:Hauptseite]]

etc.

en:Main Page
de:Hauptseite
etc.

[[commons:Main Page]] commons:Main Page

[[commons:category:Wikimedia]] commons:category:Wikimedia

[[wikibooks:Main Page|]] Main Page

[[wikt:de:Rechner]] wikt:de:Rechner

[[wiktionary:de:Rechner|]] de:Rechner

As demonstrated above, by the double prefixes (for example [[wikt:de:Main Page]]), links may cumulate,
thus enabling links that are not possible with a single prefix, for example, linking a word in the English Wikipedia to
a term in the German Wiktionary.

Wikipedia:Referencing for beginners with
citation templates
Please see citing sources. When possible, please use the reference method others have used in an article. There are
many choices. Please don't change an article from one citation format to another. Try to use the format used by the
first contributor.
This is one reference method, for news sources only -- that is, where you have found the reference in a newspaper or
magazine, or their online equivalents. (Do not use "cite news" for press releases, or for ordinary web pages that are
not news items.) Copy and paste the following immediately after what you want to reference:
<ref>{{cite news
| author =
| title =
| quote =
| newspaper =
| date =
| pages =
| url =
| accessdate =
}}</ref>
Simply put as much information as you can to the right of the equal signs. Example:
Inflation seems unlikely in 2010.<ref>{{cite news 
| author = Patricia Sabatini 
| title = Inflation unlikely to be a threat as economy emerges from recession 
| quote = ...the Federal Reserve would continue to leave interest rates at record lows. 
| newspaper = Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 
| date = October 16, 2009 
| pages = 
| url = http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/09289/1005873-28.stm 
| accessdate = January 5, 2010

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hauptseite
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/category:Wikimedia
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Main_Page
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/de:Rechner
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/de:Rechner
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Citing_sources%23Citation_templates_and_tools
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Cut%2C_copy%2C_and_paste%23Copy_and_paste
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}}</ref>
Reporter Patricia Sabatini goes to the right of the "author =". Put the newspaper's name in "work" or "newspaper", so
that it automatically appears in italics (do not use "publisher" for the name of the source; "publisher" is not usually
needed in news citations). Leave fields like "pages =" blank if it doesn't apply. The accessdate is when you fetched
the reference (relevant only to references on the web; delete it in the case of printed sources); the date (essential
information - much more important than access date) is when the article was published. The url is the line like
''http://www.etc''; copy and paste the url in if available.
Try not to make arbitrary changes to the words left of the equal sign ("author", "title", "url", etc) because by and
large any variations will cause those elements of the reference to be unrecognized and omitted. There are more fields
possible like ISBN, co-authors which you can add; see citing sources.
When editing, you'll see your reference next to the text; but after saving, readers will only see a reference number
there; your reference should appear below. Like this:
Inflation seems unlikely in 2010.[1]

[...]
References
[1] Patricia Sabatini (October 16, 2009). "Inflation unlikely to be a threat as economy emerges from recession" (http:/ / www. post-gazette. com/

pg/ 09289/ 1005873-28. stm). Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. . Retrieved January 5, 2010. "Economist Robert Dye termed it a "Goldilocks" report,
showing that inflation was neither too hot nor too cold and signaling that the Federal Reserve would continue to leave interest rates at record
lows."

That's it! You're done. Good luck!
If you get a warning about a missing "References" section at the end of the page, just add it:

== References ==
{{Reflist}}

Experiment on sandbox pages or your user talk page.
Caveat: while this reference method is popular, some editors prefer alternatives (see below). It varies by article.
When possible, use the citation style already used by others in the same article. See Citing sources for further
discussion.

Further information
• Wikipedia:Citing sources, overall guideline
• Wikipedia:Citation templates, overview of templates, which are optional
• Wikipedia:Footnotes, explains the <ref> tag
• Wikipedia:Parenthetical referencing, an alternative to footnotes
• Wikipedia:Template messages/Sources of articles/Citation quick reference

External links
• Citation generator
• Citation generator for ISBN, PubMed, PubChem and other sources (http:/ / diberri. dyndns. org/ cgi-bin/

templatefiller/ ?type=& id=)

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Cut%2C_copy%2C_and_paste%23Copy_and_paste
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Citing_sources
http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/09289/1005873-28.stm
http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/09289/1005873-28.stm
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Citing_sources%23Citation_templates_and_tools
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Citing_sources
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Citation_templates
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Footnotes
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Parenthetical_referencing
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Template_messages/Sources_of_articles/Citation_quick_reference
http://diberri.dyndns.org/cgi-bin/templatefiller/?type=&id=
http://diberri.dyndns.org/cgi-bin/templatefiller/?type=&id=
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Wikipedia:Citation templates
See also: Handy tools for making references in cite templates: MakeRef [1], Diberri's template filler [2],
WP:RefToolbar

Citation templates are used to format citations in a consistent way, as an alternative to formatting the citations by
hand. The use of citation templates is neither encouraged nor discouraged. Templates may be used or removed at the
discretion of individual editors, subject to agreement with other editors on the article. Because templates can be
contentious, editors should not add citation templates, or change an article with a consistent citation format to
another, without gaining consensus; see WP:CITECONSENSUS and WP:CITEVAR. The various citation
templates below may be freely mixed, since they all produce a similar format.

Introduction
Wikipedia does not dictate a particular way to insert citations into an article. As a result, there are multiple ways to
structure citations in an article; multiple ways to insert individual citations; and multiple ways to link short-form
inline citations with the full-form citations in the bibliography, when using a style that calls for short-form citations.
There are three primary ways to format individual citations:
1. By hand. When using inline citations (see below), these are simply typed directly; however, when using

shortened footnotes or parenthetical references, these can be surrounded with {{wikicite}} to ensure that the
appropriate shortened references are linked to the full references below.

2. Using the {{Cite *}} templates, such as {{Cite book}}, {{Cite web}}, {{Cite journal}}, or {{Cite news}}.
3. Using the generic {{Citation}} template.
The main differences between the generic {{Citation}} template and the specific {{Cite *}} templates are:
1. The {{Cite *}} templates produce citations with individual sections (e.g. title, author, publisher, etc.) separated

by periods, with a trailing period, while {{Citation}} separates sections with a comma and has no trailing
punctuation. (However, this can be changed using the |separator= and |postscript= parameters.)

2. Not all {{Cite *}} templates can easily be replaced by the {{Citation}} template. Generally, any {{Cite *}}
template of a general nature (e.g. book; web site; journal or newspaper article; article in an edited collection or
encyclopedia; etc.) can be replaced, but specialized templates (court cases, comic books, video games, etc.)
cannot very easily.

3. Some of the parameter names differ. For example, citing an article in an edited collection uses the misnamed
{{Cite encyclopedia}} template, with |title= for the article name and |encyclopedia= for the collection name; the
equivalent parameters in {{Citation}} are named <syntaxhighlight lang="text" enclose="none"> contribution
</syntaxhighlight> and <syntaxhighlight lang="text" enclose="none"> title </syntaxhighlight>, respectively.

4. When using parenthetical referencing, a {{Harv*}} template that identifies a citation by author and year will
automatically link to the appropriate citation elsewhere in the article if created using {{Citation}}. If created
using {{Cite *}}, however, a |ref=harv parameter must be added.

There are also at least three ways to structure citations as a whole in an article:
1. Inline citations. These simply place the citation inside of a <ref>…</ref> reference, which inserts a small

bracketed, superscripted number. When clicked on, it links to a correspondingly-numbered footnote (more
properly an endnote) placed elsewhere in the article. The footnotes themselves are inserted using {{reflist}},
which is typically placed by itself in a Notes (or References) section near the end of the article. When there are
multiple references to the same citation, typing can be saved by using <ref name="foo">…</ref> the first time,
and just <ref name="foo"/> elsewhere. When there are citations that differ only in page number, there are two
alternatives: write all the citations out in full, including the page number, or use one citation without page
numbers along with the {{rp}} template to add an inline page number after the small bracketed footnote number.

http://toolserver.org/~magnus/makeref.php
http://diberri.dyndns.org/cgi-bin/templatefiller
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:RefToolbar
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:CITECONSENSUS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:CITEVAR
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Wikicite
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Cite_book
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Cite_web
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Cite_journal
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Cite_news
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Citation
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Citation
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Citation
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Citation
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Cite_encyclopedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Citation
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Parenthetical_referencing
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Citation
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Endnote
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Reflist
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Rp
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2. Shortened footnotes. Instead of the full-form citation appearing in the footnote, a shortened form appears, giving
only the author and year (or in some styles, a shortened version of the article or book title), and page number if
appropriate. The full citation appears later on, in a bibliography section. This usually follows directly after the
footnotes, is titled "References" or "Bibliography", and contains all relevant citations, listed in alphabetical order.
This style is especially appropriate when there are large numbers of references overall and frequent cases of
multiple references to the same work, especially in the presence of differing page numbers.

3. Parenthetical references. These are conceptually similar to shortened footnotes, but the shortened reference
appears inline in the text, in parentheses, rather than in a footnote.

When using shortened footnotes or parenthetical references, there are multiple ways to link the shortened and
full-form references:
1. Don't link them. This happens by default when the shortened references are typed in by hand.
2. Insert manual links. These look like e.g. [[#refPereira2006|Pereira 2006, p. 25]]. The anchor #refPereira2006 is

attached to the full-form citation by surrounding it with {{wikicite}} (if inserted by hand), or adding a |ref=
parameter to the citation template.

3. Insert links using a {{Harv*}} template, e.g. {{Harvnb|Pereira|2006|p=25}}. This will insert "Pereira 2006,
p. 25" into the text and link it to the citation with the corresponding last name and year. As mentioned above,
when using a {{Cite *}} template, the parameter |ref=harv must be added, but this is unnecessary for
{{Citation}}. When using parenthetical references, the plain {{Harv}} template is used, which automatically
inserts parentheses. Other variations format the page number or parentheses differently.

4. Use the {{sfn}} template for the whole of the footnote. The {{sfn}} template creates its own named
<ref>...</ref> tags: {{sfn|Pereira|2006|p=25}} is exactly equivalent to <ref
name=FOOTNOTEPereira200625>[[#CITEREFPereira2006|Pereira 2006]], p. 25.</ref> which is itself
equivalent to <ref name=FOOTNOTEPereira200625>{{Harvnb|Pereira|2006|p=25}}</ref>.

See also WP:Footnotes and WP:Citing sources for general information, and WP:CITEX for specific examples of
exactly how to write the code for various combinations of the above styles.

Use in footnotes
For a citation to appear in a footnote, it needs to be enclosed in "ref" tags. You can add these by typing <ref> at the
front of the citation and </ref> at the end. Alternatively you may notice above the edit box there is a row of
"markup" formatting buttons which include a <ref></ref> button to the right - if you highlight your whole citation
and then click this markup button, it will automatically enclose your citation in ref tags (i.e. <ref>citation</ref>).
Note, if this is a new page or if there are not already references previously cited, it is necessary to create a section
usually named "Notes" or "References" near the end of the page; see WP:FNNR and MOS:APPENDIX for more
information on section names:

== Notes ==
<references />

or

== Notes ==
{{Reflist}}

See: Wikipedia:Manual of Style (footnotes) for more details.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Parenthetical_references
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Wikicite
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Citation
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Harv
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Sfn
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Sfn
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Sfn
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Harvnb
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Footnotes
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Citing_sources
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:CITEX
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:FNNR
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MOS:APPENDIX
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style_%28footnotes%29
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Using the same footnote multiple times
Optionally, one may add the name attribute by using <ref name=name>details of the

citation</ref>. Thereafter, the same footnote may be used multiple times by adding <ref name=name/>.
Note that named references begin with <ref instead of the usual <ref>. For detailed examples, see
WP:REFNAME.

Using multiple pages from the same source
When an article cites many different pages from the same source, most Wikipedia editors have chosen to use
shortened footnotes (see WP:CITESHORT). An alternative method is to use the template {{rp}}.

Creating links to citations
Wikilinks to citation templates can be created using the templates {{harv}}, {{harvnb}}, {{harvtxt}}, {{sfn}}, etc.
For example this "Mumford 1999" links to a citation template below. This is of particular interest for inline citations
using parenthetical referencing or when using shortened footnotes.[3] (See the examples below or wikilinks to full
references)

Using commas rather than periods
{{Citation}} creates a citation in the same format as most of the {{Cite ... }} templates, except that the periods are
replaced with commas and there is no final period. A complete list of templates that are mimicked by {{citation}}
can be found at {{citation/core}}. The parameters separator= and postscript= (available for most templates) can also
be used to affect the punctuation.

Examples
Below are examples of how to use various templates to cite a book, encyclopedia, journal, website, comic strip,
video and editorial comics, etc.
• For full description of a template and the parameters which can be used with it — click the template name

(e.g. {{Citation}} or {{Cite xxxx}}) in the "template (required)" column of the table below.
• Required field(s) are indicated in bold
• Copy and paste the text under "common usage" to use the template.
• Following each example is the resulting article text.
For a list of tools that can help create some of the templates below, see: Wikipedia:Citation tools.
Citations are commonly embedded in reference templates. For more information, see: Wikipedia:Footnotes.

 source template

(required)

 common usage Example 1

article text

Example 2

article text

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=HTML%23Attributes
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:REFNAME
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Citing_sources%23Shortened_footnotes
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:CITESHORT
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Rp
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http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Footnotes
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 book {{Cite book}}

title {{Cite book

  | last = 

  | first = 

  | authorlink = 

  | coauthors = 

  | title = 

  | publisher = 

  | series = 

  | volume = 

  | edition = 

  | date = 

  | location = 

  | pages = 

  | language = 

  | url = 

  | doi = 

  | id = 

  | isbn =

  | mr = 

  | zbl = 

  | jfm = }}

{{Cite book

  | last = Mumford

  | first = David

  | authorlink = David Mumford

  | title = The Red Book of V…

  | publisher = [[Springer-Verlag]]

  | series = Lecture Notes …

  | volume = 1358

  | edition = 2nd expanded

  | location = Berlin

  | date = 1999

  | page = 198

  | doi = 10.1007/b62130

  | isbn = 354063293X

  | mr = 1748380

  | zbl = 0945.14001 }}

Mumford, David (1999). The Red Book of Varieties and Schemes.

Lecture Notes in Mathematics. 1358 (2nd expanded ed.). Berlin:

Springer-Verlag. p. 198. doi:10.1007/b62130. ISBN 354063293X.

MR1748380. Zbl 0945.14001.

{{Cite book 

  | last1 = Cordell | first1 = Bruce R.

  | first2 = Jeff | last2 = Grubb

  | first3 =David | last3 = Noonan

  | title = [[Manual of the Planes]]

  | location = Berlin

  | publisher = [[Wizards of the Coast]]

  | year= 2001

  | pages = 198-203

  | month = September

  | isbn = 0-7869-1850-8 }}

Cordell, Bruce R.; Grubb, Jeff; Noonan, David (September 2001). Manual of the

Planes. Berlin: Wizards of the Coast. pp. 198-203. ISBN 0-7869-1850-8.

{{Citation}}

{{Citation

  | last = 

  | first = 

  | author-link = 

  | last2 = 

  | first2 = 

  | author2-link = 

  | title = 

  | place = 

  | publisher = 

  | series = 

  | volume = 

  | origyear =

  | year = 

  | month=

  | edition = 

  | chapter =

  | chapterurl =

  | page =

  | pages =

  | language = 

  | url = 

  | archiveurl =

  | archivedate =

  | doi = 

  | id = 

  | isbn = 

  | mr = 

  | zbl = 

  | jfm = }}

{{Citation

  | first = David | last = Mu…

  | author-link = David Mumfo…

  | title = The Red Book of V…

  | place = Berlin

  | publisher = [[Springer-Verlag]]

  | series = Lecture Notes …

  | volume = 1358

  | edition = 2nd expanded

  | year = 1999

  | page = 198

  | doi = 10.1007/b62130

  | isbn = 354063293X

  | mr = 1748380

  | zbl = 0945.14001 }}

Mumford, David (1999), The Red Book of Varieties and Schemes,

Lecture Notes in Mathematics, 1358 (2nd expanded ed.), Berlin:

Springer-Verlag, p. 198, doi:10.1007/b62130, ISBN 354063293X,

MR1748380, Zbl 0945.14001

{{Citation

  | last1 = Cordell | first1 = Bruce R.

  | last2 = Grubb   | first2 = Jeff

  | last3 = Noonan  | first3 = David

  | title = [[Manual of the Planes]]

  | place = Berlin

  | publisher = [[Wizards of the Coast]]

  |pages = 198-203

  | date = September 2001

  | year = 2001

  | isbn = 0-7869-1850-8 }}

Cordell, Bruce R.; Grubb, Jeff; Noonan, David (September 2001), Manual of the

Planes, Berlin: Wizards of the Coast, pp. 198-203, ISBN 0-7869-1850-8
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journal

paper

thesis

dissertation

{{Cite journal}}

Title {{Cite journal

  | last = 

  | first = 

  | authorlink = 

  | coauthors = 

  | title = 

  | journal = 

  | volume = 

  | issue = 

  | pages = 

  | publisher = 

  | location = 

  | date = 

  | language = 

  | url = 

  | jstor =  

  | issn = 

  | doi = 

  | id = 

  | mr = 

  | zbl = 

  | jfm = 

  | accessdate = }}

{{Cite journal

  | authorlink = Stephen Brey…

  | title = Copyright: A Rejo…

  | journal = UCLA Law Review

  | volume = 20

  | pages = 75–83

  | date = October 1972 }}

Breyer, Stephen (October 1972). "Copyright: A Rejoinder". UCLA

Law Review 20: 75–83.

{{Cite journal

  | last1 = Bailey  | first1 = David H.

  | author1-link = David H. Bailey

  | last2 = Borwein | first2 = Peter

  | author2-link = Peter Borwein

  | last3 = Borwein | first3 = Jonathan M.

  | author3-link = Jonathan Borwein

  | title = The Quest for Pi

  | journal = Mathematical Intelligencer

  | volume = 19

  | issue = 1

  | pages = 50–57

  | publisher = Springer-Verlag

  | location = Berlin

  | date = 25 June 1997

  | year = 1997

  | url = http://crd.lbl.gov/~dhbailey/...

  | issn =0343-6993

  | doi = 10.1007/BF03024340

  | mr = 1439159

  | zbl = 0878.11002 }}

Bailey, David H.; Borwein, Peter; Borwein, Jonathan M. (25 June 1997). "The

Quest for Pi" [4]
. Mathematical Intelligencer (Berlin: Springer-Verlag) 19 (1):

50–57. doi:10.1007/BF03024340. ISSN 0343-6993. MR1439159.

Zbl 0878.11002.

{{Citation}}

journal (or

periodical)

{{Citation

  | last = 

  | first = 

  | author-link = 

  | last2 = 

  | first2 = 

  | author2-link = 

  | title = 

  | journal = 

  | volume = 

  | issue = 

  | pages = 

  | date = 

  | origyear =

  | year = 

  | month =

  | language = 

  | url = 

  | jstor = 

  | archiveurl =

  | archivedate =

  | doi = 

  | id = 

  | mr = 

  | zbl = 

  | jfm = }}

{{Citation

  | last = Breyer

  | first = Stephen

  | author-link = Stephen Bre…

  | title = Copyright: A Rejo…

  | journal = UCLA Law Review

  | volume = 20

  | pages = 75–83

  | date = October 1972

  | year = 1972 }}

Breyer, Stephen (October 1972), "Copyright: A Rejoinder", UCLA

Law Review 20: 75–83

{{Citation

  | last1 = Bailey  | first1 = David H.

  | author1-link = David H. Bailey

  | last2 = Borwein | first2 = Peter

  | author2-link = Peter Borwein

  | last3 = Borwein | first3 = Jonathan M.

  | author3-link = Jonathan Borwein

  | title = The Quest for Pi

  | journal = Mathematical Intelligencer

  | volume = 19

  | issue = 1

  | pages = 50–57

  | publisher = Springer-Verlag

  | location = Berlin

  | date = 25 June 1997

  | year = 1997

  | url = http://crd.lbl.gov/~dhbailey/...

  | issn =0343-6993

  | doi = 10.1007/BF03024340

  | mr = 1439159

  | zbl = 0878.11002 }}

Bailey, David H.; Borwein, Peter; Borwein, Jonathan M. (25 June 1997), "The

Quest for Pi" [4]
, Mathematical Intelligencer (Berlin: Springer-Verlag) 19 (1):

50–57, doi:10.1007/BF03024340, ISSN 0343-6993, MR1439159,

Zbl 0878.11002
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 website {{Cite web}}

title

url

{{Cite web

  | last = 

  | first = 

  | authorlink = 

  | coauthors = 

  | title = 

  | work = 

  | publisher = 

  | date = 

  | url = 

  | format = 

  | doi = 

  | accessdate = }}

{{Cite web

  | last = Spiegel

  | first = Rachel

  | title = Research: Thalido…

  | url=http://science-educat…

  | accessdate = 30 April 2006 }}

Spiegel, Rachel. "Research in the News: Thalidomide" [5]
. Retrieved

30 April 2006.

{{Cite web

| title = 

| url = 

| dateformat = mdy

| accessdate = }}

 (Write date as Month Day Year; e.g., July 22 2009. Comma will be

added automatically.) 

{{Cite web

  | last = Hansen

  | first = James E.

  | authorlink = James E. Hansen

  | last2 = Ruedy  | first2 = R.

  | last3 = Sato   | first3 = M.

  | last4 = Lo     | first4 = K.

  | title = GISS Surface Temperature An…

  | work =

  | publisher = [[Goddard Institute for…

  | date = December 15, 2005

  | url = http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gis…

  | format =

  | doi =

  | accessdate = September 28, 2006 }}

Hansen, James E.; Ruedy, R.; Sato, M.; Lo, K. (December 15, 2005). "GISS

Surface Temperature Analysis Global Temperature Trends: 2005 Summation"
[6]

. NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies. Retrieved September 28, 2006.

{{Citation}}

title

url

{{Citation

  | last = 

  | first = 

  | author-link = 

  | last2 = 

  | first2 = 

  | author2-link = 

  | title = 

  | date = 

  | year = 

  | url = 

  | accessdate = }}

{{Citation

  | last = Spiegel

  | first = Rachel

  | title = Research: Thalido…

  | url=http://science-educat…

  | accessdate = 30 April 2006 }}

Spiegel, Rachel, Research in the News: Thalidomide [5]
, retrieved 30

April 2006

{{Citation

  | last1 = Hansen | first1 = James E.

  | author1-link = James Hansen

  | last2 = Ruedy  | first2 = R.

  | last3 = Sato   | first3 = M.

  | last4 = Lo     | first4 = K.

  | title = GISS Surface Temperature An…

  | publisher = [[Goddard Institute for ...

  | date = December 15, 2005

  | year = 2005

  | url = http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gis…

  | accessdate = September 28, 2006 }}

Hansen, James E.; Ruedy, R.; Sato, M.; Lo, K. (December 15, 2005), GISS

Surface Temperature Analysis Global Temperature Trends: 2005 Summation
[6]

, NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies, retrieved September 28, 2006

comic 
{{Cite comic}}

[7]
{{Cite comic

  | writer=

  | penciller=

  | inker=

  | story=

  | title=

  | volume= 

  | issue= 

  | date=

  | publisher=

  | page= 

  | panel= }}

{{Cite comic

| writer=[[Stan Lee|Lee, Stan]] 

| penciller=[[Jack Kirby|Kirby, Jack]] 

| inker=[[Christopher Rule|Rule, Christopher]] 

| story=The Fantastic Four! 

| title=[[Fantastic Four|The Fantastic Four]] 

| volume=1 

| issue=1 

| date=November, 1961 

| publisher=[[Marvel Comics]] 

| page=3 

| panel=2 }}

Lee, Stan (w), Kirby, Jack (p), Rule, Christopher (i). "The Fantastic

Four!" The Fantastic Four 1: 3/2 (November, 1961), Marvel Comics
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comic strip {{Comic strip

reference}}
[8] {{Comic strip reference

  | cartoonist=

  | strip=

  | paper=

  | location=

  | date=

  | supplement=

  | syndicate=

  | page= }}

{{Comic strip reference

  | cartoonist=[[Milton Caniff|Caniff, Milton]] 

  | strip=[[Steve Canyon]] 

  | paper=Journal Herald 

  | location=Dayton, OH 

  | date=July 15, 1967 

  | supplement=Color Comics Supplement 

  | syndicate=Newspaper Syndicate 

  | page=1 }}

Caniff, Milton (c). Steve Canyon. Journal Herald (Dayton, OH). July

15, 1967, [Color Comics Supplement], Newspaper Syndicate

 1. 

conference

report

or paper

{{Cite

conference}}

title

booktitle

{{Cite conference

  | first = 

  | last = 

  | authorlink = 

  | coauthors = 

  | title = 

  | booktitle = 

  | pages = 

  | publisher = 

  | date = 

  | location = 

  | url = 

  | doi = 

  | id = 

  | accessdate = }}

{{Cite conference

  | first = M.

  | last = Turk

  | authorlink =

  | coauthors = Pentland, A.

  | title = Face recognition …

  | booktitle = Proc IEEE Con…

  | place = Maui, Hawaii

  | pages = 586–591

  | year = 1991 }}

Turk, M.; Pentland, A. (1991). "Face recognition using eigenfaces".

Proc. IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition.

Maui, Hawaii. pp. 586–591.

{{Cite conference

  | last1 = Evans    | first1 = N. R.

  | last2 = Schaefer | first2 = G.

  | last3 = Bond     | first3 = H.

  | last4 = Karovska | first4 = M.

  | last5 = Nelan    | first5 = E.

  | last6 = Sasselov | first6 = D.

  | title = Direct detection of the ...

  | booktitle = American Astronomical Society 207th ...

  | publisher = AAS

  | date = January 9, 2006

  | url = http://www.aas.org/ ... 30.htm }}

Evans, N. R.; Schaefer, G.; Bond, H.; Karovska, M.; Nelan, E.; Sasselov, D.

(January 9, 2006). "Direct detection of the close companion of Polaris with the

Hubble Space Telescope" [9]
. American Astronomical Society 207th Meeting.

AAS.

{{Citation}}

{{Citation

  | first = 

  | last = 

  | author-link = 

  | first2 = 

  | last2 = 

  | author2-link = 

  | editor-last = 

  | editor-first = 

  | editor2-last = 

  | editor2-first = 

  | contribution = 

  | contribution-url = 

  | series = 

  | year = 

  | pages = 

  | place = 

  | publisher = 

  | url = 

  | doi = 

  | id = }}

{{Citation

  | last1 = Turk | first1 = M.

  | last2 = Pet… | first2 = A.

  | contribution = Face recog…

  | series = Proc IEEE Confere…

  | place = Maui, Hawaii

  | pages = 586–591

  | year = 1991 }}

Turk, M.; Petland, A. (1991), "Face recognition using eigenfaces",

Proc. IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition,

Maui, Hawaii, pp. 586–591

{{Citation

  | last1 = Evans    | first1 = N. R.

  | last2 = Schaefer | first2 = G.

  | last3 = Bond     | first3 = H.

  | last4 = Karovska | first4 = M.

  | last5 = Nelan    | first5 = E.

  | last6 = Sasselov | first6 = D.

  | contribution = Direct detection of …

  | series = American Astronomical…

  | publisher = AAS

  | date = January 9, 2006

  | contribution-url = http://…30.htm }}

Evans, N. R.; Schaefer, G.; Bond, H.; Karovska, M.; Nelan, E.; Sasselov, D.

(January 9, 2006), "Direct detection of the close companion of Polaris with the

Hubble Space Telescope" [9]
, American Astronomical Society 207th Meeting,

AAS
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 court case

(legal

decision) 

{{Cite court}} {{Cite court

  |litigants = 

  |vol = 

  |reporter = 

  |opinion = 

  |pinpoint = 

  |court = 

  |date = 

  |url= }}

{{Cite court

  |litigants=Roe v. Wade

  |vol=410

  |reporter=U.S.

  |opinion=113

  |pinpoint=

  |court=

  |date=1973

  |url=http://www.law.corn… }}

Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973). Text [10]

encyclopedia,

edited

collection

{{Cite

encyclopedia}}

Title

encyclopedia

{{Cite encyclopedia

  | title = 

  | encyclopedia = 

  | volume = 

  | pages = 

  | publisher = 

  | date = 

  | id = 

  | accessdate = }}

{{Cite encyclopedia

  | title = Kirkegaard…

  | encyclopedia = Grote Winkler Pri…

  | editor-last = Winkler Pri…

  | editor-first = Anthony

  | editor-link = Anthony Win…

  | volume = 9

  | publisher = Elsevier

  | year = 1882 }}

Winkler Prins, Anthony, ed (1882). "Kirkegaard, Ole Lund". Grote

Winkler Prins. 9. Elsevier.

{{Cite encyclopedia

  | last = Kramer

  | first = Martin

  | authorlink = Martin Kramer

  | editor-last = Boyd

  | editor-first = Kelley

  | title = Bernard Lewis

  | encyclopedia = Encyclopedia of Hist…

  | volume = 1

  | pages = 719–720

  | publisher = Fitzroy Dearborn

  | location = London

  | date = 1999

  | url = http://www.oocities.com/mart… }}

Kramer, Martin (1999). "Bernard Lewis" [11]
. In Boyd, Kelley. Encyclopedia

of Historians and Historical Writing. 1. London: Fitzroy Dearborn. pp. 719–720.

{{Citation}}

contribution=name

of article

{{Citation

  | last = 

  | first = 

  | contribution = 

  | year = 

  | title = 

  | editor-last = 

  | editor-first = 

  | volume = 

  | pages = 

  | place = 

  | publisher = 

  | id = }}

{{Citation

  | contribution = Kirkegaard…

  | title = Grote Winkler Pri…

  | editor-last = Winkler Pri…

  | editor-first = Anthony

  | editor-link = Anthony Win…

  | volume = 9

  | publisher = Elsevier

  | year = 1882 }}

Winkler Prins, Anthony, ed. (1882), "Kirkegaard, Ole Lund", Grote

Winkler Prins, 9, Elsevier

{{Citation

  | last = Kramer

  | first = Martin

  | author-link = Martin Kramer

  | contribution = Bernard Lewis

  | editor-last = Boyd

  | editor-first = Kelley

  | title = Encyclopedia of Historians …

  | volume = 1

  | pages = 719–720

  | publisher = Fitzroy Dearborn

  | place = London

  | year = 1999

  | contribution-url = http://…is.htm }}

Kramer, Martin (1999), "Bernard Lewis" [11]
, in Boyd, Kelley, Encyclopedia

of Historians and Historical Writing, 1, London: Fitzroy Dearborn, pp. 719–720
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episode

(television or

radio)

{{Cite episode}}

title {{Cite episode

| title        = 

| episodelink  = 

| url          = 

| series       = 

| serieslink   = 

| credits      = 

| network      = 

| station      = 

| city         = 

| airdate      = 

| began        = 

| ended        = 

| season       = 

| seriesno     =

| number       = 

| minutes      = 

| transcript   =  

| transcripturl= }}

{{Cite episode

| title        = BBC-TV Presents: …

| episodelink  = BBC Snooker World …

| url          = 

| series       = Wide World of Snooker

| serieslink   = Wide World of Snooker …

| credits      = Presenters: [[Dennis …

| network      = [[BBC]]

| station      = [[BBC Two]]

| city         = [[Sheffield]], …

| airdate      = 2008-04-27

| minutes      = 2:34}}

"BBC-TV Presents: The 2008 World Snooker Championship Live at

The Crucible". Presenters: Dennis Taylor and Clive Everton. Wide

World of Snooker. BBC. BBC Two, Sheffield, England. 2008-04-27.

2:34 minutes in.

{{Cite episode

  | title = Duet

  | episodelink = Duet (Stargate Atlant…

  | series = Stargate Atlantis

  | serieslink = Stargate Atlantis

  | airdate = August 5, 2005

  | season = 2

  | number = 4 }}

"Duet". Stargate Atlantis. August 5, 2005. No. 4, season 2.

mailing list {{Cite mailing

list}}

title

url

{{Cite mailing list

  | last = 

  | first = 

  | authorlink = 

  | title = 

  | mailinglist = 

  | date = 

  | url = 

  | accessdate = }}

{{Cite mailing list

  |last=Murdock

  |first=Ian

  |authorlink=Ian Murdock

  |title=Debian GNU/Linux 0.9…

  |mailinglist=debian-announce

  |date=26 October 1995

  |url=http://lists.debian.or…

  |accessdate=20 April 2007 }}

Murdock, Ian (26 October 1995). "Debian GNU/Linux 0.93 Release 6

now available" [12]
. debian-announce mailing list. Retrieved 20

April 2007.

map {{Cite map}}

publisher

title

edition

{{Cite map

  |publisher = 

  |title = 

  |url = 

  |edition = 

  |section = 

  |accessdate = }}

{{Cite map

  |publisher=Kansas Departmen…

  |title=Official State Trans…

  |url=http://www.ksdot.org/b… 

  |edition=2005-2006

  |section=F9 

  |accessdate=March 30, 2007 }}

Kansas Department of Transportation. Official State Transportation

Map [13] 
[map], 2005-2006 edition. Section F9. Retrieved March

30, 2007.

{{Cite map 

  |publisher=Skelly Oil Company 

  |title=Highway Map of Oklahoma 

  |cartography=Diversified Map Co 

  |edition=1966 

  |section=11C }}

Skelly Oil Company. Highway Map of Oklahoma [map], 1966 edition.

Cartography by Diversified Map Co. Section 11C.
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 news article {{Cite news}}

Title {{Cite news 

  | last = 

  | first = 

  | coauthors = 

  | title = 

  | newspaper = 

  | location =

  | pages = 

  | language = 

  | publisher = 

  | date = 

  | url = 

  | accessdate = }}

{{Cite news 

  | last = Finn

  | first = Gary

  | title = What a growing lad needs is …

  | pages = 

  | newspaper = The Independent

  | location = London

  | date = 31 August 1998

  | url = http://www.independent.co.uk …

}}

Finn, Gary (31 August 1998). "What a growing lad needs is a naughty

book, says Blair" [14]
. The Independent (London).

{{Cite news 

  | last = Andersen

  | first = David

  | coauthors = Witter, Lameen

  | title = Former Marine, Go Daddy CEO…

  | work = Marine Corps News

  | date = 17 February 2006

  | url = http://www.military.com/Caree…

  | accessdate = 6 June 2006 }}

Andersen, David; Witter, Lameen (17 February 2006). "Former Marine, Go

Daddy CEO Talks About His Rise to Success" [15]
. Marine Corps News.

Retrieved 6 June 2006.

{{Citation}}

newspaper (or

magazine, journal,

periodical)

{{Citation

  | last = 

  | first = 

  | author-link = 

  | last2 = 

  | first2 = 

  | author2-link = 

  | title = 

  | newspaper = 

  | pages = 

  | year = 

  | date = 

  | url = 

  | archiveurl =

  | archivedate =

  | accessdate = }}

{{Citation 

  | last = Finn

  | first = Gary

  | title = What a growing lad needs is …

  | pages = 

  | newspaper = The Independent

  | location = London

  | date = 31 August 1998

  | url =http://www.independent.co.uk …

  | archiveurl = http://www.webcitation …

  | archivedate = 2010-03-06

}}

Finn, Gary (31 August 1998), "What a growing lad needs is a naughty

book, says Blair" [16]
, The Independent (London), archived from the

original [14] 
on 2010-03-06

{{Citation

  | last1 = Andersen | first1 = David

  | last2 = Witter   | first2 = Lameen

  | title = Former Marine, Go Daddy CEO…

  | newspaper = Marine Corps News

  | date = 17 February 2006

  | year = 2006

  | url = http://www.military.com/Ca… 

  | accessdate = 2 June 2006 

}}

Andersen, David; Witter, Lameen (17 February 2006), "Former Marine, Go

Daddy CEO Talks About His Rise to Success" [15]
, Marine Corps News,

retrieved 2 June 2006

newsgroup

posting

(DO NOT

USE TO

VERIFY)

{{Cite

newsgroup}}

Title

{{Cite newsgroup 

  | title = 

  | author = 

  | date = 

  | newsgroup = 

  | id = 

  | url = 

  | accessdate = }}

{{Cite newsgroup 

  | author = Gary S. Terhune

  | title = Lost Ctrl-Alt-Del…

  | date = January 11, 2004

  | newsgroup = microsoft.pub…

  | id = uAIVMjC2DHA.2336@TK2…

  | url = http://groups.googl…

  | accessdate = May 16, 2006 }}

Gary S. Terhune (January 11, 2004).

"[news:uAIVMjC2DHA.2336@TK2MSFTNGP09.phx.gbl Lost

Ctrl-Alt-Del function on W98, 2nd]".

[news:microsoft.public.win98.gen_discussion

microsoft.public.win98.gen_discussion]. (Web link) [17]
. Retrieved

May 16, 2006.

{{Cite newsgroup 

  | title = How can helping "Kids in Af…

  | author = Trodel

  | date = June 10, 2006

  | newsgroup= humanities.philosophy.ob…

  | id = 1149950890.204481.35810@h76g20…

  | url = http://groups.google.com/grou…

  | accessdate = July 3, 2006 }}

Trodel (June 10, 2006). "@h76g2000cwa.googlegroups.com How can helping

"Kids in Africa" be in my self interest [18]
".

[news:humanities.philosophy.objectivism humanities.philosophy.objectivism].

(Web link) [19]
. Retrieved July 3, 2006.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Cite_news
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/what-a-growing-lad-needs-is-a-naughty-book-says-blair-1175187.html
http://www.military.com/Careers/Content1?file=careersArticlesGoDaddy.htm&area=Reference
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Citation
http://www.webcitation.org/5o2QlSnnD
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/what-a-growing-lad-needs-is-a-naughty-book-says-blair-1175187.html
http://www.military.com/Careers/Content1?file=careersArticlesGoDaddy.htm&area=Reference
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:V
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Cite_newsgroup
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Cite_newsgroup
http://groups.google.com/group/microsoft.public.win98.gen_discussion/msg/54f1c50b9eab17fb
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http://groups.google.com/group/humanities.philosophy.objectivism/browse_frm/thread/79fd9ef419914f2e
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 patent {{Citation}}

inventor-last

{{Citation

 | inventor-last =

 | inventor-first =

 | inventorlink =

 | inventor2-last =

 | inventor2-first =

 | inventorlink2 =

 | publication-date =

 | issue-date =

 | title =

 | country-code =

 | description =

 | patent-number = }}

{{Citation

 | inventor1-last = Degermark

 | inventor1-first = Mikael

 | inventor2-last = Brodnik

 | inventor2-first = Andrej

 | inventor3-last = Carlsson

 | inventor3-first = Svante

 | inventor4-last = Pink

 | inventor4-first = Stephen

 | title = Fast routing lookup system

using complete prefix tree, bit vector,

and pointers in a routing table for

determining where to route IP datagrams

 | issue-date = 2001

 | patent-number = 6266706

 | country-code = US}}

US 6266706 [20]
, Degermark, Mikael; Andrej Brodnik & Svante

Carlsson et al., "Fast routing lookup system using complete prefix

tree, bit vector, and pointers in a routing table for determining where

to route IP datagrams", issued 2001

 press release {{Cite press

release}}

Title

{{Cite press release

  | title = 

  | publisher = 

  | date = 

  | url = 

  | accessdate = }}

{{Cite press release

  | title = Nature compares W…

  | publisher = The Wikimedia…

  | date = 15 December 2005

  | url = http://en.wikipedia…

  | accessdate = 3 July 2006 }}

The Wikimedia Foundation (15 December 2005). "Nature compares

Wikipedia and Britannica" [21]
. Press release. Retrieved 3 July

2006.

{{Cite press release

  | title = HFPA Announces Timetable fo…

  | publisher = [[Hollywood Foreign P…]]

  | date = May 25, 2006

  | url = http://www.hfpa.org/news/id/32

  | accessdate = June 13, 2006 }}

Hollywood Foreign Press Association (May 25, 2006). "HFPA Announces

Timetable for 64th Annual Golden Globe Awards" [22]
. Press release.

Retrieved June 13, 2006.

video

(movie,

television

production,

documentary,

etc.)

{{Cite video}}

people

title

{{Cite video

  | people = 

  | title = 

  | medium = 

  | publisher = 

  | location = 

  | date = }}

{{Cite video

  | people = Al-Issawi, Omar (Director)

  | title = [http://www.imdb…]

  | medium = Television production

  | publisher = Al-Issawi, Om…

  | location = Lebanon

  | date = 2001 }}

Al-Issawi, Omar (Director). (2001). Harab libnan [23]
. [Television

production]. Lebanon: Al-Issawi, Omar.

{{Cite video

  | people = Dick Cavett

  | title = The Dick Cavett Show — Rock…

  | medium = DVD

  | publisher = Shout Factory

  | date = 2005 }}

Dick Cavett. (2005). The Dick Cavett Show — Rock Icons (1969). [DVD]. Shout

Factory.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Citation
http://v3.espacenet.com/textdoc?DB=EPODOC&IDX=US6266706
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Cite_press_release
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Cite_press_release
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Press_releases/Nature_compares_Wikipedia_and_Britannica
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Hollywood_Foreign_Press_Association
http://www.hfpa.org/news/id/32
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Template:Cite_video
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0386207
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video game {{Cite video

game}}

title

developer

{{Cite video game  

  | title = 

  | developer = 

  | publisher = 

  | date = 

  | platform = 

  | version = 

  | level = 

  | language = 

  | isolang = 

  | quote = }}

{{Cite video game

  |title=[[Halo 3]]

  |developer= [[Bungie]]

  |publisher=[[Microsoft Game Studios]]

  |date=September 25, 2007

  |platform=[[Xbox 360]]

  |version=1.0

  |level=The Storm

  |language=English

  |isolang=

  |quote='''Arbiter''': More Brutes? /...

Bungie. Halo 3 (in English). (Microsoft Game Studios). Xbox 360,

(v1.0). Level/area: The Storm. (September 25, 2007) "Arbiter: More

Brutes? / Master Chief: Worse."

• {{Cite thesis}}

Harvard reference and shortened footnote examples
These templates automatically create a one-directional link to the first matching citation template on the same page.
All the following templates are supported: {{citation}} · {{cite book}} · {{cite journal}} · {{cite web}} · {{cite
conference}} · {{cite encyclopedia}} · {{cite mailing list}} · {{cite manual}} · {{cite news}} · {{cite press
release}} · {{cite arXiv}} · {{cite video}} (an up-to-date list is at Template:Citation/core). To use the links, the
template must define "Surname" (or "Last") and "Year" and must include ref=harv.

 What to type  What it makes 

• Article text.{{sfn|Turner|1851|pp=10-11}} (Shortened footnote template)
• Article text.{{sfn|Smith|1879|p=289}}

==Notes==
{{reflist}}

• Article text.[1]

• Article text.[2]

Notes
• ^Turner 1851, pp. 10-11

• ^Smith 1879, p. 289

• {{Harvard citation|Turner|1851|pp=10–11}}
• {{Harv|Smith|1879|p=289}}
• {{Harvtxt|Turner|1851}} asserts that ... (author's name part of text)
• {{Harvnb|Smith|1879}} (no brackets)
• {{Harv|Lincoln|Washington|Adams|Johnson|2007|pp=88–89}} (multi-author)

• (Turner 1851, pp. 10–11)
• (Smith 1879, p. 289)
• Turner (1851) asserts that ...
• Smith 1879
• (Lincoln et al. 2007, pp. 88–89)

Three Harvcol templates are altered to use colons to indicate page numbers.

• {{Harvcol|Turner|1851|pp=10–11}}
• {{Harvcol|Smith|1879|p=289}}
• {{Harvcoltxt|Blust|1999}} asserts that ...
• {{Harvcolnb|Smith|1879}}
• {{Harvcolnb|Lincoln|Washington|Adams|Johnson|2007|pp=88–89}}

Harvcol templates

• (Turner 1851:10–11)
• (Smith 1879:289)
• Blust (1999) asserts that ...
• Smith 1879
• Lincoln et al. 2007:88–89
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Notes
[1] http:/ / toolserver. org/ ~magnus/ makeref. php
[2] http:/ / diberri. dyndns. org/ cgi-bin/ templatefiller
[3] In contrast to parenthetical referencing or shortened footnotes, citations using the footnote system don't require wikilinks of course, as the

inline citations in this method simply appear as numbers within the text, linking to a list of full citations (and notes) at the end of the article
(like this).

[4] http:/ / crd. lbl. gov/ ~dhbailey/ dhbpapers/ pi-quest. pdf
[5] http:/ / science-education. nih. gov/ nihHTML/ ose/ snapshots/ multimedia/ ritn/ Thalidomide/ index. html
[6] http:/ / data. giss. nasa. gov/ gistemp/ 2005/
[7] Notes on {{Cite comic}}:

• This template allows for a cartoonist field to be used instead of the individual fields if there is a sole creator, as in Bone, or an artist field if
the penciller and inker is the same person.

• The style of this template is based on Allen Ellis' Comic Art in Scholarly Writing: A Citation Guide (http:/ / www. english. ufl. edu/
comics/ scholars/ guide. html), 1999.

• See the talk page for more details and field explanations.
[8] Notes on {{Comic strip reference}}

• The style of this template is based on Allen Ellis' Comic Art in Scholarly Writing: A Citation Guide (http:/ / www. english. ufl. edu/
comics/ scholars/ guide. html), 1999.

• See the talk page for more details and field explanations.
[9] http:/ / www. aas. org/ publications/ baas/ v37n4/ aas207/ 1130. htm
[10] http:/ / www. law. cornell. edu/ supct/ html/ historics/ USSC_CR_0410_0113_ZS. html
[11] http:/ / www. oocities. com/ martinkramerorg/ BernardLewis. htm
[12] http:/ / lists. debian. org/ debian-announce/ debian-announce-1995/ msg00007. html
[13] http:/ / www. ksdot. org/ burtransplan/ maps/ state-pdf/ kansas0708. pdf
[14] http:/ / www. independent. co. uk/ news/ what-a-growing-lad-needs-is-a-naughty-book-says-blair-1175187. html
[15] http:/ / www. military. com/ Careers/ Content1?file=careersArticlesGoDaddy. htm& area=Reference
[16] http:/ / www. webcitation. org/ 5o2QlSnnD
[17] http:/ / groups. google. com/ group/ microsoft. public. win98. gen_discussion/ msg/ 54f1c50b9eab17fb
[18] news:1149950890. 204481. 35810
[19] http:/ / groups. google. com/ group/ humanities. philosophy. objectivism/ browse_frm/ thread/ 79fd9ef419914f2e
[20] http:/ / v3. espacenet. com/ textdoc?DB=EPODOC& IDX=US6266706
[21] http:/ / en. wikipedia. org/ wiki/ Wikipedia:Press_releases/ Nature_compares_Wikipedia_and_Britannica
[22] http:/ / www. hfpa. org/ news/ id/ 32
[23] http:/ / www. imdb. com/ title/ tt0386207

External links
• Citation generator
• Citation generator for ISBN, PubMed, PubChem and other sources (http:/ / diberri. dyndns. org/ cgi-bin/

templatefiller/ ?type=& id=)
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http://www.independent.co.uk/news/what-a-growing-lad-needs-is-a-naughty-book-says-blair-1175187.html
http://www.military.com/Careers/Content1?file=careersArticlesGoDaddy.htm&area=Reference
http://www.webcitation.org/5o2QlSnnD
http://groups.google.com/group/microsoft.public.win98.gen_discussion/msg/54f1c50b9eab17fb
news:1149950890.204481.35810
http://groups.google.com/group/humanities.philosophy.objectivism/browse_frm/thread/79fd9ef419914f2e
http://v3.espacenet.com/textdoc?DB=EPODOC&IDX=US6266706
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Press_releases/Nature_compares_Wikipedia_and_Britannica
http://www.hfpa.org/news/id/32
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0386207
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Wikipedia:Image use policy
This page is a brief overview of the policies towards images—including format, content, and copyright issues—on
the English-Language Edition of Wikipedia. If you have specific questions, you should go to the most specific policy
page related to your question, for a prompt and accurate response.
For information on media in general (images, sound files, etc.), see Wikipedia:Creation and usage of media files. For
information on uploading, see Wikipedia:Uploading images, or go directly to Special:Upload. For other legal and
copyright policies, see Wikipedia:List of policies#Legal.

Requirements
Whenever you upload an image, you should meet the following minimal requirements.
1. Always tag your image with one of the image copyright tags. When in doubt, do not upload copyrighted

images.
2. Always specify on the description page where the image came from (the origin, sometimes called its

"source") and information on how this could be verified. Examples include scanning a paper copy, or a
URL, or a name/alias and method of contact for the photographer. For screenshots this means what the image
is a screenshot of (the more detail the better). Do not put credits in images themselves.

Rules of thumb
Below this brief checklist of image use rules is the detailed reasoning behind them.
1. Use the image description page to describe an image and its copyright status.
2. Use a clear, detailed title. Note that if any image with the same title has already been uploaded, it will be replaced

with your new one.
3. Upload a high-resolution version of your image whenever possible (unless the image is being used under fair use;

see Fair use images for details), and use the automatic thumbnailing option of the Wikipedia image markup to
scale down the image. MediaWiki accepts images up to 100 MB in size. Do not scale down the image yourself,
as scaled-down images may be of limited use in the future.

4. Crop the image to highlight the relevant subject.
5. If you create an image that contains text, please also upload a version without any text. It will help Wikipedians

translate your image into other languages.
6. Try not to use color alone to convey information, as it is inaccessible in many situations.
7. Use JPEG format for photographic images and TV or Movie screenshots; SVG format for icons, logos, drawings,

maps, flags, and such; PNG format for software screenshots and when only a raster image is available; GIF
format for inline animations; and Ogg/Theora for video.

8. In general, there is no need to specify thumbnail size. Users can select their ideal size in preferences.
9. Shocking or explicit pictures should not be used simply to bring attention to an article.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Creation_and_usage_of_media_files
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Uploading_images
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special:Upload
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:List_of_policies%23Legal
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Image_copyright_tags
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/source#Noun
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Help:File_page
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Non-free_content
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Extended_image_syntax
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style%23Color_coding
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=JPEG
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http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Theora
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=M:Help:Preferences
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Sensationalism
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Copyright and licensing
Before you upload an image, make sure that the image falls in one of the four categories:
• Own work: You own all rights to the image, usually meaning that you created it entirely yourself. (example, see

below for details)

• Freely licensed: You can prove that the copyright holder has released the image under an acceptable free license.
Note that images that are licensed for use only on Wikipedia, or only for non-commercial or educational use, or
under a license that doesn't allow for the creation of modified/derived works, are unsuitable. (example, see below for

details)

• Public domain: You can prove that the image is in the public domain, i.e. free of all copyrights. (example, see below

for details)

• Fair use: You believe that the image meets the special conditions for non-free content, which exceptionally allow
the use of unlicensed material, and you can provide an explicit non-free use rationale explaining why and how
you intend to use it. (example, see below for details)

Always note the image's copyright status on the image description page, and provide specific details about the
image's origin. An Image copyright tag provides a standard template for the licensing of the image. The image
summary provides necessary details to support the use of the image copyright tag. An image summary should
contain the following:

Description: The subject of the image
Origin (source): The copyright holder of the image or URL of the web page the image came from
Author: The original creator of the image, especially if different from the copyright holder
Permission: Who or what law or policy gives permission to post on Wikipedia with the selected image
copyright tag

In addition, the summary might also contain the following, where appropriate:
Date: Date the image was created. The more exact, the better
Location: Where the image was created. The more exact the better
Other versions of this file: Directs users to derivatives of the image if they exist on Wikipedia

More information on how to provide a good description of the image's origin
• A good description of the origin for an image from an internet location is to point to the HTML page that contains

the image ( http:/ / www. navy. mil/ view_single. asp?id=3097 ) and not directly to the image itself: ( http:/ /
www. navy. mil/ management/ photodb/ webphoto/ web_021028-N-3228G-006. jpg ).

• A good description of the origin for an image from a book is to provide full a bibliographic citation for the book
(Author, Title, ISBN number, page number(s), date of copyright, publisher information, etc.) and not just title and
author.

• A good description of the origin for a self-created image is to state "It is my own work." and not just use a tag that
indicates it is your own work ({{self}} or {{PD-self}} for examples).
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User-created images
Wikipedia encourages users to upload their own images. All user-created images must be licensed under a free
license such as the GFDL and/or an acceptable Creative Commons license, or they may also be released into the
public domain, which removes all copyright and licensing restrictions. When licensing an image, it is best practice to
multi-license under both GFDL and a Creative Commons license.
Such images can include photographs which you yourself took. The legal rights for images generally lie with the
photographer, not the subject. Simply re-tracing a copyrighted image or diagram does not necessarily create a new
copyright—copyright is generated only by instances of "creativity", and not by the amount of labor which went into
the creation of the work. Photographs of three-dimensional objects almost always generate a new copyright, though
others may continue to hold copyright in items depicted in such photographs. Photographs of two-dimensional
objects such as paintings in a museum often do not (see the section on the "public domain" below). If you have
questions in respect to this, please ask the regulars at Wikipedia talk:Copyrights.
Images with you, friends or family prominently featured in a way that distracts from the image topic are not
recommended for the main namespace; User pages are OK. These images are considered self-promotion and the
Wikipedia community has repeatedly reached consensus to delete such images.
Some images may contain trademarked logos incidentally (or purposely if the image is either freely licensed,
covered under freedom of panorama, or being too simple to be copyrightable). If this is the case, please tag it with
{{trademark}}.

Free licenses
For a list of possible licenses which are considered "free enough" for Wikipedia, see Wikipedia:Image copyright
tags. Licenses which restrict the use of the media to non-profit or educational purposes only (i.e. non-commercial use
only), or are given permission to only appear on Wikipedia, are not free enough for Wikipedia's usages or goals and
will be deleted.[1]. A list of websites that offer free images can be found at Wikipedia:Free image resources. In
short, Wikipedia media (with the exception of "fair use" media—see below) should be as "free" as Wikipedia's
content—both to keep Wikipedia's own legal status secure as well as to allow for as much re-use of Wikipedia
content as possible.
If the place where you found the image does not declare a pre-existing free license, yet allows use of its content
under terms commonly instituted by them, it must explicitly declare that commercial use and modification is
permitted. If it is not the case, it is to be assumed that it is not unless verification or permission from the copyright
holder is obtained.

Public domain
Public domain images are not copyrighted, and copyright law does not restrict their use in any way. Wikipedia
pages, including non-English language pages, are hosted on a server in the United States, so U.S. law governs
whether a Wikipedia image is in the public domain.
Images may be placed into the public domain by their creators, or they may be public domain because they are
ineligible for copyright or because their copyright expired. In the U.S., copyright has expired on any work published
anywhere before January 1, 1923. Although U.S. copyrights have also expired for many works published since then,
the rules for determining expiration are complex; see When does copyright expire? for details.
In the U.S., reproductions of two-dimensional public domain artwork do not generate a new copyright; see
Bridgeman v. Corel. Scans of images alone do not generate new copyrights—they merely inherit the copyright status
of the image they are reproducing. For example, a straight-on photograph of the Mona Lisa is ineligible for
copyright.
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If you strongly suspect an image is a copyright infringement you should list it for deletion; see Deleting images
below. For example, an image with no copyright status on its file page and published elsewhere with a copyright
notice should be listed for deletion.

Fair use images
Some usage of copyrighted materials without permission of the copyright holder can qualify as fair use in the United
States (but not in most other jurisdictions). However, since Wikipedia aims to be a free-content encyclopedia, not
every image that qualifies as fair-use may be appropriate.
Unauthorized use of copyrighted material under an invalid claim of fair use constitutes copyright infringement and is
illegal. Media which are mistagged as fair use or are a flagrant copyright violation can be removed on sight. Editors
who notice correctable errors in fair use tags or fair use rationales are urged to fix them, if able. Voluntarily fixing
such problems is helpful to Wikipedia, though many errors may be impossible to fix. Frequent uploading of non-fair
use non-free material can be justification for banning a Wikipedia user.
For details, or to ask questions about a specific instance, please see Wikipedia:Non-free content.
See also:
• Wikipedia:Copyrights#Image guidelines
• Wikipedia:Image copyright tags
• Wikipedia:Logos
• meta:Avoid copyright paranoia.

Deleting images
1. Consider contacting the user who uploaded the image, telling them of your concerns. You may be able to resolve

the issue at this point.
2. Add a deletion notice to the image description page

• If it is an obvious copyright violation: use the {{db-filecopyvio}} tag
• If it falls under certain of the other conditions listed under WP:CSD#Files: use {{subst:nsd}} for files that lack

a description of its origin, {{subst:nld}} for files that lack licensing information, {{subst:nsdnld}} for files that
lack both of these, {{subst:npd}} for files that have a licensing statement but no evidence that it really applies

• If it is tagged as non-free but obviously fails the non-free content policy in certain ways: use {{subst:orfud}} if
it isn't used in any article, {{subst:rfud}} if it is replaceable with a free file, {{subst:nrd}} if it lacks a non-free
content rationale, {{subst:dfu}} if the rationale is in some other way obviously insufficient
In all these cases, the file will be deleted by an administrator after a waiting period of a few days.

3. If the file is tagged as freely licensed but you have reasons to suspect this tagging is false: list the file under
possible unfree files, by adding the {{puf}} template on the file and then adding a listing to the WP:PUF pages
following the instructions in the tag.

4. If you think it should be deleted for some other reason: list the file under files for deletion, by adding the {{ffd}}
template on the file and then adding a listing to the WP:FFD pages following the instructions in the tag. This
process may be used for images that are low quality, obsolete, unencyclopedic, likely to remain unused, or whose
use under the non-free content rules is disputed.

5. For disputed non-free files, you may alternatively use a listing on the non-free content review page.
6. In each case, give proper notification to the uploader, following the instructions in the deletion tag.
To actually delete an image after following the above procedure, you must be an administrator. To do so, go to the
image description page and click the (del) or Delete this page links. Administrators can also restore deleted images.
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Image titles and file names
Descriptive file names are also useful. A map of Africa could be called "Africa.png", but quite likely more maps of
Africa will be useful in Wikipedia, so it is good to be more specific, e.g., "Africa political map.yourinitials.png", or
"Africa political map with red borders.png". Check whether there are already maps of Africa in Wikipedia. Then
decide whether your map should replace one (in each article that uses it) or be additional. In the first case give it
exactly the same name, otherwise a suitable other name. Avoid special characters in filenames or excessively long
filenames, though, as that might make it difficult for some users to download the files onto their machines. Note that
names are case sensitive, "Africa.PNG" is considered different from "Africa.png". For uniformity, lower case file
name extensions are recommended.
You may use the same name in the case of a different image that replaces the old one, and also if you make an
improved version of the same image – perhaps a scanned image that you scanned again with a better quality scanner,
or you used a better way of reducing the original in scale – then upload it with the same title as the old one. This
allows people to easily compare the two images, and avoids the need to delete images or change articles. However,
this is not possible if the format is changed, since then at least the extension part of the name has to be changed.

Placement
See Wikipedia:Image markup for recommendations on the best markup to use. For ideas and examples of how to
place images, see Wikipedia:Picture tutorial.

Image galleries
Images are typically interspersed individually throughout an article near the relevant text (see WP:MOSIMAGES).
However, the use of a gallery section may be appropriate in some Wikipedia articles if a collection of images can
illustrate aspects of a subject that cannot be easily or adequately described by text or individual images. The images
in the gallery collectively must have encyclopedic value and add to the reader's understanding of the subject. Images
in a gallery should be suitably captioned to explain their relevance both to the article subject and to the theme of the
gallery, and the gallery should be appropriately titled (unless the theme of the gallery is clear from the context of the
article). Images in a gallery should be carefully selected, avoiding similar or repetitive images, unless a point of
contrast or comparison is being made. Just as we seek to ensure that the prose of an article is clear, precise and
engaging, galleries should be similarly well-crafted. See 1750–1795 in fashion for an example of a good use of
galleries.
However, Wikipedia is not an image repository. A gallery is not a tool to shoehorn images into an article, and a
gallery consisting of an indiscriminate collection of images of the article subject should generally either be improved
in accordance with the above paragraph or moved to Wikimedia Commons. Links to the Commons categories can be
added to the Wikipedia article using the {{Commons}}, {{Commons-inline}}, or {{Commons category}}
templates. One rule of thumb to consider: if, due to its content, such a gallery would only lend itself to a title along
the lines of "Gallery" or "Images of [insert article title]", as opposed to a more descriptive title, the gallery should
either be revamped or moved to the Commons.
Articles consisting entirely or primarily of galleries are discouraged, as the Commons is intended for such collections
of images. Note that it is not recommended to use animated GIFs to display multiple photos. The method is not
suitable for printing and also is not user friendly (users cannot save individual images and have to wait before being
able to view images while other images cycle round).
Fair use images may almost never be included as part of a image gallery, as their status as being "fair use" depends
on their proper use in the context of an article (as part of criticism or analysis). See Wikipedia:Fair use for more
details.
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Collages and montages
Collages and montages are single images that illustrate multiple closely related concepts, where overlapping or
similar careful placement of component images is necessary to illustrate a point in an encyclopedic way. (See
File:Phoebian Explorers 2 PIA06118.jpg for an example montage.) The components of a collages or montage, as
well as the collage or montage itself, must be properly licensed; and (as with galleries) fair-use components are
rarely appropriate, as each non-free image used in the creation of the montage contributes towards consideration of
minimal use of non-free images. If a gallery would serve as well as a collage or montage, the gallery should be
preferred, as galleries are easier to maintain and adjust better to user preferences.

Image queuing
Articles may get ugly and difficult to read if there are too many images crammed onto a page with relatively little
text. They may even overlap.
For this reason, it is often a good idea to temporarily remove the least-important image from an article and queue it
up on the article's talk page. Once there is enough text to support the image, any contributor is free to shift the image
back into the article.
If a contributor believes such a queued image to be essential to the article, despite the lack of text, he or she may
decide to put it back in. However, he or she should not simply revert the article to its previous state, but make an
attempt to re-size the images or create some sort of gallery section in order to deal with the original problem.
It is a good idea to use the <gallery> tag for queued images on the talk page.
It is important that queued images not be lost when archiving of talk pages takes place.
Note: Unfree images (used under the fair use doctrine) should not be moved to talk pages in this fashion. Unfree
images are only allowed as long as they are in actual use in an article for encyclopedic purposes. See Wikipedia:Fair
use#Policy and Wikipedia:Criteria for speedy deletion#Images/Media for details.

Format
• Drawings, icons, political maps, flags and other such images are preferably uploaded in SVG format as vector

images. Images with large, simple, and continuous blocks of color which are not available as SVG should be in
PNG format.

• Software screenshots should be in PNG format.
• Photos and scanned images should be in JPEG format.
• TV and movie screenshots should be in JPEG format.
• Inline animations should be in animated GIF format.
• Video should be in Ogg/Theora format.
In general, if you have a good image that is in the wrong format, convert it to the correct format before uploading.
However, if you find a map, flag, etc. in JPEG format, only convert it to PNG if this reduces the file size. For further
advice on converting JPEG to PNG, see Wikipedia:How to reduce colors for saving a JPEG as PNG.
Most of the maps on the CIA World Factbook website were coded as JPEG, but are now coded as GIF. To update
these photos, download the GIF picture from the CIA factbook, resave it in PNG format, and upload it to Wikipedia.
Try to avoid editing JPEGs too frequently—each edit creates more loss of quality. If you can find an original of a
photograph in 16-bit or 24-bit PNG or TIFF, edit that, and save as JPEG before you upload. A limited variety of
edits (crops, rotation, flips) can be performed losslessly using jpegcrop [2] (windows) or jpegtran [3] (other); try to use
this where possible.
Avoid images that mix photographic and iconic content. Though CSS makes it easy to use a PNG overlay on top of a 
JPEG image, the Wikipedia software does not allow such a technique. Thus, both parts must be in the same file, and
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either the quality of one part will suffer, or the file size will be unnecessarily large.
Direct SVG support is implemented as of September 2005 (see meta:SVG image support). The SVG is dynamically
rendered as a PNG at a given size when inserted into an article. If you find that a SVG image is being cropped too
closely by Wikimedia's rendering software, one way around this is to draw a box around the image at the distance it
should be cropped, and set the box to have no fill and no stroke color.

Size

Uploaded image size
Uploaded files must be smaller than 100 megabytes (see, for example, File:St Peter Salzburg panoramic view of
interior fullsize.jpg for an image approaching that). The MediaWiki software Wikipedia uses can resize images
automatically as of version 1.3, so it is rarely necessary to resize images yourself. Please help ensure that Wikipedia
content can be reused widely—including use in printed media—by uploading photographic images at high
resolution. Use the Wikipedia image markup to resize it. If the image is copyrighted and used under fair use, the
uploaded image must be as low-resolution as possible, and not be a substitute for the original work, because to be
fair use, it must be minimal.

Displayed image size
Images beside the text should generally use a caption and the "thumb" (thumbnail) option; the default results in a
display 220 pixels wide (170 pixels if the "upright" option is used), except for those logged-in users who have set a
different default in their user preferences. In general, do not define the size of an image unless there is a good reason
to do so: some users have small screens or need to configure their systems to display large text; "forced" large
thumbnails can leave little width for text, making reading difficult. In addition, forcing a "larger" image size at say
260px will actually make it smaller for those with a larger size set as preference.
Sometimes a picture may benefit from a size other than the default; see the Manual of Style for guidance. Where size
forcing is appropriate, larger images should generally be a maximum of 500 pixels tall and 400 pixels wide, so that
they can comfortably be displayed on the smallest displays in common use. Since MediaWiki dynamically scales
inline images there is no need to reduce file size via scaling or quality reduction when uploading images, although
compressing PNGs may be useful.

Animated images
Animated GIF files sometimes have problems when thumbnailed. If you find your animation corrupted or distorted
when scaled down, try re-saving it with every frame the same size: A common optimization method in animated gif
crunchers is to write variable-sized frames, sometimes labeled as: "Save only the portions of frames that have
changed". Wikipedia's current version of ImageMagick does not seem to support this.
Inline animations should be used sparingly; a static image with a link to the animation is preferred unless the
animation has a very small file size. Keep in mind the problems with print compatibility mentioned above.
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Content
Images on Wikipedia should be used in an encyclopedic manner. They should be relevant and increase readers'
understanding of the subject matter. In general, images should depict the concepts described in the text of the article.
Images should depict their content well (the object of the image should be clear and central). For more information
on images please check out WP:Images which talks about uploading, using, choice & placement.

Watermarks, credits, and distortions
Free images should not be watermarked, distorted, have any credits in the image itself or anything else that would
hamper their free use, unless, of course, the image is intended to demonstrate watermarking, distortion etc. and is
used in the related article. Exceptions may be made for historic images when the credit forms an integral part of the
composition. All photo credit should be in a summary on the image description page. These may be tagged
{{Watermark}}.
See also Wikipedia:Captions#Credits.

Privacy rights
When taking pictures of identifiable people, the subject's consent is not usually needed for straightforward
photographs taken in a public place, but is often needed for photographs taken in a private place. This type of
consent is sometimes called a model release, and it is unrelated to the photographer's copyright.
Because of the expectation of privacy, the consent of the subject should normally be sought before uploading any
photograph featuring an identifiable individual that has been taken in a private place, whether or not the subject is
named. Even in countries that have no law of privacy, there is a moral obligation on us not to upload photographs
which infringe the subject's reasonable expectation of privacy. If you upload a self-portrait, your consent is
presumed.

What are public and private places?
For the purposes of this policy, a private place can be considered a place where the subject has a reasonable
expectation of privacy; and a public place is a place where the subject has no such expectation.
Examples of private places
• Inside any private residence (including hotel rooms, tents, etc.)
• Inside any restroom or dressing room
• At any medical facility
• Inside a private room in an otherwise public establishment such as a restaurant or hotel room
• In the parts of a building where the general public is not allowed (for example, a private office)
Examples of public places
• On the street or a sidewalk
• Outdoors in an easily visible part of private property
• In parks and recreation areas that are open to the public
• At a large event where many people are openly taking pictures
• In the parts of a building that are freely accessible to the general public (for example, a foyer or lobby)
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Legal issues
There are a variety of non-copyright laws which may affect the photographer, the uploader and/or the Wikimedia
Foundation, including defamation, personality rights and privacy rights. In consequence, the commercial use of these
pictures may still be unacceptable unless the depicted person agrees.
Defamation may arise not only from the content of the image itself but also from its description and title when
uploaded. An image of an identified unknown individual may be unexceptional on its own, but with the title "A
drug-dealer" there may be potential defamation issues in at least some countries.

Moral issues
Not all legally obtained photographs of individuals are acceptable. The following types of image are normally
considered unacceptable:
• Those that unfairly demean or ridicule the subject
• Those that are unfairly obtained
• Those that unreasonably intrude into the subject's private or family life
These are categories which are matters of common decency rather than law. They find a reflection in the wording of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 12 [4]: No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with
his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation.

The extent to which a particular photograph is "unfair" or "intrusive" will depend on the nature of the shot, whether it
was taken in a public or private place, the title/description, and on the type of subject (e.g., a celebrity, a non-famous
person, etc). This is all a matter of degree. A snatched shot of a celebrity caught in an embarrassing position in a
public place may well be acceptable to the community; a similar shot of an anonymous member of the public may or
may not be acceptable, depending on what is shown and how it is presented.

Examples
Normally do not require consent of the subject
• A street performer during a performance
• An anonymous person in a public place, especially as part of a larger crowd
• Partygoers at a large private party where photography is expected
• A basketball player competing in a match which is open to the public
Normally do require consent
• An identifiable child, titled "An obese girl" (potentially derogatory or demeaning)
• Partygoers at a private party where photography is not permitted or is not expected (unreasonable intrusion

without consent)
• Nudes, underwear or swimsuit shots, unless obviously taken in a public place (unreasonable intrusion without

consent)
• Long-lens images, taken from afar, of an individual in a private place (unreasonable intrusion)
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Alternatives
If an image requires consent, but consent cannot be obtained, there are several options. For example, identifying
features can be blurred, pixelated, or obscured so that the person is no longer identifiable. Also, the picture may be
re-taken at a different angle, perhaps so that the subject's face is not visible.
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Wikipedia:Finding images tutorial
You have a great article. Now you want an image. How do you do that? This Finding images tutorial offers a step
by step guide to find images that can be licensed as public domain or under the GNU Free Documentation License
for Wikipedia. The most important thing while looking for images is to

Be creative with your search!

For demonstration purposes, this tutorial looks for images for the Stetson hat article. This article already has a photo,
and the example is used only for demonstration purposes. All text in a blue box is related to this example.

Reality Check
Think about what type of image you want. Does such an image exist? Is it possible to obtain such an image for
Wikipedia? A good reality check is Google Image search [1]. If the desired image is not there, then your chances of
getting an image are slim. Also, be creative and vary the search terms. In most search engines you can combine
multiple search terms with uppercase OR, AND or NOT, and use * to represent any character(s).
The Stetson is known under a number of different names. A possible search would be for Stetson* OR ten-gallon OR
cowboy: Google search for Stetson and related [2]

Do I need to know the copyright and licensing status of the image?
Yes!

Depending on the desired image, the copyright may be expired due to the age of the image. For the US, copyrights of
images published before 1923 are expired. This also applies to many old paintings and photos. Such images can be
safely used for Wikipedia even if there is a copyright notice on the page. There are also other ways around a
copyright, as for example fair use, but this is a legal minefield and should be avoided if possible. See also:
Copyrights. Historic photographs are almost always grayscale, so you can speed up your search by using an
advanced image search [3] with the limitation to Return only images in grayscale.
A search for Stetson* OR ten-gallon OR cowboy [2] returns many images. Limiting the search to grayscale [4], and
say hello to Buffalo Bill [5]. Buffalo Bill died in 1917, so any photo of him was taken before 1923, and almost
certainly has its copyrights expired.
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Create your own
If you have access to the desired item and a digital camera, then you can easily take a photo yourself. As the
copyright holder you then can release it under any license you want, as for example the GNU Free Documentation
License. For abstract images you may be able to create them yourself on the computer using a graphic program, as
for example the image Image:HowToTieBowtie VersionA.png, or Image:Mad scientist caricature.png.
For a photo of a Stetson, you need:
1. A camera
2. A Stetson (your own, your friend's, any Stetson will do)
3. 10 minutes or less for taking the photo
If you are skilled, you can also draw your own image of a Stetson.

Check Wikipedia
Wikipedia is already a great source of photos.
1. Check the Wikimedia commons [6], where images are sorted by category.
2. Check related articles on Wikipedia.
3. Check What links here for articles that may contain images.
4. Check foreign language links for the article and related articles, as they may have a photo already.
5. Search Wikipedia in the Image namespace and the Image talk namespace
1. Related articles for a Stetson would be for example Cowboy, or people on the List of cowboys and cowgirls. For

example, Buffalo Bill is wearing a nice hat.
2. Check What links here [7] for Stetson.
3. Foreign language links related to Stetson may be DE:Cowboy, NL:Cowboy. The Italian IT:Wild Bill Hickok also

wears a nice hat.
4. Search of Wikipedia for Stetson: Stetson hat [8]

• If you find an image here, you do not need to upload it. However, if it is non-free, you must still add a fair-use
rationale to the image description file for your specific use of the image.

Check public domain image sources
Wikipedia:Public domain image resources lists a large number of public domain image resources. Again, be creative.
You can vary your search based on the articles you searched when checking Wikipedia. Don't forget to check the
copyright status. Ideally, it should explicitly say that the image is in the public domain or under the GNU General
Public License. If there is no explicit statement it does not mean that it is copyright free.
Stetsons may for example be found in the section Wikipedia:Public domain image resources#History and the Library
of Congress American Memory site [9] for example has a nice photo of Buffalo Bill [10] with hat.
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Check government sources
Works of the United States are often in the public domain. An easy way to find such images is to search with the
restriction to site:.gov OR site:.mil [11]. Again, be creative and vary your search terms. Not all images on the .gov or
.mil sites are public domain, however. In case of doubt, ask. You're on the safe side if you can find a public domain
notice that says something along the line of:
In general, information presented on this web site, unless otherwise indicated, is considered in the public domain. It

may be distributed or copied as permitted by law.

In the case of the Stetson, there would be quite a lot of results in the search for Stetson* OR ten-gallon OR cowboy
site:.mil OR site:.gov [12]. Of course, some are not related to hats. A nice example would be this [13] photo. Checking
the copyright status we look on the front page http:/ / www. hood. army. mil/ [14] and find a link at the bottom
Security Notice [15] that says: Information presented on this site is considered public information and may be
distributed or copied. Use of appropriate byline/photo/image credits is requested. Now you're all clear to use the
photo.

Ask for permission
If you can't find a public domain photo, then you may have to ask a copyright holder for permission. Select an image
from your search with a copyright holder that may be willing to give you permission to use their image as public
domain or under the GNU Free Documentation License. In general, copyright holders that earn money by charging
reproduction fees for their images are unlikely to give them away for free. For example, news agencies have an
excellent image database, but will give you the rights only if you pay a hefty fee. (If you're willing to spend the
money, donate it to Wikipedia [16] instead). Asking news agencies for free images is unlikely to succeed.
Private individuals that have pictures on their homepages or online photo albums are much more likely to grant
permission if asked nicely. See if there is an email address associated with the photo, or if the webmaster's e-mail
address is available on the site. You also should check when the website was last updated. To do this, first go to the
website in question. Then, copy "javascript:alert(document.lastModified)"(no quotes) into your address bar and push
enter. If the time that comes up is only a few seconds old, it is probably the time the server sent it to you. Otherwise,
it is the time the author updated it.
A website not updated since 2001 is probably abandoned, and the copyright holder is no longer available under the
given email address. Once you have narrowed it down to one or two images with copyright holders that are available
and potentially willing to release the image under a suitable license, you may write them an email and ask nicely for
permission to use the image. For sample requests see Wikipedia:Boilerplate request for permission. Your request
should:
1. Introduce Wikipedia
2. Mention which image you want to use (with link)
3. Mention where you want to use the image (with link)
4. Ask for permission to release the image in the public domain or under the GNU Free Documentation License
5. Offer to credit the copyright holder/photographer on the image page
6. Offer to add a link to the copyright holder website on the image page
7. Thank the copyright holder for his time
If you receive permission, add the credits to the image page as promised, for example on Image:FremontTroll.jpg.
Don't forget to thank the photographer and provide him with links to the image page and the article(s) using the
image!
Searching for Stetson* OR ten-gallon OR cowboy [2] gives many good images. A possible target contributor would
be John Muir Exhibit [17], which was recently updated as of 2004, and has a volunteer webmaster (with email
address), which may be inclined to volunteer a photo for Wikipedia.
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Ask other Wikipedians
You can list your request on Wikipedia:Requested pictures, to see if other Wikipedians have access to an image. Be
aware that this may take some time, and some requests have been on this page for a very long time. Please follow the
guidelines:
• See if you can find an image on your own first
• Avoid blanket requests, as, for example "need pictures for all people in the Lists of people".
• Request images only for existing articles, i.e. if there is no article, then please write an article first before

requesting.
• Add the request if you could not find a picture. Select an appropriate subcategory or add a proper category or

subcategory in the alphabetical list.
• Link to the article for which you would like to have the picture added, and describe what kind of picture you

need. Signing the request is nice.
• Add only one picture request per bullet.
You can also use the images at Category:Wikipedia image placeholders as placeholders. Other wikipedians may take
this as a hint to look for such an image. But again, depending on the image, this may take some time.
For the Stetson, we could add the following line to Wikipedia:Requested_pictures in the section Clothing or hats:
• Stetson needs a nice image of a hat - [[User:JohnDoe]] 04:11, 14 Jul 2004 (UTC)

Yeah! I Got an image! What's next?
Well, give it a good name, make sure it is the correct format and in the largest available size, upload it, add the
correct image tags, including source and description, and add it to the desired article(s). If possible upload it at the
Wikimedia Commons, so the image is available also for other Wikimedia projects. (See Commons:First steps
for details)
• Wikipedia:Image use policy for a good title, Size, etc.
• Wikipedia:Image description page for what to add to the description page
• Wikipedia:Image copyright tags for the correct copyright tags
• Wikipedia:Picture tutorial and Wikipedia:Image markup for how to add the image to articles
1. Selecting the Stetson image [13] from Fort Hood and downloading it.
2. Converting the image from GIF to JPEG
3. Renaming the image to "Image:StetsonHatFortHoodArmy.jpg"
4. Uploading it as Image:StetsonHatFortHoodArmy.jpg

1. Free images can also be uploaded to the Commons, so that they are available for all wikipedia projects. See
Commons:First steps for details

5. Adding the image to Stetson
~Done~
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Wikipedia:Preparing images for upload
When uploading image files to Wikipedia or, preferably, to the Wikimedia Commons, it is important to use the right
file format for the content. Don't try to save disk space on the images server by giving up useful information.
Keep the source:
• If the image was generated from data (e.g. a graph in Microsoft Excel), the data and file (e.g. spreadsheet) should

be included so new data can be added to the graph, and/or the source of the data should be cited.
• If the image was generated from a script (e.g. in a computer algebra system), the code should be included so

minor improvements like labels and color adjustments can be made.
• In any of the above cases, there should be a note saying what specific software is required to edit the image. Data

formats and code that are compatible with free software should be preferred.
While some formats offer multiple compression systems, in general the format and the compression system are tied
together. The basic choices are SVG for simple diagrams (especially those that need to be scaled), JPEG for
photographic images, and PNG for everything else.
Other image formats should be avoided in most cases:

BMP - Images are uncompressed, resulting in larger file sizes. Should usually be converted to PNG.
GIF - Files may be larger, less scalable, and not as colorful. Should usually be converted to PNG unless
animated.
TIFF - Should usually be converted to PNG or JPEG as discussed above.
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Diagrams
The editability and scalability of SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) make the format the obvious choice for graphic
representation of data and illustrations. However, it is not always easy to convert raster images like GIFs, PNGs, or
JPEGs to SVG, and some images (especially photos) are not conducive to this treatment. If a diagram cannot be
produced in SVG then a PNG image is preferred over a JPEG.
The PNG compression algorithm is designed to work with large areas of solid colour that have sharp boundaries. It is
therefore a good format for diagrams and cartoons. But it does not automatically give you the smallest possible file
size. There are some things that need to be done by hand.
There is a delusion among many web designers that PNGs are larger than GIFs. This delusion originates from two
facts:
• Many people compare a 24 bit PNG with an 8 bit GIF, which is an invalid comparison.
• Adobe Photoshop has historically been known as being poor at creating PNG files.

Choose a colour depth appropriate for the number of colours

1-bit colour
No

anti-aliasing
180 bytes

4-bit
colour

Anti-aliased
309 bytes

Enlarged view of
anti-aliased image

Does the number of bits per pixel fit the number of colors in the image? Diagrams usually have few colours. If a
diagram has 4 colours, there is no need to store it in a 24-bit (truecolour) format capable of distinguishing 16 million
colours. The lower colour depth versions of PNG store colours in a palette. Paletted images can have a bit depth of 1,
2, 4, or 8 bit (2, 4, 16, or 256 colour). Use the lowest bit depth that can handle all colours in your image, although
some image editing programs cannot create 2-bit colour images.
If you are converting an image with many colours (perhaps because somebody saved the original as a JPEG, avoid
this) to a PNG, you may want to reduce the number of colours at the same time; see Wikipedia:How to reduce colors
for saving a JPEG as PNG.
An anti-aliased image may use more colours than you notice, because anti-aliasing smooths jagged edges by adding
shades of grey where once there was black or white. Anti-aliased black-and-white images usually need to be saved as
16-colour or 256-colour images instead. See the illustration at the right.

Do not save diagrams as JPEG
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Image showing
lossy JPEG compression

Enlarged view showing
compression artifacts

To the right is an example of a file saved as JPEG when it should have been saved as PNG. JPEG uses lossy data
compression meant for photographs. Compressing drawings or diagrams with JPEG results in an image of poor
quality, because the human eye can spot the compression artifacts around the edges.
Another drawback is the large file size you will end up with. JPEG compression has many options but most
commonly only two colour spaces: 24-bit RGB (8 bits per sample) and 8-bit greyscale. Most importantly, JPEG by
its nature cannot support indexed colour. In the example on the right, a 4-colour image is inflated by using an
inappropriate colour schema, which results in the rather large file size.
If you do not have an original file but only a JPEG that really should be a PNG, do not simply save the JPEG as
PNG because this will result in an even larger file. There is a nice tutorial at Wikipedia:How to reduce colors for
saving a JPEG as PNG.

Use SVG over PNG

Expanded PNG Expanded SVG Simple changes to SVG

PNG is a raster graphics format, encoding the value of each individual pixel, while SVG is a vector graphics format
that encodes an image as a series of geometric constructs. If this confuses you, don't worry; you don't need to
understand the technical aspects to create or upload images. What this means in practice is that an SVG image scales
to different sizes far better than an equivalent PNG. Therefore, for images that consist largely or entirely of
polygons, lines, and curves (national flags, road signs, etc.), SVG is the preferred format. Shown here are two
example enlarged crops of an image, one in PNG format, one in SVG format showing higher quality.
SVGs can be easily created with many desktop publishing programs such as the free Scribus program. SVGs can
also be altered simply with a text editor. This makes updating and translating illustrations much easier. Users having
problems with uploaded SVG images may ask for assistance at Wikipedia:SVG Help. For a list of SVG editing
software, see List of vector graphics editors.

JPEG tips
As stated above, JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) was developed with photographic images in mind.
Although the JPEG algorithms are quite good, there are a couple of tips that will help to get the smallest file size
possible without sacrificing quality:
• When saving a JPEG, the graphics program will let you choose the compression level. Usually the values range

from 0 to 100 where 100 is the best quality possible with very little compression applied. Some apps, notably
Paint Shop Pro, reverse this scale with 0 as highest quality and 100 as the lowest quality. Don't mistake the 0 to
100 scale for a percentage, in that using 1/2 the setting does not result in 1/2 the quality, nor does it produce a file
of 1/2 the size. Also, 100 does not mean "100%", as the image is still compressed, resulting in a minute loss of
detail. Since most JPEGs in Wikipedia will be rescaled anyway before appearing on pages, a quality setting of 95
is appropriate. (Settings above 95 increase size dramatically for little improvement in image quality.)
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• JPEG compression works better on slightly blurred images, so don't sharpen the images too much as it will result
in a higher footprint.

• Always work from the original image and not from the already saved JPEG file, as quality gradually decreases the
more you save it; this is known as digital generation loss. For this reason, it may be good to keep the main copy
here in a lossless format like a raw image format or PNG. However, as of right now, scaled versions are forced to
be in the same format as the original image and having two copies of the image is a maintenance nightmare.

• Existing JPEG files can be compressed a bit more, with no additional loss in quality, using jpegtran -optimize.
This results in a smaller file, but the compression is slower. Jpegtran is part of libjpeg. A package called littleutils
[1] contains a script called opt-jpg that automates JPEG optimization, using jpegtran as the underlying engine.

PNG tips
Images that are not photographs, such as diagrams and screen captures of applications or older video games, use few
colors. If it makes sense, save the image in indexed mode. A truecolour PNG can often be converted to indexed
mode without changing the look of the image, while saving on file size. (See color depth for information on indexed
mode and truecolour.)
It is normal for image editing programs to produce poor PNG compression, even when run with their maximum
compression choices. As a result, there are a variety of tools to compress PNGs without any loss of quality.
However, if the image will be scaled by Mediawiki before viewing, then these steps are pointless. Some such tools
and information on using them is shown below.
• PNGOUT (gratis)
• pngcrush (open source)
• OptiPNG (open source), fork of pngcrush
• AdvDef/AdvPNG, part of the AdvanceCOMP compilation (GNU GPL)
• DeflOpt (gratis)
OptiPNG usually outputs smaller files than pngcrush, as the latter preserves some information to strictly follow the
PNG specification.[2] AdvDef can be used after either of them to further improve the results. AdvDef is
straightforward to use, as it optimizes only the compression itself.
For quick compression, simply use OptiPNG with no options at all:

optipng file.png

If smallest results are desired and time is not important, a chain of this sort produces even smaller possible results:

optipng -o7 file.png

advdef -z4 file.png

pngout /ks file.png

deflopt file.png

Each of these utilities uses a different, more sophisticated "deflate" compression method variant on the PNG and
generally produces a smaller file when run after the other tools. If the smallest result matters, try some experimenting
to see what produces the best result.
After any compression, the image should be compared to the original. It's occasionally the case that quirks in the
original cause transparency to be lost even in compression which is intended to be lossless. This commonly, but not
always, shows up as a change in the background colour that is obviously visible at a glance.
For quick-and-dirty optimization, the opt-png script (found in the littleutils [3] package) can be useful. It automates
PNG optimization, utilizing pngcrush and a variant of pngrewrite as underlying engines to achieve results similar to
that of optipng.
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Note also that these chains, particularly the pngrewrite step, will discard non-image blocks, often including copyright
or creator details. Check the pngrewrite and other program options if you want to preserve this information.
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Wikipedia:Talk page guidelines
The purpose of a Wikipedia talk page (accessible via the talk or discussion tab) is to provide space for editors to
discuss changes to its associated article or project page. Article talk pages should not be used by editors as platforms
for their personal views on a subject.
When pages in other namespaces are used for discussion and communication between users, the same norms will
usually also apply.
When writing on a talk page, certain approaches are counter-productive, while others facilitate good editing. The
prime values of the talk page are communication, courtesy and consideration. The following list is designed to help
Wikipedians use talk pages effectively.

Central points

Maintain Wikipedia policy
There is reasonable allowance for speculation, suggestion, and personal knowledge on talk pages, with a view to
prompting further investigation, but it is usually a misuse of a talk page to continue to argue any point that has not
met policy requirements. Pay particular attention to Wikipedia:Biographies of living persons, which applies to talk
pages as well as to articles: "Editors must take particular care adding information about living persons to any
Wikipedia page."[1]

How to use article talk pages
• Communicate: If in doubt, make the extra effort so that other people understand you. Being friendly is a great

help. It is always a good idea to explain your views; it is less helpful for you to voice an opinion on something
and not explain why you hold it. Explaining why you have a certain opinion helps to demonstrate its validity to
others and reach consensus.

• Stay on topic: Talk pages are for discussing the article, not for general conversation about the article's subject
(much less other subjects). Keep discussions focused on how to improve the article. Irrelevant discussions are
subject to removal.

• Be positive: Article talk pages should be used to discuss ways to improve an article; not to criticize, pick apart, or
vent about the current status of an article or its subject. This is especially true on the talk pages of biographies of
living people. However, if you feel something is wrong, but are not sure how to fix it, then by all means feel free
to draw attention to this and ask for suggestions from others.

• Stay objective: Talk pages are not a forum for editors to argue their personal point of view about a controversial
issue. They are a forum to discuss how the points of view of reliable sources should be included in the article, so
that the end result is neutral. The best way to present a case is to find properly referenced material (for an
alternative forum for personal opinions, see the Wikireason proposal).
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• Deal with facts: The talk page is the ideal place for issues relating to verification, such as asking for help finding
sources, discussing conflicts or inconsistencies among sources, and examining the reliability of references.
Asking for a verifiable reference supporting a statement is often better than arguing against it.

• Share material: The talk page can be used to "park" material removed from the article due to verification or other
concerns, while references are sought or concerns discussed. New material can be prepared on the talk page until
it is ready to be put into the article; this is an especially good idea if the new material (or topic as a whole) is
controversial.

• Discuss edits: The talk page is particularly useful to talk about edits. If one of your edits has been reverted, and
you change it back again, it is good practice to leave an explanation on the talk page and a note in the edit
summary that you have done so. The talk page is also the place to ask about another editor's changes. If someone
queries one of your edits, make sure you reply with a full, helpful rationale.

• Make proposals: New proposals for the article can be put forward for discussion by other editors if you wish.
Proposals might include changes to specific details, page moves, merges or making a section of a long article into
a separate article.

Good practices
• Before starting a new discussion, ensure there is not already an existing section on the same topic. Duplicating the

same discussion in multiple sections on a talk page causes confusion, erodes general awareness of points being
made, and disrupts the flow of conversation on the topic.

• Comment on content, not on the contributor: Keep the discussions focused upon the topic of the talk page,
rather than on the personalities of the editors contributing to the talk page.

• Sign your posts: To sign a post, type four tildes (~~~~), and they will be replaced with your username and time
stamp, like this: Example 13:21, 9 May 2008 (UTC). Please note that it is impossible to leave an anonymous
comment because your user name or IP address is recorded in the page history.

• Be concise: Long, rambling messages are difficult to understand, and are frequently either ignored or
misunderstood. If you need to make a detailed, point by point discussion, see below for how to lay this out.

• Keep the layout clear: Keep the talk page attractively and clearly laid out, using standard indentation and
formatting conventions. Avoid repetition, muddled writing, and unnecessary digressions. Talk pages with a good
signal-to-noise ratio are more likely to attract continued participation. See Talk page layout.

• Keep discussions focused: Discussions naturally should finalize by agreement, not by exhaustion.
• Read the archives: If you are a new editor to an article, be sure to read the archives. Not only are content

disputes valuable examples of talk page behavior, but they contain a lot of expert knowledge surrounding the
topic. You may quickly find your questions and/or objections have already been answered if you try searching all
the archives for that article at once using the prefix parameter.

• Be welcoming to newcomers: People new to Wikipedia may be unfamiliar with policy and conventions. Please
do not bite the newcomers. If someone does something against custom, assume it was an unwitting mistake. You
should politely and gently point out their mistake, reference the relevant policy/guideline/help pages, and suggest
a better approach.

• Use the minor flag for minor changes only: The minor flag in your edits should be used as it is with article
pages and should only be used for superficial differences between the current and previous versions such as
typographical corrections, formatting and presentational changes or rearrangement of text without modification of
content. Adding new text to the talk pages should not be marked as minor.

• Avoid excessive emphasis: CAPITAL LETTERS are considered shouting and are virtually never appropriate. 
Bolding may be used to highlight key words or phrases (most usually to highlight "oppose" or "support" 
summaries of an editor's view), but should be used judiciously, as it may appear the equivalent of the writer 
raising his voice. Italics may be used more frequently for emphasis or clarity on key words or phrases, but should 
be avoided for long passages. Remember that overuse of emphasis can undermine its impact. If adding emphasis
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to quoted text, be sure to say so. Italics can also be used to distinguish quoted text from new text and, of course,
book titles, ship names, etc.

• Use English: No matter to whom you address a comment, it is preferred that you use English on English
Wikipedia talk pages. This is so that comments may be comprehensible to the community at large. If the use of
another language is unavoidable, try to also provide a translation of the comments. If you are requested to do so
and cannot, you should either find a third party to translate or to contact a translator through the
Wikipedia:Embassy.

• Avoid posting the same thread in multiple forums. This fragments discussion of the idea. Instead, start the
discussion in one location, and, if needed, advertise that in other locations using a link. If you find a fragmented
discussion, it may be desirable to move all posts to one location, and linking to it. Make sure you state clearly in
edit summaries and on talk pages what you have done and why.

• Avoid repeating your own lengthy posts Readers can read your prior posts, and repeating them, especially
lengthy posts, should be strongly discouraged. In some cases, it may be interpreted as an unwillingness to let
discussion progress in an orderly manner.

Behavior that is unacceptable
Please note that some of the following are of sufficient importance to be official Wikipedia policy. Violations (and
especially repeated violations) may lead to the offender being blocked or banned from editing Wikipedia.
• No personal attacks: A personal attack is saying something negative about another person. This mainly means:

• No insults: Do not make ad hominem attacks, such as calling someone an idiot or a fascist. Instead, explain
what is wrong with an edit and how to fix it.

• Do not threaten people: For example, threatening people with "admins you know" or having them banned for
disagreeing with you. Explaining to an editor the consequences of violating Wikipedia policies, like being
blocked for vandalism, is permitted however.

• Do not make legal threats: Threatening a lawsuit is highly disruptive to Wikipedia, for reasons given at the
linked page.

• Never post personal details: Users who post what they believe are the personal details of other users without
their consent may be blocked for any length of time, including indefinitely.

• Do not misrepresent other people: The record should accurately show significant exchanges that took place, and
in the right context. This usually means:
• Be precise in quoting others.
• When describing other people's contributions or edits, use diffs. The advantage of diffs in referring to a

comment is that it will always remain the same, even when a talk page gets archived or a comment gets
changed.

• Generally, do not alter others' comments, including signatures. Exceptions are described in the next section.
• Do not ask for another's personal details
• Do not impersonate other editors
• Do not claim to be an administrator or claim to have an access level that you do not have, as this can be

highly disruptive. User access levels can be checked at Special:ListUsers by anyone.
• Do not use the talk page as a forum or soapbox for discussing the topic. The talk page is for discussing how to

improve the article.
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Editing comments

Others' comments

It is not necessary to bring talk pages to publishing standards, so there is no need to correct typing/spelling errors,
grammar, etc. It tends to irritate the users whose comments you are correcting. The basic rule – with some specific
exceptions outlined below – is, that you should not edit or delete the comments of other editors without their
permission.
Never edit or move someone's comment to change its meaning, even on your own talk page. Striking text constitutes
a change in meaning, and should only be done by the user or someone acting at their explicit request.
Editing – or even removing – others' comments is sometimes allowed. But you should exercise caution in doing so,
and normally stop if there is any objection. Some examples of appropriately editing others' comments:
• If you have their permission.
• Removing prohibited material such as libel, personal details, violations of policy about living persons, or

copyright violations.
• Removing harmful posts, including personal attacks, trolling and vandalism. This generally does not extend to

messages that are merely uncivil; deletions of simple invective are controversial. Posts that may be considered
disruptive in various ways are another borderline case and are usually best left as-is or archived.

• Refactoring for relevance: Archiving material not relevant to improving the article (per the above subsection
#How to use article talk pages). Formerly it was not uncommon to simply delete off-topic posts, but this has led to
disputes from time to time, and it is generally better to move such threads to an archive page. It is still common,
and uncontroversial, to simply delete gibberish, rants about the article subject (as opposed to its treatment in the
article) and test edits, as well as harmful or prohibited material as described above. Another form of refactoring is
to move a thread of entirely personal commentary between two editors to the talk page of the editor who started
the off-topic discussion.

• Attributing unsigned comments: You are allowed to append attribution (which can be retrieved from the page 
history) to the end of someone's comment if they have failed to sign it. This typically takes the form — 
{{User|USERNAME}} TIMESTAMP OF EDIT (UTC). The template {{unsigned}} or one of its variants can be 
used to do this more explicitly: {{subst:unsignedDATE AND TIME}}, which results in —The preceding unsigned 

comment was added by USER NAME OR IP (talk • contribs) DATE AND TIME.Signature cleanup: If a signature violates the 
guidelines for signatures, or is an attempt to fake a signature, you may edit the signature to the standard form with 
correct information (— {{User|USERNAME}} TIMESTAMP OF EDIT (UTC)) or some even simpler variant. 
Do not modify others' signatures for any other reason. If the user's signature has a coding error in it, you will need 
to contact the editor to fix this in their preferences.Interruptions: In some cases, it is okay to interrupt a long 
contribution, either with a short comment (as a reply to a minor point) or with a heading (if the contribution 
introduces a new topic or subtopic; in that case, one might add :<small>Heading added for REASON by 
~~~~</small> below the heading to make the nature of the change clearer). When introducing an interruptive 
break, please add {{subst:interrupted|USER NAME OR IP}} before the interruption. One may also manually 
ensure that attribution is preserved by copy-pasting the original signature to just before the interruption.Fixing 
format errors that render material difficult to read. In this case, restrict the edits to formatting changes only and 
preserve the content as much as possible. Examples include fixing indentation levels, removing bullets from 
discussions that are not consensus polls or requests for comment (RfC), using <nowiki> and other technical 
markup to fix code samples, and providing wikilinks if it helps in better navigation.Fixing layout errors: This 
could include moving a new comment from the top of a page to the bottom, adding a header to a comment not 
having one, repairing accidental damage by one party to another's comments, correcting unclosed markup tags 
that mess up the entire page's formatting, accurately replacing HTML table code with a wikitable, etc.Sectioning: 
If a thread has developed new subjects, it may be desirable to split it into separate discussions with their own 
headings or subheadings. When a topic is split into two topics, rather than subsectioned, it is often useful for there
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to be a link from the new topic to the original and vice versa. A common way of doing this is noting the change at
the [then-]end of the original thread, and adding an unobtrusive note under the new heading, e.g. :<small>This
topic was split off from [[#FOOBAR, above.. Some reformatting may be necessary to maintain the sense of the
discussion to date and to preserve attribution. It is essential that splitting does not inadvertently alter the meaning
of any comments.

• Section headings: Because threads are shared by multiple editors (regardless how many have posted so far), no
one, including the original poster, "owns" a talk page discussion or its heading. It is generally acceptable to
change headings when a better header is appropriate, e.g. one more descriptive of the content of the discussion or
the issue discussed, less one-sided, more appropriate for accessibility reasons, etc. To avoid disputes it is best to
discuss a heading change with the editor who started the thread, if possible, when a change is likely to be
controversial. It can also sometimes be appropriate to merge entire sections under one heading (often preserving
the later one as a subheading) if their discussions are redundant. In order to ensure links to the previous section
heading (including automatically generated links in watchlists and histories) continue to work, one should use one
of the following templates to anchor the old title: {{formerly}}, {{anchord}}, {{anchor}}.

• Disambiguating or fixing links, if the linked-to page has moved, a talk page section has been archived, the link
is simply broken by a typographical error, etc. Do not change links in others' posts to go to entirely different
pages. If in doubt, ask the editor in question to update their own post, or add a follow-up comment of your own
suggesting the alternative link. Only fix a link to a template that has been replaced or deprecated if the effect of
the new template is essentially the same as what the poster used (otherwise, simply allow the post to red link to
the old template, as a broken post is preferable to one with altered meaning).

• Hiding or resizing images: You may hide an image (e.g. change [[File:Foo.jpg|<var>...details...</var>]] to
[[:File:Foo.jpg|<var>...details...</var>]] by adding a colon) once discussion of it has ended. This is especially
appropriate for "warning" and "alert" icons included in bot-posted notices which are usually quickly resolved.
Another common image-related edit is re-sizing images that were posted in full size and take up too much room
on the talk page.

• Deactivating templates and categories: You may prevent templates from being transcluded (e.g. change
{{template name}} to {{tl|template name}}) if the poster clearly intended to discuss the template rather than use
it. You may deactivate category links (e.g. change [[Category:Foobar]] to [[:Category:Foobar]] by inserting a
colon) to prevent the page being added to a discussed category.

• Hiding old code samples: You may redact (replace with a note, or collapse) large code samples once discussion
of the sample has ended; for instance fulfilled {{editprotected}} requests.

• Personal talk page cleanup: On your own user talk page, you may archive threads at your discretion. Simply
deleting others' comments on your talk page is permitted, but most editors prefer archiving. Many new users
believe they can hide critical comments by deleting them. This is not true: Such comments can always be
retrieved from the page history. Removal of a comment is taken as proof that the user has read it.

In the past, it was standard practice to "summarize" talk page comments, but this practice has fallen into disuse.
Refactoring and archiving are still appropriate.

Own comments

It is best to avoid changing your own comments. Other users may have already quoted you with a diff (see above) or
have otherwise responded to your statement. Therefore, use "Show preview" and think about how your amended
statement may look to others before you save it.
Substantially altering a comment after it has been replied to may deny the reply of its original context. It can also be
confusing. Before you change your own comment, consider taking one of the following steps:
• Contact the person(s) who replied (through their talk page) and ask if it is okay to delete or change your text.
• Use deletion and insertion markup or a place-holder to show the comment has been altered.
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• Deletion (which in most browsers is rendered as struck-through text, is coded <del>like this</del> and ends up
like this.

• An insertion, which in most browsers is rendered as underlined text, is coded <ins>like that</ins> and ends up
like that.

• A placeholder is a phrase such as "[Thoughtless and stupid comment removed by the author.]". This will
ensure that your fellow editors' irritated responses still make sense. In turn, they may then wish to replace their
reply with something like, "[Irritated response to deleted comment removed. Apology accepted.]"

• Please do not apply any such changes to other editors' comments without permission.
• When modifying a comment, you can add a parenthetical note pointing out the change. You can also add an

additional timestamp by typing ~~~~~ (five tildes).

Disputes
If you have a disagreement or a problem with someone's behavior, please read Wikipedia:Dispute resolution.

Technical and format standards

Layout
• Start new topics at the bottom of the page: If you put a post at the top of the page, it is confusing and can easily

be overlooked. The latest topic should be the one at the bottom of the page. Then the next post will go underneath
yours and so on. This makes it easy to see the chronological order of posts. A quick way to do this is to use the
"new section" tab next to the edit button on the talk page you are on.

• Separate multiple points with whitespace: If a single post has several points, it makes it clearer to separate them
with a paragraph break (i.e. a blank line). Whitespace is not necessary if your post is indented with colons; simply
starting another line with the same indentation level will have an appropriate gap in the output. Whitespace is also
not necessary between any lines within an indented or bulleted list, and actually increases the complexity of the
generated HTML code, which can have accessibility implications.

• Thread your post: Use indentation as shown in Help:Using talk pages#Indentation (or, more specifically,
Wikipedia:Indentation) to clearly indicate who you are replying to, as with usual threaded discussions. Normally
colons are used, not bullet points (although the latter are commonly used at AfD, CfD, etc.).

New topics and headings on talk pages
• Start new topics at the bottom of the page: If you put a post at the top of the page, it is confusing and can also

get easily overlooked. The latest topic should be the one at the bottom of the page.
• Make a new heading for a new topic: It will then be clearly separated into its own section and will also appear

in the TOC (table of contents) at the top of the page. A heading is easy to create with == on either side of the
words, as in == Heading ==. The "Post a comment" feature can be used to do this automatically. (If you are using
the default Wikipedia:Skin, you can use the "New Section" tab next to the "Edit this page" tab instead.) Enter a
subject/heading in the resulting edit page, and it will automatically become the section heading.

• Keep headings on topics related to the article. It should be clear from the heading which aspect of the article
you wish to discuss. Do not write "This article is wrong" but address the specific issue you want to discuss.

• Keep headings neutral: A heading should indicate what the topic is, but not communicate a specific view about
it.
• Do not praise in headings: You may wish to commend a particular edit, but this could be seen in a different

light by someone who disagrees with the edit.
• Do not be critical in headings: This includes being critical about details of the article. Those details were

written by individual editors, who may experience the heading as an attack on them.
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• Never address other users in a heading: A heading should invite all editors to respond to the subject
addressed. Headings may be about a user's edits but not specifically to a user.

• Never use headings to attack other users: While NPA and AGF apply everywhere at Wikipedia, using
headings to attack other users by naming them in the heading is especially egregious, since it places their name
prominently in the Table of Contents, and can thus enter that heading in the edit summary of the page's edit
history. Since edit summaries and edit histories aren't normally subject to revision, that wording can then haunt
them and damage their credibility for an indefinite time period, even though edit histories are excluded from
search engines.[2] Reporting on another user's edits from a neutral point of view is an exception, especially
reporting edit warring or other incidents to administrators.

• Create subsections if helpful. Talk page discussions should be concise, but if a single discussion becomes
particularly long, it may be helpful to add a subsection for ease of editing. This is preferable to using templates
like {{hidden}} and may facilitate the involvement of editors with slower computers and Internet connections.
Since the main section title will no longer appear in edit summaries, it is helpful to choose a subsection title that
reflects it (for instance, in the section References used more than once, the subsection title References: arbitrary
break might be used).

Links, time and page name
• Make links freely: Links to articles are as useful on talk pages as anywhere else, and links to non-existent articles

can help get them onto the most wanted articles list.
• Use Coordinated Universal Time, when referring to a time, e.g. the time of an edit or page move.
• When mentioning the name of the page, cite the current name: This applies when a page is moved (i.e.

retitled). In such a case, the Talk page is usually also moved. If you continue to use the old name, it will be
confusing, especially for new editors to the article.

When to condense pages
Large talk pages become difficult to read and strain the limits of older browsers. Also loading time becomes an issue
for slow internet connections. It is helpful to archive or refactor a page either when it exceeds 50 KB, or has more
than 10 main sections.
• Archive—do not delete: When a talk page has become too large or a particular subject is not discussed any

more, do not delete the content—archive it. See Help:Archiving a talk page for details on why and how to.
• Summarize ("refactor"): See Wikipedia:Refactoring talk pages for details on why and how to refactor talk

pages.

User talk pages
While the purpose of article talk pages is to discuss the content of articles, the purpose of user talk pages is to draw
the attention or discuss the edits of a user. Wikipedia is not a social networking site, and all discussion should
ultimately be directed solely toward the improvement of the encyclopedia.
Users may freely remove comments from their own talk pages, though archiving is preferred. They may also remove
some content in archiving. The removal of a warning is taken as evidence that the warning has been read by the user.
This specifically includes both registered and unregistered users.
There are certain types of notices that users may not remove from their own talk pages, such as Declined unblock
requests and Speedy deletion tags. See Wikipedia:User pages#Removal of comments, notices, and warnings for full
details.
User talk pages are subject to the general userpage guidelines on handling inappropriate content - see
Wikipedia:Userpages#Handling inappropriate content.
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Notes
[1] People are assumed to be living unless there is reason to believe otherwise. This policy does not apply to people declared dead in absentia.
[2] URLs of edit histories and revision differences begin with http://en.wikipedia.org/w/, and Wikipedia's robots.txt file (http:/ / en. wikipedia.

org/ robots. txt) disallows /w/.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Death_in_absentia
http://en.wikipedia.org/robots.txt
http://en.wikipedia.org/robots.txt
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